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Adsorption is a process involving the selective transfer of one or more solutes from fluid
solutions onto and into solids. Physical adsorption is a surface phenomenon. When fluid is in
contact with a solid surface, molecules in the fluid phase spontaneously concentrate on the
surface without any chemical change. At low temperature, adsorption is usually caused by
intcrmolecular forces, such as Van der waal forces (Ruthven, 1984). Adsorption phenomenon,
like any other thermodynamic system which involves the interaction of two phases, is driven by
chemical potential differences between the phases. This chemical potential determines the
strength with which any given molecule is adsorbed. The differences in the surface energy of
adsorbent and the properties of each kind of molecule cause differences in the amount adsorbed
in certain kinds of surface, i.e., the selectivity. Separation can be accomplished through selective
collection and concentration of fluid molecules onto a solid surface.
Separation of gas mixtures by adsorption can be obtained by using either single column or multi-
column configuration. However, for both processes the adsorbent column is alternately saturated
and regenerated in a cyclic manner.
One example of a cyclic selective process is the Four-Bed Molecule Sieve (4BMS) used in
International Space Station Alpha for the removal of CO2 as shown in Figure 1-1.
TEMP
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FIGURE I-1 SPACE STATION 4--BED MOLESrr_.VE
As shown in Figure 1, the actual CO2 removal system consists of four beds. Two beds operate in
the adsorption mode (a desiccant and CO2 sorbent bed) while the other set of identical beds
desorb. The desiccant beds desorb through gas stripping while the sorbent beds are heated and
subjec,:5 to z vacuum (e.g., the pressure and thermal swing process). Following the air flow path
in Figure 1-1, cabin air laden with CO2 and water enters at the system inlet, then enters desiccant
bed (1), which consists of Silica Gel and 13X sorbent materials. The desiccant bed is required to
remove virtually all water from the air stream. The dry air is next pulled through the air blower,
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which overcomes the system pressure drop. A heat exchanger, the precooler, removes the heat of
compression and heat of adsorption from the desiccant M before the air enters the 5A sorbent
which is responsible for removing the CO2 from air. Following the precoolcr, the 5A bed (2),
C02 removal be(l, performs the primary system function of removing CO2. The other 5A bed (4)
is concurrently deem _dth heat from embedded electrical heaters and allowed to vent to space
vacuum . At the beginning of a new half cycle, the selector valves cycle to alternate the
desorbing and adsorbing beds. Heated air from the hot, previously desorbing CO2 sorbent bed,
trips the downs_..am desiccant bed (3) of water, which is returned to the cabin in the return air
stream.
Because of the complexity of the process, the design of an efficient 4BMS CO2 removal system
mission depends on many mission parameters, such as, duration, crew size, cost of power,
volume, fluid interface properties, etc. A need for space vehicle CO2 removal system models
capable of accurately performing extrapolated hardware predictions is inevitable due to the
change of the parameters which influences the CO2 removal system capacity.
The purpose of this study is to (a) investigate the mathematical techniques required for a model
capable of accurate extrapolated performance predictions and (b) obtain test data required to
estimate mass wansfer coefficients and verify the computer model. Models have been developed
to demonswate that the finite difference technique can be successfully applied to sorbents and
conditions used in spacecraft CO2 removal systems. The non isothermal, axially dispersed, plug
flow model with linear driving force for 5X and pore diffusion for Silica gel are then applied to
test data. A more complex model, a non-darclan model (2-dimensional), has also been
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SECTION 2
DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 Gas/Solid Equilibrium
Gas/solid equilibria is the thermodynamic limiting capacity for mass transfer in gas adsorption. It
is one of the most important parameters for predicting solute separation from the bulk gas
phase. Since the composition, temperature, and pressure change in a wide range with time and
location within the adsorption column, a comprehensive gas/solid equilibrium model is needed.
2.1.1 Single Component Isotherm
The most popular single solute isotherms were correlated by Langmuir in 1918. The Langmuir
approach assumed the rate of adsorption is equal to that of condensation. The final form of this
equation is:
q_lBl P,
q_ = 1 + B,P_ eq. 2.1
where Bi, and qmi are functions of temperature and heat of adsorption. Some of the single solute
isotherms were correlated by the Langmuir-Freundlieh equation (Sips, 1948):
q_ - q,.sB,P,"
1 + B,P,"
where ni is a constant close to one.
eq. 2.2
The pure isotherm constants of CO2, H20, and N2 on 13X zeolite are as follows:
for CO2,
for T less or equal than 627.0 R
q=,co_ = (399.3942 - 1.93842889T + 3.25405x10 -3 T 2 - 1.82262x10 -6 T a ) / 44 / 100
Bco 2 = 35.35.358072159-. 17016733T + 2.74587x10-4 T 2 - 1. 48412x10 -7"1"a
n = -29.3861079+. 153889849T - 2.61225877 x10 -4T z + 1.478185x 10 -7 T z
for H20,
if partial pressure o]'1"120 less or equal than. 4 mm Hg
forT< 564.0R
q.,n2o = (39.914452 - 8.87103x10-2T + 6.839503x10 "_T 2) / 100 / 18.0
forT> 564.0R




for partial presuure of greater than. 4 mm Hg
q.,n,o = (95.0938247-.217257754T + 1.4628603x10 "4T 2) / 100 / 18
BH, o = 48.56664 - 2.262024x10-XT + 3.91017x10"4T 2 - 2.3790985x10-TT 3
n=L0
and for N2
for T less than 610 * R
BN, = 4.$597278759x10 -7 exp(9628. 9655743 / T)
q..s, =.00961197026-1.637879912x104T else
BN, = 5.808906668x10 -7 exp(991L$734593 / T)
where q isinIb mole of soluteper Ibof solid,T in Rankin, and P inmm Hg.
2.1.2 Multicomponent Isotherm
Two types of multicomponent correlationwere used in this study. One is based on the
Langmuir-Freundlich equation formulticomponent system
1 + ___BjPj" ,
J
eq 2.3
and themore reliablemethod isbased on IdealAdsorption SolutionTheory (IAST) of Myers and
Pransnitz(1965).For pure-gas adsorptionand assuming idealgas behavior:
_(P;)A = f:_dP;
RT eq 2.4
where A isthe surfacearea,_ isthe spreadingpressure.The idealsolutionassumption isapplied
to the adsorbed phase and the total amount adsorbed is then related to the mole fraction of each
component:
The Raoult law is also applied to the relation between mole fraction in the gas phase and
adsorbed phase:
P, = I_, = p;(_:)x,
eq2.6
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Exl = EYl = I
eq 2.7
The IST theory assumes that the spreading pressure is the same for all the components in the
mixture.
The solution for the amount adsorbed in the solid phase in equilibrium with the gas phase
concentration is obtained by an iterative procedure with the IST theory. For the case of the






The derivation is shown in Appendix A. Knowing the total pressure and the solid temperature, a
value of _ is guessed and solution will be obtained by iteration until equation 2.8 is satisfied.
2.2 Mathematical Model For Nonisothermal Multicomponent Adsorption In a Packed
Bed
Separation of solutes from the bulk gas can be accomplished in a packed column which is filled
with a specific adsorbent that preferentially adsorbs certain constituents from the bulk gas. In the
simplest case of packed column adsorbent particles, the following mass transport processes are
considered: axial dispersion in the interparticle fluid phase, fluid to particle mass transfer, and a
reversible adsorption in the interior of the particle. Also, adsorption is accompanied by the
evolution of heat, and temperature changes affect the adsorption equilibrium relation and, in
some cases, adsorption rate. Thus, especially in the gas phase adsorption, not only the effects of
mass transfer on adsorption rate but also effects of heat generation and heat transfer in the
adsorbent bed must be taken into account.
The dynamic bed behavior can be modeled by heat and mass balance equations. The
mathematical model wilI be used to estimate the breakthrough curve for a certain constituent in
the bulk gas. In return, this enables one to obtain the necessary parameters for predicting the
transient behavior of the temperature profile and concentration of the gas for different initial
parameters such as inlet concentration, temperature, and the fluid velocity.
The heat and mass balances could not be solved analytically; therefore, these equations were
solved numerically by finite differences methods, namely the Under-Relaxation and Newman
methods. A FORTRAN code was written to find the numerical solutions to the transient
equations.
In this study two types of mathematical models were used to predict the dynamic behavior of the
bed. A one dimensional model was developed which takes into account only the mass and heat
transfer rate of change in the axial direction of the bed. On the other hand, a two dimensional
model would also estimate these rates in the radial direction of the bed, and therefore this mode!
5
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was also developed.The mathematical derivation of a two dimensional model is shown in
Appendix B.
2.2.1 One Dimensional Adsorption Mathematical Model
In a one dimensional adsorption model in a packed column any rates of change of variables in
the radial direction are assumed to be negligible compared to the axial direction. Also, the
porosity of the bed is considered to be constant from the center to the column wall.
2.2.1.1 Mass Balance Equation
In the bulk stream of the gas within the bed, the material balance for the adsorbate concentration
is
D a2C_ _- a._j.q
= _ -u _ -e at
Boundary / Initial Condition
at t < 0, C I = C_,, for 0 < x < L
att<0, qi=ql,, for0<x<L
at t >0, Ct =Ci,, forx= 0
at t >0, --_=0 forx=L
eq 2.9
where C i is the concentration of each component in the gas bulk, Dl is the axial dispersion, u is
the interstitialvelocity,¢ isthe void fraction,and ql isthe adsorbatc concentrationin the solid
phase. The lastboundary condition indicatesa free slream boundary type. This boundary
condition is prescribed for situationwhere the normal derivative of flux, the gradient of
concentrationor tcrnpcrature,atthe end of the packed column vanishes.In a numerical sense,
the value of the lastgridoutsidethepacked bed issetequal to thatof lastgridof the packed bed.
2.2.1.2 Total Material Balance
Assuming the idealgas law C_ = PY'//RT and knowing _YE = I,the above equation can be
recastintoan overallmass balance equation,
eq 2.10
This equation was used to compute the pressure drop along the axial direction in the bed.
2.2.1.3 Gas Phase Energy Equation
The change of gas temperature with rcspca to time is the result of heat flux from the solid to the




0T s 02Ts _T 8 + 1 - E h,a, (T, - T a) - _ (T 8 - T,,)p,c,, = k, up,c,, e
Boundary / Initial Conditions
at t < 0, Ts = Ta,s for 0 < x < L
at t >0, Ts=T I for x= 0
at t>0, _--_ = Ofor x = L
eq2.11
where Tgis bulk gas temperature, Tw is the wall temperature, Ts is the solid temperature, pg is
bulk density, c_ is the specific heat of the bulk gas, kf is the effective conductivity of the bulk
gas, h, is the h_tt transfer coefficient between the solid and the gas phase (Petrovic and Thodos,
1968), and h_ is the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and the gas phase.
2.2.1.4 Solid Phase Energy Equation
The following energy equation for the solid phase includes the term for heat flux from the solid
phase to the gas phase plus heat generation due to adsorption.
p,¢ _T, . _'T. _ql
_t = lq-_'i-+ h'a'(T' - T')- _ _J'l'"_ "
I=I
Boundary /InitialConditions
at t < 0, T. = T,., for 0 < x < L
at t > 0, T. = T, for x = 0
01",
at t>0, --_-= 0 for x = L
eq 2.12
2.2.1.5 Column Wall Energy Equation
The wall temperature T,, is given by
_1",, = 2_R,h,, CI', - T,,)- 2r_R.h.(T,, - T.)p.c,,, O--t-
Initial Condition
at t < 0, T,, = T,,,0
cq 2.13
where To is the surrounding temperature, hw and ho axe the heat transfer coefficients between the
wall and fluid and between the wall and the surrounding, respectively. Axial conductivity in the
canister wall is neglected since the area of hea_ transfer from the fluid to wall and from the wall
to fluid is an order of magnitude larger than the area in the axial direction. This is analogous to
heat conduction in a slab.
7
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2.2.1.6 Momentum Equation
Bulk resistance to the fluid flow through a solid matrix, as compared to the resistance at and near
the surfaces confining the solid matrix, was measured by Darcy (1956). The following equation




where K is the permeability of the solid and p. is the fluid viscosity. This empirical slug-flow
equation, which is suitable for slip flow and creeping flow, is valid when the Reynolds number,
based on particle diameter, is close to one.
For higher Reynolds number, cross flow within the porous media creates additional pressure
drop. For this regime the Ergun equation could be used to estimate the pressure drop, see Ergun
(1952) and Beavers (1969):
dP :-K u- pCuZ
eq 2.15
where C is the inertial coefficient.
The Darcian terms contain the empirical coefficients K and C, which are given by relations
developed by Ergun (1952) for flow in a packed bed:
and
K = dP:c3
150(1- e):, eq 2.16
C = 1.75(1-e)
fl, e3 , eq 2.17
where dp isparticlediameter.
Equations 2.10 and 2.15 are used to compute the total pressure and the velocity respectively in
the axialdirection.This was found to give betterconvergence than using them in the reverse
order.
2.2.2 Solid Phase Transport Equation
Mass transferof solutefrom bulk gas to sorbed stateisdriven by equilibriumisotherms. The
mass balance equation inside the sorbent material depends on the structure of the pellet.
Monodisperse pore-diffusion and bidisperse pore-diffusion are the two models used to predict
the mass transportwithin the pellet.The schematics for the two types of sor.bentsarc illustrated
in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. In general, the mass n'ansfermechanism of an adsorption process
includes four steps:fluid-filmtransfer,pore diffusion,surfaceadhesion, and surfacediffusion.
Since the surfaceadhesion rateapproximates the order of the collisionfrequency of the gas on
the solidsurface,which ismuch greaterthan forthe wansport processes,equilibriumisassumed
to bc reached instantaneouslyat the interfaces(Tang, 1987).Adsorbates initiallytransferfrom
8
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the bulk gas stream through an external film around the particles and reach the external surface
of the particles. Molecules of adsorbate then diffuse into the pores of the particles, are adsorbed
on the active sites, and then diffuse along the surface. The film transfer and pore diffusion are
treated as sequential steps, since no accumulation of adsorbates are allowed; in other words,
conservation of mass applies. However, pore and surface diffusion generally take place in
parallel. Any combination of the resulting three steps can constitute the rate-controlling
mechanism. The external mass transfer rate is defined in terms of an effective transfer coefficient














INTRAPARTICLE MECHANISMS OF BIDISPERSE-PORE SORBENT
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N n = -k n(C u - C_, i )
ext 2.18
For the low Reynolds number region covered in the present study, the correlation of Petrovic and
Thodos (1968) is used:
0. 357 ,._ *._ _,
k, = _ (NR,) (NK,i) 2gp eq 2.19
for 3 < N_ < 2000. NI_ is the Reynolds number and Nsc is Schmidt number.
Molecular diffusion of a component in a mixture is described by the Stefan-MaxweU equation.
For single component diffusion in a mixture, however, the diffusion coefficient Dmi is





For binary mixtures at low pressure, Did can be estimated by the following equation, (Slattery
and Bird, 1958):





For H20 with a nonpolar gas:
a = 3. 640x10 _
eq 2.21
b=2.3M
The Knudsen diffusion coefficient can be estimated by the following equation (Satterfield,
1980):
De = 4.67x10._ r, ( T ,),.s
_p'M i" , eq 2.22
where re is the mean diameter of the pore size and %p the pore tortuosity factor and is
approximately between 1-4 (Saaerfield, 1980).




D_ = D,.,, exp(S_-L)
eq 2.23
where Esi is the activation energy for the surface diffusion and Dso,i is pre-exponential factor.
2.2.3 Monodisperse Pore Diffusion Model
The pore smacture of pellets are simulated by this model are monodisperse. Sorbents in this
category include activated carbon, alumina, and silica gel. The mass balance for component i
inside the pores of a spherical particle at the axial location x in the bed yield:
_C_,4 1 _(rp2Ni,) _ql
txy rP2 _r_ + _ = 0, eq 2.24
where tx is the intraparticle void fraction, Nir is the flux of component i, rp is particle radius, and
qi is the amount adsorbed on the solid phase.
Equation 2.24 can be simplified by employing the following particle volume-averaged quantities:
and
I_lp = _'3 JC,prp=dr
P




By integrating equation 2.24 with respect to rp, using the volume averaged quantities and noting
that Nit=0 at r=0, the result is
= 0
eq 2.27
To further simplify the model, parabolic concentration profile within the particle is assumed
(Tsai, 1983), thus
C_ = E_ + F_r2
9
where the constant E and F can be evaluated by using the surface conditions:
eq 2.28
and









Therefore, by inserting eq 2.31 and 2.30 into eq 2.28 and taking the derivative with respect to r at




The flux Nit is the combined pore and solid diffusions. Pore diffusion is dominated by Knudsen
diffusion with a constant diffusivity, Dik. Surface diffusion Ds obeys Fick's law. Thus,
_C, _q,
N. = -D_l--_- D,,
eq 2.33
A local equilibrium can be assumed between the gas phase in the pore and the solid phase. Since
the adsorbate concentrations are dilute, the solid phase concentration of each adsorbate may be
assumed to be independent of the gas phase concentration of the other adsorbate. Therefore, the
total flux of the ith component at the pore mouth of the particle is
-D n q.__C_._.! i= 1,2,3...n
N_, =--Dk, _r L,-l, "jBC,o _r 'r=R, eq 2.34
Assuming gas-solid equilibrium within the pellet,
_q, _q,
_C, _C,.
The time derivative of q_, is a function of T,
eq 2.35
and gas concentration in pore side of the pellet, Cpj,
34, _._._.q_l" _4,_C, j=l,2...n
'_-= _ _-+ 7:;-,_c, _t eq 2.36
Equations 2.32-2.36 are substituted into equation 2.27, to obtain the final rate equation for
monodisperse pellet is
_ _C_ =___D ___ _q, (C_ _ -C,_)(_+.:_)_ " -_,j)+ (C_,
12
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2.2.4 Bidisperse Pore Diffusion Model for Zeolite
Zeolite sorbents consist of crystals, in the size range of 1-9 _tm, which are pelletized with a small
amount of binder. Diffusion rate is controlled by the crystals in the zeolite sorbents. The mass
balance within a spherical crystal is described as
_t.__2w D, °_(r_ _q,)
= r: Dr _r
The rate of change of ¢1_, the volume average q, is
eq 2.38
-_-4 [P_-q r 2dr
R Jbt eq 2.39
which results in
Rp _o_rp %-R,.
As before, assuming a parabolic distribution
ql = El + F,rp 2
and
ql = q_ at rp = Rp
9
using surface condition
E, = q_- F,R 2
by integrating equation 2.41 and using the volume average
obtain
(-_r_),,.R, = (q_ - h,)5 / R,
and from equation 4.45 and 2.40,








Assuming the mass transfer resistance between the bulk flow of the bed and the solid is not the
limiting resistance of gas diffusion into the solid, q_ can be replaced by. q, which is in
equilibrium with the bulk flow concentration. Thus,








where kefmay bc obtained by experimentalprocedure and as isthe interracialsurfacearea.
2.2.5 Two Dimensional Adsorption Mathematical Model
For a packed bed the porosity varies with distance from the wall. Near the wall the porosity is
higher than the bulk of the bed. This increasesthe permeability.A few particlesaway from the
wall, the porosity equals the free stream value (Benenati, 1962; Roblee, 1958). As a
consequence of the porosity increasein the vicinityof the wall,the velocityof the flow parallel
tothe wall increasesas the wall isapproached and goes through a maximum beforeitdecreases
to zero (tosatisfythe no-slipcondition).In generalthisleadsto a net increaseinflux,i.e.,tothe
phenomenon calledchanneling (Nieldand Bejan, 1992).During the experimental portionof this
study (seeSect.4.3.1),the effectof channeling was found tobe significantfor theintended final
applicationof thismodel. As a result,the effecton momentum, energy, and materialbalances
was considered to be important enough torequirethe development of a two-dimensional packed
model.
2.2.5.1 Mass Equation
__ _3C a(uC,) _ rbC (l-e)
=D'n"_=_ - igx +D'n'"r--_r(Z_'Lr) e
Boundary / Initial Conditions
for t<0 Ct =C,,, for 0<x<Land 0<r<R
for t > 0 C, = C,.., at x = 0 and 0 < r < R
_C,
for t > 0 -_-=0 at x =L and 0<r<R
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2.2.5.2 Gas Phase Energy Equation
psCn ST,__.._-- kf'x _--'''-_+_zTi_x= _uT._x "_"_rr {-_r )-'E-'k ''_ r_T,. 1-Eh a,(T I - T,)
Boundary / Initial Conditions
at t < 0, T, = Tl,, for 0 < x < L and 0 < r < R
at t > 0, T, = T,.x for x = 0 and 0 < r < R
att>0, dTt=0 forx=Land 0<r_<.R
_x
at t>0, --=0 atr=0 for 0<x<L
or
= h. (T,, - T,)at r = R for 0 < x < Latt>0, kr,r or
2.2.5.3 Solid Phase Energy Equation
.. _T, . _1", k,., i9 r_r.
p.t:_,_ = K,.x--_ + ---_--_r(--_--r)+ h,a,(Ti- T,)+ _ AI'I, _'
eq 2.50
Boundry / Initial Condition
at t < 0, T, =T,,, for 0_<x <Land 0<r<R





--=0 at r=0 andr=R for 0<x<L
Or
/
Rate of adsorption, °3¢[_//_, can be substituted in the above equation either by 2.36 or 2.41. It
depends on the adsorbent material. If it is monodisperse or bidisperse type of pellet equation
2.36 or 2.41 will be used, respectively.
eq 2.52
2.2.5.4 Column Wall Energy Equation
p.C v. or" = 2_R,h.(T I -T.)- 2_Roh.(T. -T.)Ot
Initial Condition
at t<0, T. = T.,,,
15
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2.2.5.5 Bed Energy Equation Based On Effective Conductivity
0T . 02T k,n,, _ .r_r. _I"
(%c,, +(1- Op.c,)-_- - _,.. _-_+ _--7-Tr t-_-r_- _up.cn_-
+ (I - ¢)_z_H,=_
l,=l
Boundary / Initial Condition
att<0, T=T, for 0_x<Land 0<r_R
att_0, T=T,, z forx=0 and 0<r<R
_T
at t >0, _-
att>0, _-
=0 for x = L and 0_r<R
=0 at r-0 for 0<x<L
_r
at t > 0, k.n,, _r = h,, (T,, -Tl,.m) for r = R
eq 2.53
2.2.5.6 Momentum Equation
The governing momentum equation for fully developed flow in cylindrical beds is, from Vafai
and "lien (1982).
_P _t ltt _- 0u.
_- ==p,Cu_-_u +7_Tr _rT j,
Boundary Conditions
K. _P
u= at r=0 and u=0 at r=R,
m_
eq 2.54
where 8 is the bed porosity, and K and C are the permeability and inertial coefficient which
depend on the porosity and the type of porous materiah. In the above equation, the second term
is the inertial effect which accounts for additional pressure drop resulting from interpore mixing
found at higher Reynolds numbers (Vafai, 1981; Ergun, 1952). The third term is the Dareian
force representing the pressure loss due to the presence of solid particles. The last term is the
viscous shear force representing the resistance to the flow caused by sheer stress along the solid
boundary. This term accounts for the no-slipboundary condition at the solidboundary. In this
study the enwance effect is not considered since the flow is fully developed after one to two
particle distance from the entrance (Vafai and Tien, 1981).
2.2.6 Porosity Variation
E = _=[1 + a exp(-byl d_)]
eq 2.55
where f.** is the free-stream porosity, y is the distance from the wall, d is the particle diameter,
and a is taken to be 1.4 (Nield and Bejan, 1992). b is an experimental parameter that depends on
packing and particle size and it varies from 2 to 8.
16
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The empirical coefficients K and C are given by the relations developed by Ergun (1952) for
flow in a packed bed:
K : flP2e_
150(1- _): eq 2.56
C = 1.75(1-¢)
dpE3 eq 2.57
The variables C and K are both functions of the bed porosity and particle diameter, dp. The
porosity in a packed bed increases from the center of bed, free-sn'eam porosity, to a maximum of
one at the bed-wall boundary. This increase is confined to a few particle diameters from the wall
(Benenati, 1962; Roblee, 1958).
In the above two dimensional equations, the term which represents the radial diffusion is
r  -bTr;
, eq 2.58
where C varies with r. Carrying out the derivative
1 0C 02C
r Or Or 2 eq2.59
At the center where r--0, the first term is not finite. But
. . (10c'_ 0:c
l_ltkrOrj=_.---/ 07 eq2.60
by L'Hospitars rule. Therefore the term, eq 2.58, in 2-dimensional form for the center point is
replaced by
1Z(rOC_ = 2 0:.._CC
r Or t, 3r J 0r2 eq 2.61
Therefore, the diffusion_l term in the discretized forms of two dimensional PDE's at center grid
is replaced by eq 2.61.
2.2.7 Calculation Of Thermal Conductivity For 2-D Flow
In this study two different equations were used to calculate the effective conductivity in the
packed bed. One is based on the works of Kunii and Smith (1960), and the other one is based on
the experimental work of Fahien (1954).
The effectivethermal conductivityin the axialand radialdirection,kemxkeff,,r, are relatedag,
k_,, = k. + kt, ,
k.,,, = k. + kf,, eq 2.62
These conductivity'scan be calculatedby thetheoreticalequationspresentedbelow.
2.2.7.1 Stagnant Conductivity ko
Kunii and Smith (1960) presentedtheoreticalequationsfor estimatingthe stagnantconductivity,
ko.The stagnantconductivitycan be found ifks,solidthermal conductivity,isgiven.
qw....'"
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kit
-- = E + (l-e) / [_b+ (2 / 3)(k r/k.)]
kt eq 2.63
where kf is the thermal conductivity of fluid and 0 is the contribution of solid to solid heat
transfer through fluid film around a contacting point of neighboring particles. 0 is given by
_b-% +(_b 1 - ¢_2)[(_-.26)/.216]




where _b 1 and ¢_2 are given in a schematic form, and are being interpolated linearly in tabular
form in the computer program.
2.2.7.2 Effective Radial Conductivity kf, r
Packed bed thermal conductivity in the radial direction is given by Baron (1952) as
C_,pru / kf,, -- Nr.,, = S- I0
eq 2.65
where Nh, ' is Peclet number, therefore the effective thermal conductivityin the radial direction
would be ('Yagi and Kunii, 1952).
k'n'...-.-._'= k" + (a_)NR. Nt_
kr kr
where (al3)= l /Nr." ---.Ito .125 eq 2.66
2.2.7.3 Effective Axial Conductivity keff, x
A similar equation can be derived for effective thermal conductivity in the axial direction, (Yagi,
Kurtii, and Wakao, 1960).
= k"+kN ,N,,
k r kf
where _. =.$ to LO eq 2.67
In the above equations, the radial and axial conductivity are the combination of two terms. The
fast term is the stagnation conductivity, which varies from a bulk conductivity to fluid
conductivity with distance from the center to the column wall. Therefore, it depends on the
porosity variation which also is a function of bed parameters. The second term is due to the
dynamic or dispersion conductivity which incorporates the mixing caused by flow through the
particles. Incorporating the effects of porosity variation into the effective conductivity, the




keff'r k_k---_ = (1 +a' exp(-bR)) + (_[3) N_,N_
where (o_{3) -- 1 / N_,. =. 1 to. 15
in the axial direction
eq 2.68
k'cr: k_ 3"i(R) Nk--_=(l+a'exp(-bR)) + ---if-- a, Nr,
where k =.5 to 1.0 eq 2.69
where a' is chosen such that ko/kf equals one at the wall as velocity becomes zero. The variation
of dispersion, mixing length, is
I(R-----2)= Rt / R t - r / Rt for R t - r < 1
d eq 2.70
where Rt is tube diameter. An expression similar to porosity variation was used to predict the
mixing length variation (Hunt, 1987).
2.2.8 Calculation Of Mass Diffusivity For 2-D Flow
A similar theoretical approach can be taken for the calculation of mass diffusivity in the radial
and axial direction as that used for thermal diffusivity in the previous section.
2.2.8.1 Effective Diffusivity
Effective diffusivity follows the same expression as in thermal conductivity:
D,n.1 = D. + Dr, x
D,n,, = D. + Dr, r eq 2.71
2.2.8.2 Effective Radial Diffusivity Df.r
The effective diffusivity in the radial direction by analogy to heat transfer is:
D'n, ' = D" + (_I_)NR. Nsc,
Dr Dr
where (cx_)= 1 / Np,. =.1 to .125. eq 2.72
2.2.8.3 Effective Axial diffusivity Deff, x
A similar equation can be derived for effective diffusivity in the axial direction;
13
= --'+ _Na., Nsc ,
Dr Dr




Incorporating the effects of porosity variation into the effective diffusivity, the effective
diffusivity reduces to (Hunt, 1987),




where (ct_)= I/Nr," =.l to .125.
and inthe axialdirection.
eq 2.74
--_--f=(1D'n', + a' exp(-bR))_-_ + _ IfR) NL,, Nk,--_
where Z. =.5 to 1.0.
eq 2.75
2.2.9 Effective Radial Thermal Conductivity Based on Fahien Equations
In contrast to weak effect of mass diffusion on radial mass fraction, the thermal conductivity
profile has a strong effect on both temperature and mass adsorption. A thermal conductivity
profile for different ratio of dlYdt was approximated by Fahien (1954),
k,a,r =< k > (k_, + 3(k_ - k;)r--_22 + 2(k_ _ k,)_.M_,., r'. 0 < r < rM
r M
k_r,, =< k > (k_- (k_- kw)_)r>rM
M
3.0_.9korM 2_ kw r_ 3- 3rM= + 2
l-rs




cz : d t / dp eq 2.77
where k_ is the effective radial conductivity at the center of the column wall, k_ is the
maximum effective thermal conductivity, kw is the effective thermal conductivity near the wail,
< k > is the average effective thermal conductivity, and rM is the location of maximum in
conductivity profile. These conductivity's are obtained by Argo and Smith (1953) equation using
the void fraction values as a function of radial position. According to Argo and Smith
k_r _[k, d,C_G 4(_)d,(0.173)(T.' '100')]+(l 2k.hk'd+= + + .o",N_,_ eq 2.78







h, = 1.06CnGNr,-213N_, -'4x
Nm. < 350







iogl. kp = 1. 76+. 0129k, / C
eq 2.82
2.2.10 Effective Radial Diffusivity Based on Fahien Equations
D._,, =< D > (D_ + 3(Dh - Do)-_M:'" r2
D,_., =< D > (Dh r- rM ) r > rM
1-r M
. 3.0-.gD_rM 2
DM = 1 + rM+.lrM 2
2(D_ "" r3"+ 0_r_r M
eq 2.83
D_, is obtained from work of Fahien and Smith (1955) to be
D. = 9/8V,(l+ 4.85cC 2 )
eq 2.84
where V. is velocity at the center of packed bed.
2.2.11 Heat Transfer Coefficient Between Wall Surface and Packed Bed, hw
The effective thermal conductivity in the wall layer of thickness R/,-_lp/2, kew, is defined and hw
is considered as a correction factor based on the difference kdf,r and kew fKunii and Suzuki,
1966).
k,.,, k,,,e + 1
k-'_"= k r 1 + 1 eq 2.85
_,,N_NR. h_,d v lk t
where a,, denotes the contribution of fluid mixing in the wall layer and is taken as 0.2. h_,
represents the heat transfer coefficient of the thermal boundary layer which develops on the wall
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surface. This becomes dominant at high NRe, p and is given by Blasius type equation as (Suzuki,
1990),
C{N '/3N 314_h_,dp/k r= _, _ a.,p /
eq 2.86
where C is an experimental coefficient with value of 0.1 to 0.2 (Kunii, Suzuki and Ono, 1968).
kew0 is obtained by the following equation similarly to eq (2.65).
k,.,,_.._.= ¢,, + (1- _:,,,) / [_,, +(2 / 3)(kr/k,)]
kr eq 2.87






The solutionof nonequilibria adsorption/desorption problems must be solved numerically. For an
n component mixture, the numerical model would involve the solution of several coupled
differential equations: n-1 mass balances equations, n mass balances of rate equations, n
equilibrium isotherms, one total mass balance, one momentum equation, one heat balance of
fluid flow, one solid phase heat balance, and one heat balance for the wall.
The finite difference technique, which is mostly used for processes with varying boundary and
initial conditions, is a convenient method for solving the coupled partial differential equations
(PDE's).
In this work, the PDE's were discretized by first or second order differences in time and spatial
dimensions. The set of discretized finite difference equations were solved simultaneously by an
implicit method. At first, based on the stiffness and the sharpness of the momentum equation and
the mass and heat transfer fronts, two different implicit numerical methods were used to simulate
the dynamic behavior of the packed bed. For adsorption and fiow-through desorption of one and
two dimensions, the implicit-iterative method of under relaxation was used. For vacuum
desorption, since the convergence of equations are difficult to achieve because of the steep
gradient of pressure drop in the packed bed, a more rigorous method had to be used. The implicit
method of Newman (1968, 1967) was used to simulate the vacuum desorption process. Later,
during the development of the numerical computation, it appeared that the use of Newman
method for all the processes reduced the required CPU time and resulted in more stable
discretized PDE's.
3.1 The Discrete Numerical Equations
The spatial dimension was discretized using first or second order backward, forward or central
differencing depending on the stability of PDE. For instance, having C as a variable, the spatial
finite differences for three cases are:
OC....._"= C_ - C__l + O(Ax) Backward difference
_x Ax
OC_..._."= C_÷I - C_ + O(Ax) Forward difference
_x Ax
3C._.._"= C_'÷_- C__: + O(Ax _) Central difference
i_x 2Ax
_2C_.__*= C_'÷I- 2C_' + C__1 + O(Ax 2) Central difference
?rx 2 Ax 2
eq 3.!
The backward finite difference was used in time:
8C_ '+_ = C_'÷t -C_ + O(At)






=the old time step
=the current time step being solved for
=the node position
3.1.1 Discretized Spatial Finite Difference With Unequal Grid Size
Figure 3.1 shows a situation in which adjacent grids are not the same size. This type of grid
spacing was used out in the radial direction in solving the PDE's. To establish the finite difference








_i" = _[f(l + f) (l+y)




_C 1 [ C^ Y 1
_'=_"_L.f(1 +.f) (1 +.f)C'-tJ-_ "_C''j
eq 3.5
with an crrorof theorder of (Ax)2.
v
i-1 ,j i,j ,j
FIGURE 3-1 SHOWS THE GRIDS WITH DIFFERENT SIZES
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3.2 Discretized Partial Differential Equations (PDE's)
Using the approximated values of first and second order derivatives in PDE's, the discretized
forms of PDE's for one-dimensional flow will be generated for numerical solution. Theses
approximated equations will be solved by the methods mentioned above.
3.2.1 Discretized Component Mass Balance:
ac, D a2C) u aCl l-saq
-W='_ ` _-- ¢ot
Inserting the finite difference approximations:
c..1 _.., _2c.t71+cr,;11 _.÷1c..11,1 -C_,j = Da "t,i+1 _ .÷1 vI,j - i,_-1
At (Ax) 2 - uj Ax
collecting C "÷1l,J terms
1 + 2D_





solving for C "÷j and applying under - relaxation method
--i,j
,-..÷1 +± c,',;11-v,,_-1_ .1.., 2=c:, +co +n (_)' +u, -7-_- r?.;1
eq 2.9
eq 3.6
3.2.2 Discretized Gas Phase Energy
Bq', _)2T, _q's + 1- ¢ h,a,(T, _T,)_ 4h.. __P,,Cn"_'=k,"_'-up,,c. o_x "--_ --_--(Ts-T,,)
Inserting the finite difference approximation
T..I T..I _ 2T;._1 . ,.,,.1 T..Ip.ew_.j -T;,j =k_,, m +..,__, -T;,_'_,
At (Ax)2 _ u_+Iptcp' -I,I Ax +
1 - _. .,_.÷1 4h,, (T.+ I T.+I._
-7-n,a, t1,._-T;,_I)-"_- ,a ---,_,
collecting "r;,_'terms
A = Plc_ + 2kf -_ u_+IPle_ _-h,a, _-_T;._ z +
4h,, T,+X
At (Ax)" Ax Ed t'J
solving for Ci"_1 and applying under - relaxation method
p,cnT:.J+k,-t,_,_ +T;5;-; ,-1 - -,,J-,
(Ax)" uj p,%, ax
T:._ I= T,"d +co -T:.j+_- 1-ET"÷I 4h"T",.+. 1





3.2.3 Discretized Solid Phase Energy Equation
_1" _2T
P.C,Z'_t = k. =_+
Tm÷l •




,,_+I - 2T,,j +-.,,i_i ,+1 _ T.+I
(_-X) 2 + h'a'(TsJ -'J )- ,-i _l'l'r_'+1
A = P'--._- + 2k' + h,a,T',_1
At (_x) 2
solvingfor Ci_._.Iand applying under -relaxationmethod
T.+x . I n c _ --"_÷' + T,,j_, h,a,T.=,_1 _ ZAH,r_ '+I
_,,j = T,,j + co -T_,j + + k, +
"-_' At (_x) 2 ,-I
eq 2.12
eq 3.8
3.2.4 Discretized Column Wall Equation
_T,,
p,.c_. --_ = 2xR,h. (T, - T.)- 2xR.h. (T. - T.)
--2xR,h. (T_.._' - "r'+l 2xR.h.(_ - "r'+l
p.c_ At -"J ) - -"J )
Conec_g _.'_terms
A = P"Cv" + 2xR_h,,T_,*._ + 2xR.h.'V'.:_
At
.,j = T_.,j + w p.c_
eq 2.13
cq 3.9
3.2.5 Discretized Total Material Equation
The totalpressureequation was solvednumericallyusing Newman's method.
p-,÷l ,,_pa+l .t.p.+l -,,+1 uS+l -- _ n+l
FIf__j-,_+DI__ r .1--.r .r--I _uPj+I-P_-I _p , u,_l + cq 3.10
(Ax) 2 Ax Ax
p.+, (,r.+x_ p. T.+, u T:,_x_ T:,+:.,I_ RT_,_,._ :_ r_÷'J -"J At- ''J - D, -r'"_÷'- 2T;,_' + T;,_'_, +T "÷_ (Ax) 2 Ax
--l,J "" I=1
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3.2.6 Discretized Momentum Equation




F2-"-J At-P_ +_ u_÷l
eq 2.15
eq. 3.11
3.2.7 Discretized Boundary Condition
In this study most of the boundary conditions are the homogeneous boundary type. In this type of
boundary condition the normal derivative of variables such as temperature, velocity, and





where C is any variable.
The boundary conditions for all the PDE's were discretized by extending the region at boundaries
a distance Ax so that there is an imaginary y node at j-1 or at j+l at the inlet or outlet of the
column, respectively. Equation 3.13 can be discretized as,
C j+1 - Cj_I = 0
2Ax eq 3.14
This equation can be solved for Cj+I or Cj-1 and to be substituted in the original PDE equation
for the imaginary node.
A second type boundary condition, where there is a linear combination of the variable and its




where k is conductivity, T is fluid temperature, h is connective coefficient, and T= is the wall
temperature. Eq 3.15 can be diseretized as,
T j÷I - Tj_x _-hTj = hT.
2Ax
eq 3.16
This equation can be solved for Tj.1 and to be substituted in the original PDE equation for the
imaginary node.
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3.3 Numerical Approach
For each interior grid point, a set of algebraic equations as given above results when finite
differences are used to approximate the PDE's. These system of simultaneous equations may be
written in a general matrix form as
[A][_b] = IF]
eq 3.17
where [A] is a square matrix, [_] is a column vector containing unknown nodal values of _, and
IF] is the column vector containing the source and the prescribed boundary conditions. From
linear algebra, we know that the unique solutions of the above equation exist when the
determinant of [A] is nonzero.
An approach to the solution of eq. 3.17 is by using iterative methods. Iterative methods start from
a guessed initial field, and sequentially improve the field by using successive iterations until eq
3.13 is satisfied. When the most recent values of the iterate are used, the Gauss-Seidel method
results. Iteration can be enhanced by extrapolating the Gauss-Seidel improvement. This
technique is called relaxation method (Gerald and Wheafley, 1984), for the case of a simple
steady-state one-dimensional diffusion equation:
the finite difference approximation will be
':I'++i- +%1+ = 0
_x 2 k
using the Guess- Siedel method
1 .= ']'(+,+,- +
implimenting the relaxation method the above equation becomes
ca " O-
<:I)_'+_'=2 "-(#p'+'- - _b_''+_+ k
eq 3.18
where n indicates successive iteration, and ca is called the relaxation factor. Iterative convergence
is achieved with 0< co <2; ca =1 correspond to Gauss-Seidel iteration; 0< ca <1; to successive
under-relaxation(SUP,);and I< co<2; to successiveover-relaxation(SOR). A best,or optimum,
value of m can be found from numerical testor from analysis.In thisstudy,sincethe equations
are coupled and non linear,the value of ca was found by numerical testto be between .2 to .5
depending on the stiffnessof thePDE.
In the case of vacuum desorption process, because of steep gradients in the pressure front and the
velocity equation, the SOR method was not a suitable choice for solving the PDE's system.
Instead, a different numerical method which is more stable and where the radius of convergence
is higher was used. This method is lengthy and explained in detail by.Newman (1968, 1967). In
short, the set of PDE's are linearized by Newton method resulting m a system of tridiagonol
matrix results which can be solved by any ordinary technique. The time of convergence for
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Newman method is longer for a given time step but the grid points are three times larger and the
time step is up to a order of magnitude larger than SOR.
3.4 Convergence And Stability Of Numerical Techniques
The examination of convergence or the rate of convergence of the numerical methods used in
this study relied on actual testing of the iterative methods. Since the set of equations are coupled
and nonlinear, the analytical procedure for determination of.convergence can not be used. By
extensive trial and error of SOR method, the approximated equations were stable for c0 up to 0.5.
The component mass balance equations were stable for a wide range of co close to 0.5, except for
the PDE for H20 component because of the high affinity of zeolite for water. The heat balance
equations were also stable for a wide range of co close to 0.5. Keeping co constant at these values,
the number of grids for a bed 20 inches long bed were 75 for CO'2 and 150 for water in single
component adsorption. The time step ranged from 7 to 18 seconds. In multi-component
adsorption the limiting value is determined by what the H20 component was in the single
component adsorption case.
In Newman's method, the number of grids could be reduced to 50 and time step increased to as
large as 60 seconds. In both methods the iteration was stopped if (cn+I-cn)/c n+l was less than
1.0E "z for each grid point. This error criteria was chosen because the difference in two
consecutive iteration was less than 1.0e-5 for a gas phase concentration of 1.0e-10. For the fn'st
few steps, the number of iterations is large but it decreases to a minimum of 20 to 50 after that.
The stability and the rate of convergence in these PDE's are mostly affected by the rate of
adsorption which is related to the isotherms. The second most important criteria is the diffusion
coefficients. The implementation of diffusion coefficients makes the PDE's parabolic and in turn







Verification of the numericalmodels is accomplishedwith testdatafrom the Molecular Sieve
Material BenchTest (MSMBT), a MarshallSpaceFlight Centerapparatus.The MSMBT was
designedto capturethedynamicadsorptionanddesorptioncharacteristicsof sorbentmaterialsto
beusedin theInternationalSpaceStation4BMS for a rangeof CO2andH20 partial pressures.
The testapparatusconsistsof a small packedcolumn2 inchesin diameterand 10or 20 inches
long, dependingon the configuration. Instrumentationof the column includes temperature
probes and sampling tubes for measurement at sorbent material endpoints and intermediate
points. Continuous measurements of the exit CO2 and H20 partial pressures, and all
temperatures, are recorded. A gas chromatograph is used to capture the breakthrough at interior
bed locations. The MSMBT is fully described elsewhere (Knox, 1992; Mohamadinejad, 1994).
Any significant changes made in the test configuration will be discussed in the following
sections as appropriate.
The MSMBT is used to obtain data empirically that is not available otherwise or not reliable in
the open literature, such as heat of adsorption and lumped mass transfer coefficients. Testing to
obtain empirical data is performed in such a way as to isolate the phenomenon of interest as
much as possible. Heat transfer coefficients, (not available otherwise due to the use of unique
NASA foam insulation for superior adiabatic conditions) for example, were obtained by flowing
dry, heated nitrogen through a sorbent bed desorbed in the presence of nitrogen.
The second use of the MSMBT is to verify, following determination of empirical values, the
accuracy of the model under conditions similar to those expected in the ISSA. This consists of
comparing a series of MSMBT runs at varying conditions to the results of the computer model
ran at the same conditions. Of special interest is the capability of the model to predict transient
bed temperature and partial pressure for conditions not used to obtain the empirical values.
4.2 Thermal Characterization with Inert Gas Heating
In order to approach adiabatic conditions during adsorption and strip desorption testing, three
layers of high performance insulation are used on the column. The inner layers are commercially
available felt insulation. A third layer of spray-on foam specifically designed for the Space
Transportation System External Tank was added to improve heat retention. However, thermal
characteristics were not available for the foam insulation. In order to obtain coefficients for the
transfer of heat from the outside (ambient air) through the three layers of insulation to the
canister wall (H_OW) and from the carrier gas, or fluid, to the canister wall ('H_FW), a test using
heated nitrogen gas was conducted.
To simulate the inert gas heating test, the bed inlet temperature measured during the test was
curve fit and applied as an input to the computer model. Bed inlet volumetric flow rate was
calculated based on the ideal gas law.
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4.2.1 Molecular Sieve 5A
Specifications for the thermal characterization test with molecular sieve 5A are shown in Figure
4-1. Volumetric flow rate is required as a model input. This is calculated based on the flow
controller rate in standard liters per minute (conditions at point 1) and bed inlet conditions (point
2):
G2 P1T2G1 14.696 28.04
= p2T1 = _'_ _ T2
eq4.1
P2 (15.47 psia) is the average inlet pressure calculated from test data. Pressure varied less than
0.5% from P2 during the test. T2 is the test inlet temperature which has been curve fit for use in
the model. G1 is the volumetric fiowrate.
Thermal Characterization Data Sheet
SmlrlTinle: _ Drab File: 05/17/g4 heelchD' 13x
SamentMme_: 5A
a_lmm_mm, lmm
N2 INolml: 1"hemal C_wllcwnzal)on of 13X mmlociJ. Inlet mm_r set at 350_.Camer Gas:
Slxbem Glides): _ T1 ill 5" before materml ir_et; T2 lind T3 are matenal inlet, T4 is rrmteriaJ.C.L..T5 and
Te6tDurm_n:.,...,.........._ iTS mrernatenldex¢
en.a_,_: ..
GIm'm' Flew FI_: 28.04 SLPId
CO2 Fk_ Rmm:m
IniL/F.I lint DP: m aqre_C
lrCot H20 Mo_ %: m
i
In CC2%: m
lint taCOS, m mm_
Irma BedTomp: 74.5 (tegm_ F
Inllml _t T_lp: 7S.0 aqrmm F
t_n_,_.n_T_,_: _.n _ F
Bed Prtmwm_ m_ Poa6 flow I0 GC
S" from malm'_ mle_ 15.S22 mlm
• k'llt Prwmum: 15.S07
Mmmiet CL Pmuure: 15.449 pllia
klmm_l Exit _: 15.384
DP Sen_ Prewmm: m
Pro: 14._ ma
GC _t_
TCD Vent Flow 1: m R-2.15-,_t.A
TCD Vent Flaw 2: rm R.2-15-AAA
Samm Flow OPort S: m R-2-_S-AA
I::m_:_r Cunont: m n_
Cok,m_ C,a_ No.: m At_h Cat.
_T_p- m ¢l_m_ C
INJtC_ Tomp.: m a_C
i
Valve HI_ Tem_.: m de_mu C










FIGURE 4-1 5A THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION TEST SPECIFICATIONS
4.2.1.1 FLOWIMOL Model Thermal Verification
The determination of heat transfer coefficients and verification of the single material flow-
through adsorption and desorption model, FLOW1MOL, is described in this section.
Variations of the heat transfer coefficients, HOW and H_FW, were studied with the computer
model. Sensitivity to changes in HOW is shown in Figure 4-2. Sensitivity to changes in H_FW
is shown in Figure 4-3. The test data for the bed outlet is shown as "T5 [°F]", while the model
output for variations in the heat transfer coefficient is labeled "I' gas@5".
The final values selected for H_FW and H_OW were 2.5 and 0.25, respectively. The
comparison with test data is shown in Figure 4-4. The test temperatures for the bed inlet, center,
and outlet are labeled based on the measuring thermocouple as "T3 [°F]", "T4 [°F]", and "T5
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[°F]" respectively. The corresponding model data is labeled based on node point as "gas T 5",
"gas T 50", and "gas T 101" respectively.
As shown in Figure ,1--4, the FLOW1MOL thermal model can simulate test data very closely with
the adjustment of the heat transfer coefficients. To test the model's predictive capabilities,
another nitrogen heating test with different flow rate and heater set point should be run.












Variations of thermal coefflcent H_FW
(Heat transfer from fluid to canister wall)
11l_. IWB.
FIGURE 4-2 VARIATIONS OF H_FW FOR FLOWIMOL
-k_
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Vsristlons of thermsl coefficent HOW
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FIGURE 4-4 FINAL THERMAL VERIFICATION OF FLOWIMOL FOR 5A
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4.2.1.2 2DMOL Model Thermal Verification
The determination of heat transfer coefficients and verification of the two-dimensional
adsorption and desorption model, 2DMOL, is described in this section.
Variations of the heat transfer coefficients, H_OW and H_FW, were studied with the computer
model. Sensitivity to changes in HOW is shown in Figure 4-5. Sensitivity to changes in H FW
is shown in Figure 4-6, The test data for the bed outlet is shown as "T5 [°F]", while the model
output for variations in the heat transfer coefficient is labeled "T gas@5". Note that the
sensitivity of the 2-dimensional model is greatly increased over that of the l-dimensional model
as shown in the previous section. This can be expected due to the existence of radial nodes in
this model, allowing a radial gradient "in temperature. Since the H_FW is a function of
temperature, it changes along the axial direction of the packed column. Simulation of model with
the actual rest shows that the prediction of H FW by theoretical equation as it described in
Section 2. fits the temperature profile very well.
The final values selected for H_FW and H_OW were 0.3 and 0.25, respectively. The
comparison with test data is shown in Figure 4-7. The test temperatures for the bed inlet, center,
and outlet are labeled based on the measuring thermocouple as "T3 [°F]", "T4 [oF],,, and "T5
[°F]" respectively. The corresponding model data is labeled based on node point as "gas T 5",
"gas T 50", and "gas T 101" respectively.
As shown in Figure 4-7, the 2DMOL thermal model can simulate test data very closely with the
adjustment of the heat transfer coefficients. The final value selected for H_FW, 0.3, however, is
an order of magnitude less than the theoretical value (4.0), calculated in Equation 2.86. This is
expected since in the actual adsorption test the bed temperature is around 100 ° F. Since the heat
transfer coefficient is a function of Reynolds number, it would be best to run several experiments
with different Reynolds number and fit the obtained results'in a empirical equation.
Variations of thermal coefflciant H ItW
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FIGURE 4-5 VARIATIONS OF H_FW FOR 2DMOL
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Variations of thermal (:oeffloiant HOW
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FIGURE 4-7 FINAL THERMAL VERIHC.ATION OF 2DMOL.FOR 5A
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4.3 Carbon Dioxide Adsorption
4.3.1 Molecular Sieve 5A
The test ran on 01-26-94 will be used to verify the FLOW1MOL and 2DMOL bed models for
carbon dioxide adsorption. Test specifications are shown in Figure 4-8.
Two phenomenon were observed to occur during this adsorption test which are not generally
accounted for in mathematical models of this type.
The first phenomenon is the significance of bed channeling in the 1.875 inch I]3 cylindrical
column with sorbent pellets of 8-12 mesh (appx. 2 mm in diameter). The existence of significant
bed channeling is evident in Figure 4-9, which shows the breakthrough of CO2 in the column.
Note the discrepancy in the breakthrough at the material exit centerline (labeled "Outlet") from a
point 5 inches downstream of the material exit ("Outlet Beads"). The downstream point
measures all gas exiting the column, mixed via turbulence through 5 inches of 3 mm glass beads.
Consistent with the assumption of flow channeling at the column wall, the breakthrough is earlier
for the mixed gas than at the column centerline. The two-dimensional model was developed to
account for the channeling, and to aid in derivation of a technique to intelligently apply a
channeling factor to the more CPU efficient single dimension models.
It is important to note that the presence of channeling will be much more pronounced in the 5A
sorbent bed heater core. The heater core is configured such that a number of approximately 1/2
inch square channels contain the sorbent material. Channeling occurs at the walls of the packed
bed, and the sorbent bed channels have a very high ratio of pellet diameter to wall diameter,
which is the critical parameter for flow channeling. The two-dimensional model can be used to
simulate the actual 4BMS as long as a good estimate of 5A sorbent bed reactor Core channeling
is available.
The second phenomenon observed is the importance of including nitrogen co-adsorption for
accurate modeling of the carbon dioxide breakthrough with nitrogen as the carrier gas. Figures
4-10 and 4-11 show the test data compared with modeling results with and without coadsorption
of N2. As seen in Figure 4-10, the initial adsorption of N2 on a empty bed creates a fast rise in
temperature over the entire bed. The higher bed temperature reduces bed CO2 adsorption
capacity. N2 coadsorption also marginally reduces the bed capacity for CCh. As a result, the
earlier breakthrough curves shown in Figure 4-11 reflect the lower bed capacity for modeling
with N2 coadsorption. These results also correspond well to the actual test data in both figures.
4.3.1.1 FLOWIMOL Model Verification
The determination of input values, mass transfer coefficients, and verification of the single
material flow-through adsorption and desorption model, FLOW1MOL, is described in this
section.
Model inputs are shown in Figure 4-12. Determination of appropriate values for each non-
obvious input parameter are discussed below.
Inside Diameter: Based on 2 inch OD and wall thickness of 1/16 inch.
Wall Density: For canister wall, stainless steel
Void Fraction: Based on value given in Wright et. al. for Davison 5A
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Intcrfacial Surface Area: Based on Davison Chcrnical Co. supply.
Pellet Conductivity: Based on Davison Chemical Co. supply.
PcUct SpecificHe.at:Based on Davison Chemical Co. supply.
Heat TransfcrFluid toWall: Determined via thermal characterizationtest(seeSect.4-2)
=._=..7
Adsorb Data Sheet




Test Dumtkm: 3 HItS
Conductor(s_: JG, JK!
Inlet end Inltlel Ccmdltio_
Garner Flow Ram: 28.04 SLPM
_ Row I:lam: 223.9 SCCM
in¢/Rn_ inlet DP: d_mm C
Inlet H20 Mole %:
In C02 %: 0.774
inlet ppC02: 6.14 mmHg
IrdUal Bed Temp: 77.7 dogress F
Inilml Ambient Temp: 77 degnme F
Final Ambient Temp: 77 _ F
Bed Prw=ures: wi_ Port 6 flow Io GC
Inlet Maniiold Prlmum: 15.587 I_ia
klaW_ Inlet Pressure: 15.348 poia
Mmm_d CL Preuum: 15.312
klammd Exit Pm,mmre: 15.265
DP Sensor PnmBum: 15.22 peia
Ambient Pressure: psia
CO';I Calibre#on:
Gal. Gas CO2 % Vol: 0.39992% in N2
01 il/26/94 CO2 on 13x
i
Anob"m"run like 01119/94 to validate column repeatability
i
GC C_m_ure#on
TCD Vent Row 1: 8
TCD Vent Row 2: 9.7
Samp4e Row @Port 5: -.------ f t
Detector Current: 150
Column Calalog No.: C-5000
TCD/DETT Temp.: 120/130
INJ/COL Temp.; 1501100
Valve l'leat Temp.: 11 7
1"6Location: ,,,Ma'd.exit opp, scm
T11 _: Exit in Beads
T12 _n: Ambient
T14 Location:
T15 Lo(:elion: ImulelJon Skin
m
D1 Location: Column exit
D2 Localion: Column....__.exit
C1 Looabon: Column exit
C2 Location: Column exit
CJ : I 1,.9
H20 Ares N2 Area
SKnlde 1: [ 12036 279938s
Sample 2: [ 12048 27396o1
High Pressure Calibration: [ 15.3 ilSil
H20 Ame N2 Ares
,_Imple I: F_'_ 2797320 l
FIGURE 4-8 SPECIFICATIONS FOR 01-26-94 CO2 ADSORPTION TESTING
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FIGURE 4-10 C02 MODEL TEMPERATURE COMPARISONS WITH AND WITHOUT
NITROGEN COADSORPTION
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!
01-26-94 comparison
with N2: solid line
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1ibm. _
FIGURE 4-11 CO2 MODFJ., BREAEYHROUGH COMPARISONS WITH AND WITHOUT
NITROGEN COADSORPTION
Heat Transfer Outside to Wall: Determined via thermal characterization test (see Section 4.2)
Pellet Density: Based on Davison Chemical Co. supply.
Heat of Adsorption: Based on Davison Chemical Co. supply.
Mass Transfer Coefficients: Determined empirically based on comparison of test data to model
results
Results of the model comparison arc shown by the solid lines in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. As is
evident, the comparison is very favorable. Note in particular the excellent agreement of
coadsorption temperature effects in Figure 4-10. The immediate temperature increase caused by
N2 adsorption is properly reflected by the model. In addition, although not exact in magnitude,
the subsequent dramatic drop at both the midpoint and outlet positions is also properly modeled.
Also note the proper change in slope of the breakthrough curve inFigure 4.12 from the midpoint
to outletpositions. This change is due to increasing bed temperatures and the subsequent
broadening of the mass transferzone which is an indicationof a noncquilibrium condinons
between the gas and solidphase during the adsorptionof CO2 on 5A material.The comparison of
the experimental datawith models predictsthemass wansfer coefficientof CO2 to be .017 fffhr.
V ¸
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Pellet (solid) specific heat

















































































Indicator for CO2 present
Indicator for H20 present
indicator for N2 present





































































iC array indices to output
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INode locations to be output












boundary temperature for fluid
boundary temperature for solid
boundary temperature for canister wall
fluid pressure at each grid(?)
inlet temperature for fluid
inlet temperature for solid
inlet temperature for canister wall




















































FIGURE 4-12 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR FLOWIMOL COMPARISON WITH 01-26-94
TEST
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4.3.1.2 2DMOL Model Verification
The determination of input values, mass transfer coefficients, and verification of the two-
dimensional single material flow-through adsorption and desorption model, 2DMOL, is
described in this section.
Model inputs are shown in Figure 4-13 and 4-14.
DELT
Variable I Description I Units I Current Value
END final time hours 2
hours 0.00250time step
Number of axial nodesNJ n/a 51
NJR Number of radial nodes n/a 20
i distance between nodes feet 0.01666666DFLZ


















Volumetric flow rate C,FH r 55.6
Inlet temperature *R 537



























































heat of adsorption BTU/Ib-mole -28000
heat of adsorption BTU/Ib-mole -8988
BTU/Ib-mole -8988
0.02M__ssTransfer Coefficent ft/hr
Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.0035
Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.1
ft/hr 0.1K F(4) Mass Transfer Coefficent
FIGURE 4-13 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 01-26-94 TEST
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Description
Cross sectional surface area













N3 Number of componenis 2




PT :same as PTOT 789.42569 !
LEN same as Z 1 66667,







FIGURE 4-14 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 01-26-94 TEST
Results of the model comparison arc shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16. As is evident, the
comparison is very favorable. Note that two sets of model data are presented; averaged dam and
centerlinedata. The centcrlinedata for node 51 isthe centralnode radiallyand the lastbed
material node axially.Averaged data for node 51 is alsoatthe lastbed node axially,but isan
average of allthe radialnodes. The averaged data isthusrepresentativeof gas aftermixing in
the glass be.ads,or the testdam labeled "Outlet Beads". Averaging of dam was done by two
methods, Cubic Spline and Simpson integration(Gerald and Wheafley, 1984). Itwas found that
the Simpson integrationmethod givesbetterresultsthan the Simpson method.
Based on the above discussion,it isexpected thatcenterlincdam - the linewith fdlexlmarkers in
Figure 4-15 - will compare with the small circularmarkers. As seen from the figure,this
comparison isindeed favorable. Average data should be compared with the small triangular
markers, and once again,thisisa favorable comparison. As a result,itcan be inferrezithatthe
two-dimensional model does corrccdy model the channelingobserved in thistest.
As seen from Figure 4-16, the temperaturecomparison isalsofavorable.The increaseinfidelity
of the two-dimensional model isevidentby comparison of Figure 4-16 with the resultsfrom the
one-dimensional model in Figure 4-I0. The 2DMOL simulationmore closelyfollows the actual
temperaturepeak, both in time and in magnitude.
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The short time of breakthrough allows it to use lAST, even though it takes more CPU time than











01-25-04 Comparison with 2DMOL
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4.4.1 Molecular Sieve 5A
Aclsorb Data Sheet






Inlet end InltMI Condltiorm
cam_ Flow Ram: 28.04 SLPM
CO2 Flow Rme: N_ SCCM
IniUFlnal Inlet DP: 3.8 degrees C
Inlet H20 Mole %: 0.7503
Inle| ppH20: 6.03S198 mmHg
In CO2 %: NA.
Inlet ppCO2: #VALUE! mmHg
InldaJBed Temp: ¢legmes F
Inl_al Ambient Tempe aegmes F
Final Ambient Tempe de.ms F
Bed Preeeures: with Port 6 flow to GC
Inlet Menitcdd Pmnure: 15.587 psia
Mmmial Inlet Pressure: 15.554 I_a
Mamrial CL Pmesum: 15.505 ps_
Mmmlal Exit Pressure: 15.456 pala
DP Sensor Pressure: 14.672
Ambienl Pmesum: 14.446
tt20 Calibration:
Low par_al pressure water vapor adsorb run
OC Con_umUon
TCD Vent Flow 1:
TCD Vent Flow 2:

















D1 Localion: Column e_
D2 LocalXm: Co(urnn e_ i
C1 LocUon: Column exit i
C2 Local_n: Column exit i
Cunte Fit
Low Dewpolnt H20 Area N2 Area Par0al Pmesure
Sample 1: 9654 2829155 I 4.05
degrees C Sample 2: 9667 2827783 J mm Hg
Medium Dew1_nt 1-120ARm N2 Area ParMl Pressure
degmm C Sample 2: 22596 2810229 mm Pig
1-120Area N2 Area Partial Pressure
Sample 1:[ 36444 2791041 15.67
degflm C Sample 2: [ 36343 2789987 mm Pig
FIGURE 4-17 SPECIF'ICATIONS FOR 01-26-94 H20 ADSORPTION TESTING
The test ran on 01-26-94 will be used to verify the FLOW1MOL and 2DMOL bed models for
water adsorption. Test specifications are shown in Figure 4-17. Breakthrough for water is
shown in Figure 4-18. Note, as in the test of CO2 adsorption, the discrepancy between
breakthrough at the material exit measured at the centerline and after gas mixing (marked "Exit"
and "Mixed" respectively). The extremely high affinity of zeolite 5A is also evident in the time
required for breakthrough.
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04107194 H20 on 13X
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FIGURE 4-18 H20 BREAKTHROUGH FOR 04-07-94 TEST
4.4.1.1 FLOW1MOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the single material flow-
through adsorption and desorption model, FLOW 1MOL, is described in this section.
Model inputs are shown in Figure 4-19 and 4-20. Results of the model comparison are shown by
the solid lines in Figures 4-21 and 4-22. For breakthrough, the FLOW1MOL model compares
well with test data at the midpoint and fairly well at material exit, except as the breakthrough
curve approaches the inlet partial pressure. Deviations from the test data may be explained by
the lack of channeling modeled by FLOW1MOL. Channeling appears to have a greater
influence in water adsorption than CO2, perhaps due to the much longer duration of the
adsorption run. For temperatures, the comparison is also fairly good, especially during the
heating of the column.
*_w
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DELZ1 I distance betweennode,,_"
10 Ambient temperature







0 Inlet temperature oR _ 532
2
_., Number of components "_ _
_IETRT /ont_l_,n/e_ lr;N2u r2. He 1
BC C 3 Inlet artial ressure sia _ 1_
BC C 4 sia t __
z
-D E External Diameter
_ter
RE) WA I Wall Densi
EPSEX I_
AINT Interracial Surface Area
CON S Pellet _ conductivity_
CP S Pellet _lid__.___cific heat












HOW Heat transfer outside to wall 0.1
RO S Pellet densi Ib/ftA3 75
M W 1 Molecular We" ht Ib/Ib-mol 44
M W 2 Molecular We" ht _
M W 3 MolecularWei ht __
M W 4 1 Molecular Wei ht _
.HEAT 1 heat of adso tion BTU/Ib-mole -19000
.HEAT 2 heat of adso tion _
HEAT 3 heat of adso tion _ _-8988
IND 4 0
FIGURE 4-19 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR FLOW1MOL COMPARISON WITH 04-07-94
TEST
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Specific Heat for wall
Specific Heat for Q-fiber





BTU/hr ft °R 32.875
BTU/hr ft °R 0.29




BTU/hr Ib °R 0.21





X Wl K Min-K insulation thickness 0.02083333
RA not used 0.00472441
RAV not used 0.00472441
II::Yfl^3





R P Pellet radius feet 0.00472441
D P Pellet diameter feet 0.00944882
bounda tery____m_eraturefor fluid
bounda try._Lemperaturefor solid




















initial temperature for fluid °R 532
IN L2 initial temperature for solid °R 532
IN L3 °R 532
j__I=IN1.5 initial _at each grid °R 15.68
IN L6 _. initial _ at each odd OR 15.68
-- _ 10.73
- _ .... - 3.141-__
"rEsT _aT, o-_Toffl-E_wro enies - -
FIGURE 4-20 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR FLOW1MOL COMPARISON WITH 04-07-94
TEST
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4.4.1.2 2DMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the two-dimensional
adsorption and desorption model, 2DMOL, is described in this section.
Input data for the 2DMOL model for the 04-07-94 test are shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24. The
results of the model comparison are shown by the solid lines in Figures 4-25 and 4-26. As
expected the center line breakthrough and temperature profile match the one-dimensional flow
mode/. The average breakthrough at the midpoint and the outlet of the bed are shown. The model
midpoint average is reasonably good, since the dispersion is moderate compared to the centerline
breakthrough. There was no test data point for the average component partial pressure at the
midpoint. This can not be done without the distortion of flow regime in the rest of the bed.
The result of the model for the average breakthrough at the outlet shows an early breakthrough
compared to test data for breakthrough of H20/N2. This can be attributed to several factors. The
equilibrium isotherm, the porosity, and the radial diffusivity of H20. This is also apparent from
an early breakthrough at the centerline of the bed. Any small deviation in isotherm measurement
causes an early/later breakthrough. The porosity variation effect is also a large contributor to the
early average breakthrough. In this study, The wall porosity was taken as .85 as it was suggested
in theoretical section. Monudin (1976) used a value of .54 in a packed reactor and had good
model result with test data. Therefore, it is possible that a smaller porosity value should be taken.
The third parameter that affects the average breakthrough is the radial diffusion of H20 in the
bed. Two different equations were used in this work to describe the radial diffusion as it
described earlier. The equation by Fahien (1954) predicts the average breakthrough better and
was used in this study. Even though this equation gave good result for the adsorption of COz/N2,
it is possible that it underestimates the water radial diffusivity.
A mass transfer coefficient of .0035 was used to predict the breakthrough curve. Langmuir
isotherm was used to predict H20/N2 isotherm.
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NJR Number of radial nodes rVa 20


























































































heat of adsorption BTU/Ib-mole
heat of adsorption BTU/Ib-mole
Mass Transfer Coefficent Whr
Mass Transfer Coefficent fl/hr
Mass Transfer Coefficent Whr








FIGURE 4-23 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 04-07-94 TEST
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I Cross sectional surface area 1if^3








RAV not used feet 0.0058 !
R-CS not used 75
ALPHA1 not used 635
R P Pellet radius feet 0.0047244
D P Pellet diameter feet 0.0094488











PT same as PTOT j 789.42569








same as EPSEX 0.35
0_
FIGURE 4-24 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 04-07-94 TEST
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4.5 Water and Carbon Dioxide Adsorption
4.5.1 Molecular Sieve 5A
Adsorb Data Sheet






Low _81 _essuce water ve[x_' edsodo run
#rUet and lnlUel Condlfion_
Canter Ftow Ram: 28.05 SLPM
CO2 Flow Ra_: 107.9 SC;C;M
tnrL/FinaJ inlet DP: 4.5 _ C
_et t-(20 Mole %: 0.7945
Inlet I_H20:. 6.290476 mm_
In CO2 %: N_.
Inlet I:¢C-,O2: JlVALUE! mmHg
Ini_al Bed Tem_: degnNm F
Ini_al AmbNmt Tomp: ¢_ F
Final Amb,ent Temo: oee_'e_J F
Bed Pressures: wit_ Poet 6 flow to GC
Inlet Manito_:l Pressure: 15.26 pea
MaterBJ Ir_t Pressure: 15.31 Dlua
Maten_ CL Pressure: 15.36 p_a
k_Jmal Exit Pressure: 15.39 p_.a
DP Sensor P_um: 14.74 psla
Ambient Pressure: 14.362 I)sia
GC Configuration
TCD Vent Flow I:
TCD Vent Flow 2:
Saml_ Flow @Port 5:
Detector Current 150
Column Camoo No,: C-5000
TCD/DE'T'I" Temp.: 120/130
INNCOL Temp.: 150/100
Valve Heat Temo.: 117
TernDerMurel:
T6 L_: Marl. outlet




D1 Lo(:8on: Column exit
D2 Lo_tJon: C._umn exit
C1 LocUon: Column exit









FIGURE 4-27 SPECIFICATIONS FOR 05-06-94 H20/CO2 ADSORPTION TESTING
The test ran on 05-06-94 will be used to verify the FLOWIMOL and 2DMOL bed models for
water and carbon dioxide adsorption. Test specifications are shown in Figure 4-27.
Breakthrough for water is shown in Figure 4-28. Note, as in the previous tests, the discrepancy
between breakthrough at the material exit measured at the centerline and after gas mixing
(marked "mad outlet" and "column oudet" respectively). The extremely high affinity of zeolite
5A is also evident in the time required for breakthrough. It is also evidenced by the fact that the
presence of CO2 is not evident by comparison of this figure with Figure 4-18, which shows water
breakthrough for a similar test, except without CCh.
Figure 4-29 shows the centerline bed temperatures for the test. Note the early peaks resulting
from C&2 adsorption around 0.5 hours.
Figure 4-30 shows the carbon dioxide breakthrough. The roll-up phenomenon is evident in this
graph, wherein the weaker adsorbate (CCr-z) is driven off the bed by the stronger (I-I20), resulting
in an oudet partial pressure greater than at the inlet.
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05/08/94 H20¢CO2 on SA
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FIGURE 4.-27 H20 BREAKTHROUGH FOR 05-06-94 TEST
06/06/04 H204.CO2 on |A
Tmmmm_ 4ml tm NIO _ NI al ll,,1Bamt_ mt
_lm IIA m m. t_lmt m Im IIW
t_lmmm.
100 t --_T5 i .......
.... ....
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FIGURE 4-28 H20/CO2 TEMPERATURES FOR 05-06-94 TEST
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05106194 H20-C02 on 5A
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FIGURE 4-29 CO2 BREAKTHROUGH FOR 05-06-94 TEST
4.5.1.1 FLOW1MOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the single material flow-
through adsorption and dcsorpdon model, FLOW1MOL, is described in this section.
Model inputs are shown in Figure 4-30 and 4-31. Determination of appropriate values for each
non-obvious input parameter is discussed below (values discussed in previous sections axe
neglected).
Results of the model comparison are shown by the solid hnes in Figures 4-32, 4-33, and 4-34.
For breakthrough, the FLOWIMOL model compares well with test data at the midpoint. At the
outlet, the model data (representing plug flow) falls, as expected, between the test data for the
outlet at the centerline and the outlet following mixing.
For temperatures, the comparison is also fairly good, especially during the heating of the column.
As noted for N2/CO2 adsorption, an early temp_'rature peak corresponding to CO2 adsorption is
reflected by the model. In contrast to CO2 adsorption, the temperature profile remains steady for
a large time and suddenly decreases. The period of steady state temporatur_ profile indicates the
balance between the heat generated by heat of adsorption of H20 and the heat of dosorption of
CO2 and N2 and the heat transferring to the wall of the packed bed. The sudden decrease of
temperature or the sharp breakthrough of H20 is the reflection of high affinity of water on 5A
material. This causes the adsorption of H20 to occur in a short length of the bed, with little
dispersion taking place. It is possible that in the ease of water adsorption th_ assumption of
equilibrium between the gas phase and solid phase is valid to a large extend. Mass transfer
coefficients of .0035 ft/hr for H20 and .017 ft/hr for CO2 were used to predict the breakthrough
curves.
For carbon dioxide breakthrougk, the comparison of model results and test data show that
FLOWlMOL properly models the trends exhibited in coadsorption, that is, the roll-up
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phenomenonobservedearlier. Differencesin magnitudeare most likely due to the lack of
accuracy in the equilibrium isotherms and the approximate nature of the multi-component
isotherm equations. The accuracy is expected to improve as more precise isotherm data,
particularly on multi-component adsorption, is received. The Langmuir isotherm for mixture of
CO2 and H20 was used which underestimates the loading of CO2 and H20 on 5A. The IAST
predicts this loading much closer to the test data. Since the solution to the IAST isotherm is not
analytical it is costly in terms of CPU usage.
Variable Oescnpt_on
END final time :hours
DELT1 time step :hours
NJ Number of no0es rnla
DELZ1 distance oetween noaes Ileet
"lid AmlD_em,temoerature P=R
G.F Volumetric flow rate CR-I
T O Inlet temperature mR
Number of coml:_nents
INERT inert aas !1-N2: 2-Fle_
P TOT ITotat Intet Pressure Ips!a
B__C(1 ) CO2 Imet ,l:mrtialpressure )sin
BC C(2) H20 Inlet partial pressure psia
BC C(3) N2 Inlet partial oressure _sia
BC_C(4) 02 inlet Dartial pressure _sia
Z Bed tenath feet
D_E Exlemai Diameter teat
D_I Insiae Diameter toot
RO WA Wall Density Ib/ft^3
EPSi_ void fraction _eta} dimless
AINT Intedacial Sudaca Ares ft^?JIl^3
CON S Pellet (solid) conductivi_/ BTUPF-
CP ,_ Pellet (solid1soecific heat BTUPF-Ib
H_W Heat transfer fluia to wall
HOW ,Heat transfer outside to wall
RO_S !Pellet Oensitv Ib/tt^3
M_W(1 ) _Molecular W'ei,ant ID/lb-mol
MW(2) IMolecular Weial_t =lb/Ib-mol
!M W(3) Molecuiar Welc=Irtt Ilio/Ib-mol
!M_WI41 Molecular Were=ftt tOllb-mol






















































Indmmor tor CO2 present
Indicator for H20 present
Indicator for N2 present



































































IC array indices to output
I
INode locations to be output




Iboundary temperature for fluid
Iboundary temperature for solid
]boundary temperature for canister wall
Ifluid pressure at each grid(?)
inlet temperature for fluid
inlet temperature for solid
IN 1.3 inletemperatureforcanisterwall


















































































CO2 sad H2O adsorption on z*ollte SA with Nitrogen carrier gas
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FIGURE 4-32 H20 BREAKTHROUGH COMPARISONS FOR 05-06-94 TEST WITH
FLOW1MOL RESULTS
0S-06-94 Comparison
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05-06-94 Comparison using Lang. Isotherm (6/13)
CO2 and H20 adsorption on zeolite 5A with Nitrogen cirrJln" gas
Simulation results: solid lines
3., , . ExPerimentll results: s,Ymbols *
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FIGURE 4-34 CO2 BREAKTHROUGH COMPARISONS FOR 05-06-94 TEST WITH
FLOW1MOL RESULTS
4.5.1.2 2DMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the two-dimensional
adsorption and desorption model, 2DMOL, is described in this section.
Input data for the 2DMOL model for the 05-06-94 test are shown in Figures 4-35 and 4-36.
Determination of appropriate values for each non-obvious input parameter is discussed below
(values discussed in previous sections are neglected).
Results of the model comparison are shown by the solid lines in Figures 4-37 and 4-38. As
expected the center line breakthrough and temperature prof'fle match the one dimensional flow
model. The average breakthrough at the midpoint and the outlet of the bed are shown. The model
midpoint average is reasonably good, since the dispersion is moderate compare to the centerline
breakthrough. There was no test data point for the average component partial pressure at the
midpoint.
The result of the model for the average breakthrough at the outlet shows an early breakthrough in
compared to the test data for breakthrough of H20/N2. This can be attributed to several factors:
the equilibrium isotherm, the porosity, and the radial diffusivity of H20 as were discussed in
H20/N2 adsorption.
The Langmuir isotherm was used to predict loading of the H20/CO2 mixture on 5A material.
Langmuir isotherm for mixture of CO2 and H20 underestimates the loading of CO2 and H20 on
5A. The lAST predicts this loading much closer to the test data. Since the solution to the lAST
isotherm is not analytical it is costly in terms of CPU usage.
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IUnitsVariable J Description
END _ final time
DELT i time step




I Number of radial nodes














G F Volumetric flowrate C,PH 57.9
"lid Inlet temperature °R 534.4
N3 Number of components






























D. E feet 0.1666667















































Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.017
Mass Transfer Coefficent fl/hr 0.0035
Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.05





FIGURE 4-35 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON wrrH 05-06-94 TEST
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Variable ! Description t Units i Current Value
S B _ Cross sectional surface area ft^3 i 0.019069
I










iALPHA1 Jnot used 635
R_P Pellet radius feet 0.0047244
D_P Pellet diameter feet 0.0094488




N3 Number of components






PT same as PTOT 789.42569
LEN same as Z 1.66667

















05-06-94 Comparison with 2DMOL Model
HsO and CO s Adsorption on SA with N t tarrier gas
iverage data: solM lines
test dam: symbols
oentefllne data: dashed lines
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0S-06-94 Comparison wllh 2DMOL Model
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05-06-94 Comparison with 2DMOL Model
H20 and CO, Adsorption on 5A with N carrier gas
average date: solid lines
test data: symbols
imnterline date: dashed lines
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Strip Desorb Data Sheet
Sum Tim: Da_ F_:
somom Mim¢_ 5A
Cam_ Gi: N2 NOm¢
SoC_m G_a):
01_'27,94CO2 1_ _
D_o_lion of 01/26/94 loll
Test _: 3 HRS
Inlet end b'd@elCoCmTl_,'w
Flow Pate: 28.04 SLPM
C_ Row Ram:
InilJFl_d Ii DP: _ C
In_ H20 Mo_ %:
II plt.._: _ Dill
_T_: 77 _g
_ AI T_: 77 _ F








TCD Vonl Row 1: 8 R-2-15-A/_
TCD V_I Flow 2: g.7 R-2-15-M_A
Flow @PoN 5: 11 R-2-15-AA
_ecmr Cucrmtt: 1_
Camk_ No.: C-5000 AIRechCaz.
TC_ T_.: 1_1 _ _ C
INJ/GOL Tomp.: 150/100 ¢k_m_ C
Vlve Het Temp.: 117 de_o_ C
Ten_ecmtur_:
T6 _m: MII. e_ opp. s_n
T11 _m: _ m
T12 _: Am_
T14 _:
T15 _: Ineulalia_ Skin
D1 _: Column exil
1:32_: Cotumn exk
Cl I: _n e_
_2 Location: Co_urnnexit
HGUP_ SPECIFICATIONS FOR 01-27-94 CO2 DESORPTION TESTING
The test ran on 01-27-94 will be used to verify the FLOW1MOL and 2DMOL bed models for
carbon dioxide desorpfion. Test specifications are shown in Figure 4-40. Breakthrough for CO2
and tempcrattn_s will be shown in the comparative plots in the following sections.
4.6.1.1 FLOWlMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the single material flow-
through desorptionand desorptionmodel, FLOWIMOL, isdescribedin thissection.
Model inputsare shown in Figure4-41 and 4..42.
Results of the model comparison are shown by the solidlinesin Figures 4-43 and 4.-44.After the
bed was saturated with CO2, the regeneration process was started by using N2 as the purge gas. As
itisshown the effluentCO2 concentrationhas a sharp drop in the fwst few minutes and the slope
of the breakthrough flattensout as time goes by. The initialdrop intemperature isdue toheat of
desorptionand finallyreaches the inletconditionwhen thereisno depletionof CO2 from the bed.
The same mass transfercoefficient of .017 was used. Model predictions"of temperature and
breakthroughagreewellwith testdata.The IAST was used topredictthemixtureisothermof
CO2/N2.
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Inert gas (1=N2; 2=He t
TotaJ Inlet Pressure
002 Inlet partial pressure
H20 Inlet partial pressure
N2 Inlet papal pressure








Pellet (solid) specific heat
Heat transfer fluid to wall
I Units Default Value1 Current Value







































KFW t 2.5 2











I Mass Transfer Coefficent
Mass Transfer Coefficent
Mass Transfer Coefficent
i Mass Transfer Coefficent
i Indicator for CO2 present
I Indicator for H20 present
[ Indicator for N2 present
[ Indicator for 02 present
Flag to indicate if bed ungoing desorption
Fla_ to indicate Drior saturation of















































































CP WA 0.109848 0.109848
CP WlQ 0.21 0.21













boundary temperature for flui0
boundary temperature for solid
•boundary temperature for canister wall


















inlet temperature for solid
inlet temperature for canister wall










































FIGURE 4-42 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR FLOWIMOL COMPARISON WITH 01-27-94
TEST
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01-27-94 Comparison run 05-10-95
C02 desorpUon off zeolite 5A with Nitrogen gas
SimuiaUon results: solid lines
Experimental results: symbols
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FIGURE 4-43 CO2 BREAKTHROUGH COMPARISONS FOR 01-27-94 TEST WITH
FLOW1MOL RESULTS











01-27-94 Comparison run 06-10-95
C02 deso_rption off zeolite 5A with Nitrogen gas
_mulauon results: solid fines
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4.6.1.2 2DMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the two-dimensional
desorption model, 2,DMOL, is described in this section.
Input data for the 2DMOL model for the 01-27-94 test are shown in Figures 45 and 46.
Results of the model comparison axe shown by the solid lines in Figures 4-47 and 4-48. The
model prediction of centerline and average breakthrough matches the obtained experimental data.
The temperature proftle result of the two dimensional model also estimates the experimental dam
fairlywell.The few degree discrepancy between the model and experimental data islargelydue
to thermal conductivityprofileestimationwhich has a strongeffecton radialtemperatureprofile.
Trialand errormust bc used in order to obtain a correctedthermal conductivityequation.The
IAST was used topredictthe CO21N2 mixture isotherm.A mass transfercoefficientof .017 ft/hr



















Description I Units i Current Value
hours 2
time step
I Number of axial nodes




























IDE External Diameter feet 0.1866667








































































Mass Transfer Coefficent Whr 0.05
Mass Transfer Coefficent Whr 0.1
0.00000001
1 E-0g
INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 01-27-94 TEST
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t Cross sectional surface area if t^3
t Current Value
i 0.019069






RAV I not used feet ! 0.0058
i not used 75
ALPHA1 not used 635
R_P I Pellet radius feet 0.0047244
D P [ Pellet diameter feet 0.0094488











PT same as PTOT 789.42569
LEN same as Z 1.66667







FIGURE 4-.46 INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR 2,,DMOL COMPARISON WrrH 01-27-94 TEST
---N,._
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4.7.1 Molecular Sieve 5A
Strip Desorb Data Sheet




Test Dura_m't: 4.2 hours
Conduc_,fs_: HM














DeoomSon of bed mturato¢l on 4/18/94 at 16.2 mmH_l H20






TCD Vent Flow 1:
TCO Vent Flow 2:





















DP D1 Sensor Pru=MJre:






















I"120Arm N2 Ar_ _ Pressure
sarape2:I _1370 2719964 mmHg
Medium Dew1_oint 1-12(3At=* N2 Are_ Part_ Preuure
oegmes C Sample 2: I 22061 2702918 mmHg
H20/Vim N2 Area PmlJal pressure
0o_,_ C Samt_ 2: [ 37415 2680533 mmHg
To=P..,_.:{ _'-_ I="
T1 Local)on:
T2 Local]on: Matenal inlet
T3 L.oc_Oon: Ivl_oolnt
T4 Lock,on: Material exl!
T5 Location:
FIGURE 4-49 SPECIFICATIONS FOR 04-19-94 H20 DESORPTION TESTING
The test ran on 04-19-94 will be used to verify the FLOW1MOL and 2DMOL'bed models for
water desorption. Test specifications are shown in Figure 4-49. Breakthrough for H20 and
temperatures will be shown in the comparative p_ts in the follo_'ing sections.
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4.7.1.1 FLOWIMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the single material flow-
through desorption and desorption model, FLOW1MOL, is described in this section.
Model inputs are shown in Figures 4-50 and 4-51. Results of the model comparison are shown by
the solid lines in Figures 4-52 and 4-53. The results of the partial pressure of H20 and
temperature profde of 1-D desorption model are not in good agreement with the test data. The
model shows a fast reduction of H20 partial pressure in the gas phase. A mass transfer
coefficient as large as .04 ft/hr, in contrast with .0035 ft/hr in the case of H20 adsorption, was
used. However, there shouldn't be such a large difference mass transfer coefficients in
adsorption versus desorption process for the same component. Even with this large mass wansfer
coefficient, the desorption of H20 from the bed was not enough to increase the H20 partial
pressure in the gas phase. In conwast with adsorption process, any small discrepancy of H20
partial pressure with test data will remain as an error throughout the completion of the test. In
adsorption any small error at any point in the bed, if it caused by the isotherm at some partial
pressure of the feed will be eliminated at a later time because of the correct value of isotherm at a
larger partial pressure of the feed. This can be seen from the early breakthrough of most works
done by previous researchers, (Hirpyuki, et al 1982, Rice, 1982). The obvious reason is that the
equilibrium isotherm at low partial pressures are being underestimated. It is also possible that
the adsorption/desorption of H20 on 5A material could be modeled based on the assumption of
equilibrium, where there is no resistance between the two phases. The other possible source of
error is how the H20 partial pressure was measured. Perhaps a more sensitive instrument should
have been used in the test.
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! Volumetric flow rate
Inlet temperature
Number of components
Inert gas (1=N2; 2=He)
I Total Inlet Pressure
CO2 Inlet partial pressure
H20 Inlet partial pressure










Heat transfer fluid to wall











































































heat of adso ,rption BTU/Ib-mole -8988 -8988
Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.025) 0.017 I
Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0._i 0.02
Mass Transfer Coefficent fl/hr 0.05
Mass Transfer Coefficent





Indicator for H20 present 1
Indicator for N2 present 1
Indicator for 02 pre,_nl;
Flag to indicate if bed ungoingdesorption
Fsagto indicateprior saturation of bed
FIGURE 4-50 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR FLOWIMOL COMPARISON WITH 04-19-94
TEST
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I C array indices to output
Node locations to be output



















CON_WA 32. 875 32.875







CP Wl. Q 0.21 0.21










































boundary temperature for fluid
boundary temperature for solid
boundary temperature for canister wall
fluid pressure at each grid(?)
inlet temperature for fluid
inlet temperature for solid
ink_t temperature for canister wall
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4.7.1.2 2DMOL Model Verification
The determination of mass transfer coefficients and verification of the two-dimensional
desorption and desorption model, 2DMOL, is described in this section.
Input data for the 2DMOL model for the 04-19-94 test are shown in Figures 4-54 and 4-55.
Results of the model comparison are shown by the solid lines in Figures 4-56 and 4-57. The
results of the partial pressure of H20 and temperature profile of 2-D desorption model are better
than the 1-D model. The model shows a fast reduction of H20 partial pressure in gas phase as in
1-D model, but much closer to the test data. A mass transfer coefficient of .0035 ft/hr was
chosen as in the case of H20 adsorption. The same argument can be made as in 1-D on the
discrepancies between model results and the test data. However, since the 2-D results are in
better agreement with the test data, one can conclude the significant effect radial dispersion has
on the adsorption/desorption of H20 on the 5A material. More study and accurate testing are






















time step hours 0.00250
Number of axial nodes n/a 51
Number of radial nodes n/a 20
foot 0.01666666
Ambient temperature *R
Volumetric flow rate CFH
Inlet temperature *R
Number of components








D I Inside Diameter
AINT
RO_WA Wall Denslly
EPSEX void fraction (eta)
Interlacial Surface Area
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Mass Transfer Coefficent ft/hr 0.004




FIGURE 4-54 INPUT DATA SET "A" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 04-19-94 TEST
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RAV ]not used feet 0.0058
RI-IDS not used 65
ALPHA1 not used 635
R P Pellet radius feet 0.0047244
D_P Pellet diameter feet 0.0094488




N3 Number of components




;PT same as PTOT 837.7789
LEN same as Z ! .66667







FIGURE 4-55INPUT DATA SET "B" FOR 2DMOL COMPARISON WITH 04--19-94 TEST
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4.8 FLOW3MOL MODEL RESULTS
The,m_OW3MOLmodel representsthe4BMSdesiccantbeds,with thecapabilityto modelthree
differentlayersof sorbentmaterialstackedin a singlepackedbed.The FLOW3MOL modelwas
run for demonstrationpurposesconfigured for a packed column of the approximate size of the
MSMBT apparatus. No reliable test data is currently available to compare these results with, so
they are presented without comparison.
Figure 4-58 shows results from the FLOW3MOL model run for CO2 breakthrough. The location
of the breakthrough points are at the end of 13X, middle of Silica gel, end of Silica gel, middle of
13X, and end of 13X materials. As can be seen the CO2 breakthrough occurs very fast for the
first section of bed because of presence of water. No CO: adsorption takes place on Silica gel
material. CO2 is desorbed on the last section of the bed, I3X. Since for some period of time all of
the H20 would be adsorbed on Silica gel, flow passes to the last section of the bed without water.
This gives the opportunity for CO2 being adsorbed there. As silica gel is saturated with H20,
water will pass to the 13X and this cause the roll-up of CO2.
Figure 4-59 shows results from the FLOW3MOL model run for H20 breakthrough. It can be
seen the H20 breakthrough at the exit of Silica Gel material is sharp at low partial pressure and
disperse at higher partial pressure of H20. This is caused by the Silica gel equilibrium isotherm
which dose not have high affinity for H20 at low partial pressure in compare to 13X. However it
has more capacity for adsorption at higher partial pressures of H20.
Figure 4-60 shows results from the FLOW3MOL model run for temperature. The figure shows
the sharp increase and decrease of temperature at the beginning of the bed as it expected and a
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4.9 VACMOL Model Results
The VACMOL model represents the 4BMS 5A sorbent beds, with the capability to model
thermal/vacuum desorption for a packed bed. The VACMOL model was run for demonstration
purposes confi_-mred for a packed column of the approximate size of the 5A sorbent beds in the
Life Test 4BMS. No reliable test data is currently available to compare these results with, so
they are presented without comparison.
Figure 4-61 shows temperature prediction resultsfrom the VACMOL model. The constant heat
input into the vacuum chamber causes a steady rise of temperature as time progresses.
Figure ,*-62 shows results from the VACMOL model run for H20 and CO2 partial pressures.
Initially the bed is saturated with CO_, H20, and N2. at atmospheric pressure and temperature. In
order to simulate the actual bed performance a pressure boundary condition of 25 mm Hg was
chosen. The sudden decrease in pressure is caused by outflow of N2. The partial pressure of CO2
and H20 start rising as heat being input to the vacuum chamber. Since CO2 is less adsorbent
than H20, it starts coming off the bed sooner and depleted off the bed in very short time.
Figure 4-63 shows results from the VACMOL model run for total pressure. A sudden decrease in
total pressure to the boundary condition value is an indication that pressure is being transferred
along the bed in very short time. After a minima, the pressure start rising because of desorption
of CO2 and H20 from the bed as temperature increases.
The model is written in a such a way that any velocity, caused by differential pressure, will not
exceed the choke velocity. As shown in Figures 4-64 and 4-65, the velocity profile starts from a
very high value, because of large pressure gradient along the bed, to a minima after a very short
time. The minima corresponds to a minima of pressure gradient in the bed. The velocity starts
rising as CO2 and H20 are desorbed off the bed. This makes the pressure increase inside of the
bed, creating a differential pressure with the boundary pressure. Given the profile of pressure and
velocity along the bed, it is reasonable to say that variation of these two variables along the bed
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FIGURE 4-64 VELOCITY RESULTS FOR VACMOL
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Based on analytical and experimental investigation of convective flows in porous media the
following conclusions arc drawn:
Io The experimental results from the laboratory scale-fixed bed adsorber are quantitatively
consistent with the one-dimensional model at the column center. The average
concentration of cross sectional bed obtained by test result deviates from the column
center concentration appreciably. This indicates the strong effects of porosity variation
along the radial direction of column bed on the temperature, concentration, and velocity
field. These observations resulted in the decision to model the dynamic behavior of the
column in two-dimensions.
. The two-dimensional model demonstrates the importance of non-darcian momentum and
porosity variation on the flow distribution, concentration, and temperature in the radial
direction of the bed. The two-dimensional model not only predicts the concentration and
temperature profile at the column center well, but it also predicts the average
concentration reasonably well.
. A linear driving force mass transfer model provides a reasonable fit to the experimental
adsorption and desorption.
The concentration of a key component, CO-z, is affected by the presence of the non-key
component, N2, in CO2/N2 adsorption. CO2 effluent concentration overshoots its inlet
concentration because of H20 displacement (more easily adsorbed) component. The
height of this roll-up is increased with the inlet concentration of H20 component.
. Comparison of model results with test data shows the created models can be accurately
used for modeling of the actual 4BMS.
. The two-dimensional model can be used to simulate the actual 5A bed of 4BMS, which
contains an array of approximately I/2 inch square channels, for porosity variation.
. The IAST equilibriumpredictsthe breakthrough curve much closerto the testdata than
the Lanmuir-Fredlitchtheoryformixtures of CO2/N2 and CO2/H20.
5.2 Recommendations
° Since the PDE's of the two-dimensional model are a strongfunctionof porosity,research
intothevelocityvariationisobviouslyimportant.
, Because of transientbehavior of adsorption processes, the CPU usage of the two-
dimensional model is very large. Attempts should be made to convert the two-
dimensional model to a one dimensional model by choosing the appropriatefunctionsto
describe the concentration,temperature,and velocityfieldin the radialdirectionof the
column.
. The solution to lAST functions relies on a _al and error type. This costs a large amount







Thermal vacuum description is the regenerative mode of the actual 4BMS 5A sorbent
beds. Experimental data is needed to verify the model.
Literature shows that a pressure swing process which only uses two beds is more efficient
than any other adsorption/desorption process. Research should be done to convert the
4BMS to a 2BMS.
More recent isotherm data, obtained from the same sorbent that is expected to be used for
the actual flight 4BMS system, has recently become available. This sorbent data should
be incorporated into the models developed in this study.
.The models developed during this study have been shown to model the processes present
m the 4BM$ to a very reasonable degree of accuracy. Therefore, they should be
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DERIVATION OF IAST EQUATION (EQ 2.8)
Knowing that the spreading pressure is related to temperature and the amount adsorbed on the
solid by
g(P;IA = f:_-_, dP;
RT eq 2.4
and assuming the adsorbed phase obeying Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm
q_ = q,,,fBIPi _'
1 + B_Pt" eq 2.2
the spreading pressure can be obtained as
7t(p;)A _- [.,; q'dP rP; qlBtP_"
R'T Jo _ '= -Io )dP,Pl (1 + BiPi °' eqA.1
therefore _ is
RT q., in(1 + B,P;")
_:= A n I
• solving for P_
1
p; = \q., RT
B,
knowing the fact that
Pl = 1_ = p_(r0x D
substitution of eq 2.23 into 2.6, and solving for x i





















DERIVATION OF MOMENTUM, ENERGY, AND MOLAR CONCENTRATION
BALANCES FOR TWO DIMENSIONS
In order to derive the mass, energy, and momentum balances for adsorption packed column in
cylindrical coordinates, the conservation laws were set over a thin "shell" of fluid. In all of
conservation laws the balances are:
time rate of_= ., (rate production or1(rateof iin )- (rateof iout)+ I
change of i ) dissipationk of i eq B. 1
where i could be momentum, thermal heat, or molar mass of component i. After a balance is
made on a shell of finite thickness, the limit is taken as the spatial dimensions approach zero. As
a result of this, a differential equation is generated which describes the time rate of change of a
particular variable.
In this study, the diffusion of momentum, heat and molar mass was taken into account not only
in C,ae axial direction but also in the radial direction.
For developing the conservative equations the following assumptions were made:
1. The gas phase is dilute and follows ideal gas law
2. Axial and radial conduction within column wall is neglected
3. The adsorbent pellet can be modeled as sphere
4. The temperature within the pellet is uniform
5. The radial convection is negligible
B.1 Conservation Of Molar Mass Of Component i In The Mixture
In developing the molar mass balance of component i in the mixtures which is being adsorbed by
pellet particles within the packed bed, the fluxes of component i take place by diffusion and
convection in axial direction and only by diffusion in radial direction, since the radial convection
is negligible. The rate of disappearance of component i in the mixture is by diffusion of i at the
surface and into the pore and the solid part of the particles. Writing the molar mass conservation
of component i
= c2_ArN.I. -e2m'_N.[.._. + e2r,_xrN.l,- e2_axrN.l,+_ "e2r_rArAx
(1 - e)2m'_u'Axr I eq B.2




Take the limit as Ax and z3a"go to zero
__._.C= _N,,, _(rNt,,)_(1-_...._)r,




Nl. , = -D,_,.. _ + u.C,
_C
N.., =-D- _ + u,C,
"" or
eq B.5
where the second term, the convection term in the radial direction, is negligible. Substitution of
fluxes into the above equation
ac, a (1-o
_t = D_,., _x2 - _x u,_,,, r-_rt_ r,E eZlB.6
The derivation for one dimensional molar mass balance is the same as above except that the third
term on the right hand side, flux due to radial diffusion, is not considered.
B_. Conservation Of Energy Of Fluid Flow
Energy transf_ in fluid phase is by convection in the axial direction and by diffusion in axial and
radial directions. Energy is also being produced by heat of adsorption of components in the
particle. Energy is being uansfcrre, d to the wall of column by an overall heat transfer coefficient.
Writing the energy balance for the gas phase
¢2m-ArAxp.c n--_= ¢2m'Ar(q -p,cNu.T,) _ -¢2m'Ar(q -p_cNu_Ts)L_ ' +
e2xrAxfq - p,c.u,T,)[, - F.2xrAx (q - p,c.u,T,)l,++-
(1 - _)2 xrArAxh.a. (T s - T.)
e,q B.7
CoLlecting the terms and dividing by e2n'rArAx
i_r s (q + P,Cnu_T. _,.,,. - (q + PtCMu,T, Ii _
p,c,,-_-- =
r(q + p.c_u,T,)[,+_, - r(q + p.cnu,T , I,
rAr
(1 - e) h.a. (T, - T.)
£ eqB.8
Take the limit as Ax and Ar go to zero and ignoring the radial convection
p,cn :__L =1" _x -- P'cM D(u'Ttffx) _ _(rq,)r_r (1 -_c) h,a, (T, - T. )
eqB.9
B-2
Knowing the fluxes are
_T t
qx = -kf.x
q, = -kt. ,-_-
eq B.IO
Substitution of fluxes into the above equation
i_T z _aT_ _(uT.) __L, _ (r _Tt ) (1- E) h,a,(T. -T,)
e eq B.11
The derivation for one dimensional heat balance is the same as above except that the third term
on the right hand side, flux due to radial diffusion, is not being considered. Aria, a dissipation
rate of energy to the cohmm wall must be added to the above equation.
B.3 Conservation Of Energy Of Solid Phase
Energy transfers in solid phase by diffusion in axial and radial directions. Energy is also being
produced by heat of adsorption of components in the particle. Energy is being transferred to the
fluid phase by an overall heat transfer coefficient. Writing the energy balance for the solid phase
2m'ArAxp.c,. _ = 2_rAr(q)[. - 2 rAr(q)l,+ . + 2_:rAx(q)[. - -
It
2_rArAxh.a. (T. - T,)- 2m'ArAx _ AHtr_
|_1 eqB.13
Collecting the terms and dividing by e2x'rArAx
_gT, (q)[.+_'-(q+)lx r(qJ_,._-r(q_, h,a,(T,-T,)-£AH,r,








inserting fluxes in equation
p,cp.'_'-=k,.,'-_+k,., (r )-h.a.(T,-T,)-,.l
eq B.15
The derivation for one dimensional heat balance for the solid phase is the same as above except
that the second term on the right hand side, flux due to radial diffusion, is not being considered
B-3
B.4 Conservation Of Energy Based On An Effective Conductivity
When the temperature difference between fluid and panicle phases is neglected, column
temperature can be derived by summation of eqs B- 11 and 4.15.
(epsc _ + (1 - _)p,c,,)_t _ _T _(uT,) t.FAt.m. _) (r _)_ (1_ e)_ AH,r,
=_k,,.,bx _ _c n _x r_ or 7_
eqB.16
where kx,effand kr,effare the effectivethermal conductivityin the axialand radialdirectionin
the packed column, which arc
k,_,x - k..., + kf,_
kin,, ffi k,,, +kr, , eq B.17
The derivation for one dimensional-homogeneous heat balance is the same as above except that
the third term on the right hand side, flux due to radial diffusion, is not considered. And, a
dissipation rate of energy to the column wall must be added to the above equation.
B.5 Total Mass Balance
D /
Assuming ideal gas law C iffi",_T and knowing _P, = p, the component mass balance




u JPa uP, c)T I PI °_u l-co)ell
"t - + 4 =0
RT m Jx RT2m Jx RT s Jx e Jt
exl B.18
neglectingthe second term and multiplyingby RTg, theabove equation reduces to
eq B.19
summation of the above equation over all the components and knowing that _"_P, = p, the
equation for total pressure is
¢}P - _=P _)P __)u P(_ _)_1" _1" _RT
"_" "" D, "_"T- u-_--P_-+ _-,_'_-"-D, _'3"+ u'_" eq B.20
APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTIONOF COMPUTERPROGRAMS
FourFORTRAN computerprogramsarepresentedin thisreport. Thef_rstis atwo-dimensional
modelof flow adsorption/desorptioni apackedbed.The secondis a one-dimensionalmodelof
flow adsorption/desorption in a packed bed. The third is a model of the thermal vacuum
desorption. And the last is a tri-sectional packed bed with two different sorbent materials. The
programs are capable of simulating up to four gas constituents for each process. If it is necessary
to simulate more constituents, minor changes are needed in a few subroutines.
C.1 Two Dimensional FORTRAN Program
A flow chart of the two-dimensional modeling of flow adsorptionldesorption is shown in Figures
C-I and C-2. This program simulates the two-dimensional adsorption and desorption of a fixed-
bed column 10 inches long and 1.87 inches in diameter. The model simulates four constituents
with variations in radial velocity and porosity. The users supply initial and boundary condition in
the INITIAL subroutine. If it is necessary to run the model with a larger diameter or length, the
number of grids must be specified in the INITIAL subroutine.
For each time step the temperature dependent parameters (density, conductivity, viscosity, etc.)
are recalcu.[ated. If the temperature change is not significant in the packed bed during the
simulation, the user can specify that these parameters will not be recalculated.
Solid-gas equilibrium for the pure components are predicted by the Langmuir-Freundlich
isotherm. For mixtures, two types of solid-gas equilibrium are implemented in the program. One
is based on the Langmuh'-Freundlich isotherm for mixtures. The second prediction uses the IAST
isotherm. The IAST model has an iterative solution and is CPU time intensive. The user can
switch an indicator to chose the desired isotherm method.
The energy balance includes the heat lost to the surroundings. For an adiabatic simulation of a
packed bed, the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and the surroundings equal is set to
zeTo.
Heat transfer is assumed between the solid, fluid flow, and the wall of the column. The program
is also capable of simulating the heat transfer bed based on an effective conductivity. In this case
a thermal equilibrium between solid and fluid flow is assumed. Axial and radial conductivity is
included in the model. These parameters vary along the radial and axial direction based on the
porosity variation. The program is also capable of making these parameters constant by
switching the proper indicator.
Mass transfer is simulated with a lumped resistance model. This resistance is obtained by
matching experimental breakthrough curves with the results of the model.
This model uses the UNDER-RELAXATION method for calculation of all variables in the
PDE's, except the velocity and the pressure which are computed by the NEWMA. N method. The
total numbers of equations involved for four components is 13.
C-1
call inifial_z
yes _ f 1
,_ indme ___!_ can functl_J
no
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FIGURE C-2 THE FLOW CHART FOR THE SUBROUTINE PROGRAMS FOR THE 2-D
MODEL
C-3
A listofprogram variablesisgiven below with a briefdescription.
Variable Description Units Type
LL Time step index none I n t
T_Time current time minutes real
S(i,j,k) matrix variable; i=variable ID; j=axialvarious real'13
grid number; k=radial grid number
P(i,j ,k). Old of S array various real'1 3
L 1 gas temperature R re a l
L2 solid temperature R real
L3 wall temperature R real
L4 velocity f t / h r real
L5 pressure psia real
16 pressure psia real
PT pressure mmHG real
NCOh_ number of components dimensionless i nt
INERT type of carrier gas 1=n2; 2=He dimensionless real
EPSEX porosity sq ft/cu ft real
TAMB outside temperature R real
I:HOS particle density Ibs/cu ft real
Z bed length ft real
VOID_B porosity sq ft/cu ft real
D_I inside bed diameter f t real
D_E outside bed diameter ft real
S_B cross sectional area of bed f t real
CP_WA heat capacity of wall BTU/F/LB real
RO_WA density of wall Ib/cu ft real
CP_S heat capacity of particle Btu/Ib-F real
RO_S density of particle Iblcu ft real
R_P particle radius ft real
D_P particle diameter ft real
heat(i) heat of adsorption for each component BTU/Ib mole real
N3 number of components dimension less i nt
G_F volumetric flow rate cu ft/min real
T_FO inlet temperature R real
P_C inlet component partial pressure psia real
30 initial temperature R real
R ideal gas law constant Ibf/sq ft .Ib real
mol/cu ft/R
P I constant 3.14 real
M_W molecular weight Ib/mole real
GC gravitational constant in hr real
K_F mass transfer coefficient f t/h r real
NJ grids number in axial direction dimensionless int
NJR gdds number in radial direction dimensionless i nt
DELZ grid size in axial direction ft real
DELT time step h r real
_sl pellet conductivity BTU/hr/ft/F real
B:RE_ convergence criteria various real
C-4
A hst of program variablesisgiven below with a briefdescription(continued).
j_
Variable Description Units Type
N number of equation dimensionless i nt
DELR1 grid size in radial direction ft real
DELR2. grid size in radial direction ft real
Y_F component mole fraction mole/mole real
P_TOT Total Pressure psia real
BC_L1 to boundary condition for L1 to L6 various real
BC_L6
W0 under relaxation coeff dimensionless real
I_SOL_FLO indicator, no equilibrium between the gas indicator int
and solid temperature
particle diameter
heat transfer coefficient outside of the wall
DP ft real
H_OW Btu/sq ft- real
min-r
U(i,j) velocity/Darcy velocity, center line dimensionless real
velocity
UMAX max velocity ft/h r real
NUMAX the grid where max velocity is ft/hr int
EPS(i) porosity sq fl/cu ft real
FEY Reynolds number dimensionless real
CP_P specific heat BTU/F/cu ft real
VISC_P viscosity I b/ft/h r real



















fluid axial effective conductivity
fluid radial effective conductivity
molecular diffusivity
Schmidt number
fluid radial effective diffusivity
fluid axial effective diffusivity

























C.2 One-Dimensional Flow Adsorption/Desorption FORTRAN Program for Column
Packed with One Section Material
A flow chart of the one-dimensional modeling of flow adsorption/desorpuon is shown in Figure
C-3 and C-4. This program simulates the one-dimensional adsorption and desorpfion of a fixed-
bed column 10 inches long and 1.87 inches in diamemr. Users supply initial and boundary
conditionin the INITIAL subroutine.Ifitisnecessary torun the model with largerdiameter or
length,the number of gridsmust bc specifiedin theINITIAL subroutine.
For each time stepthe temperature dependent parameters (densi_, conductivity,viscosity,etc.)
are recalculated.If the temperature change is not significantm the packed bed during the
simulation,the usercan specifythattheseparameters willnot be recalculat_
Solid-gas equilibrium for the pure components are predicted by the Langmuir-Freundlich
isotherm.For mixtures,two types of solid-gasequilibriumare implemented in the program. One
isbased on the Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm formixtures.The second .l_edictionuses the lAST
isotherm. The lAST model has an iterativesolutionand is CPU time intensive.The user can
switch an indicatortochose the desiredisotherm method.
The energy balance includes the heatlostto the surroundings.For an adiabaticsimulationof a
packed bed, the heat wansfer coefficientbetween the wall and the surroundings equal isset to
ZCl"O.
Heat transferisassumed between thesolid,fluidflow,and the wall of the column.
Mass wansfer is simulated with a lumped resistancemodel. This resistance is obtained by
matching experimental breakthrough curves with theresultsof the model.
This model uses the UNDER-RELAXATION method for calculationof allvariablesin the
PDE's, except thevelocityand the pressurewhich are computed by the NEWMAN method. The






I add up time step
¢
call functl 1
write to olin files
i
I set old value to inew va]ue_
THE FLOW CHART OF THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE 1-D MODEL
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no
set old value to
new values
computing boundry






_, FDER subs go tO A
FIGURE C-4 THE FLOW CHART OF THE SUBROUTINES PROGRAM FOR THE 1-D
MODEL
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A listof program variablesisgiven below with a briefdescription.
Variable Description
LL Time step index
T_Time current time
C(i,j) matrix variable; i=variable ID;
grid number; k=radial grid number
P ( i, j ). Old of C array












































cross sectional area of bed
heat capacity of wall
density of wall













grids number in axial direction























cu ft/cu ft real
Ibs/cu ft real
ft real











non dimension i n t
cu ft/min real
R real











































boundary condition for L1 to L6
under relaxation coeff




heat transfer coefficient fluid-particle
fluid axial conductivity
particle conductivity






boundary condition of molar concentration



































sq ft/cu I1 real
ft/hr real
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C.3 One-Dimensional Flow Adsorption/Desorption FORTRAN Program for Column
Packed with Three Sections of Different Material
A flow chart of the one-dimensional modeling of flow adsorption/desorption for column packed
with three sections of different materials is shown in Figure C-5 and C-6. This program
simulates the one-dimensional adsorption and desorption of a fixed-bed column 10 inches long
and 1.87 inches in diameter. Users supply initial and boundary condition in the INITIAL
subroutine. If it is necessary to run the model with larger diameter or length, the number of grids
must be specified in the INITIAL subroutine.
The first section of the column, about 3 inches, contains the 13X material, followed by about I0
inches of silica gel, and finally the rest of the bed is filled with 13X material.
For each time step the temperature dependent parameters (density, conductivity, viscosity, etc.)
are recalculated. If the temperature change is not significant in the packed bed during the
simulation, the user can specify that these parameters will not be recalculated.
Solid-gas equilibrium for the pure component is predicted by Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm for
the 13X material. Silica gel is depicted from the literature as an exponential function of
temperature and pressure. For mixtures, two types of solid-gas equilibrium are implemented in
the program. One is based on the Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm for mixtures. The second
prediction uses the IAST isotherm. The LAST model has an iterative solution and is CPU time
intensive. The user can switch an indicator to choose the desired isotherm method.
The energy balance includes the heat lost to the surroundings. For an adiabatic simulation of a
packed bed, the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and the surroundings equal is set to
zero.
Heat transfer is assumed between the solid, fluid flow, and the wall of the column..
Mass transfer is presented as lumped resistance model for the 13X material. For silica gel, the
flux of the adsorbate is considered to be a combination of solid and pore diffusion. This
resistance is obtained by matching experimental breakthrough curves with the results of model.
The model uses UNDER-RELAXATION method for calculation of all variables in the PDE's,
except the velocity and the pressure which are computed by NEWMAN method. The total













THE FLOW CHART OF THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE 1-D MODEL FOR





















,et solid properties accordingly ]
+





no computing last grid
computing interior
call FCN, FDER subs go to A
lcomputing boundryl go to
computing last grid I B
computing interior I [
FIGURE C-6 THE FLOW CHART OF THE SUBROUTINES PROGRAM FOR THE 2-D
MODEL FOR BED PACKED WITH THREE DIFFERENT MATERIALS
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A list of programvariablesis givenbelowwith a brief description.
Variable Description Units
LL Time step index none
T_Time current time minutes





























grid number; k=radiai grid number









type of carrier gas
porosity, material type 1,2





cross sectional area of bed
heat capacity of wall
density of wall
heat capacity of particle type 1,2
density of particle
particle radius of type 1, 2
particle diameter type 1 1,2





















grids number in axial direction


















nonedimension i n t
nonedimension real
cu ft/cu ft real
Ibs/cu ft real
ft real











nonedimension i n t
cu fl/min real
R real




in hr .... real
ft/hr real














































heat transfer coefficient fluid-particle
fluid axial conductivity
particle conductivity of type 1 and 2






boundary condition of molar concentration
























Ib mole/cu ft real
nonedimension real
real
sq Wcu ft real
ft/hr real
intnumber of grids for first section, for the nonedimension
last section
particle porosity cu ft/cu ft real
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C.4 One Dimensional Thermal Vacuum Desorption FORTRAN Program
A flow chart of the one-dimensional modeling of thermal vacuum desorpfion is shown in Figures
C-7 and C-8. This program simulates a one-dimensional desorprion of a fixed-bed column 10
inches long and 1.87 inches in diameter. The users supply initial and boundary conditions in
INITIAL subroutine. If it is necessary to run the model with a larger diameter or length, the
number of grids must be specified in the INITIAL subroutine.
For each time step the temperature dependent parameters (density, conductivity, viscosity, etc.)
are recalculated. If the temperature change is not significant in the packed be.d during the
simulation, the user can specify that these parameters will not be recalculated.
Solid-gasequilibriumforthe pure component ispredictedby Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm for
the 13X material. For mixtures, two types of solid-gasequilibrium are implemented in the
program. One isbased on the Langmuit-Freundlich isotherm formixtures.The second prediction
uses the LAST isotherm.The LAST model has an iterativesolutionand is CPU time intensive.
The usercan switchan indicatortochoose the desiredisotherm method.
The energy balance includes the heatlostto the surroundings.Adiabatic simulationof a packed
bed can be done by settingthe heat transfercoefficientbetween the wall and the surroundings
equal zero.
Heat transferis assumed between the solid,fluidflow, and the wall of the column. Axial
conductivityisincluded in themodel. These parameters vary along axialdirectioninsidethe bed.
The program is also capable of making these parameters constant by switching the proper
indicator.
Mass transferispresented as lumped resistancemodel. This resistanceisobtained by matching
the experimental breakthrough curve with theresultof model.
In thismodel the materialbalances arc based on the partialpressure.The pressure and velocity
gradient insidethe column arc steep.Because of this,the model uses NEWMAN method for







add up time step
write to open files
I set old value tonew values
end




set old value to
new values
ic .,o , osl y°s
1
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A list of program variables is given below with a brief description.
Variable Description
LL Time step index
T_Time current time
C(i,j) matrix variable; i=variable ID;
grid number; k=radial grid number
P ( i, j ). Old of C array











































cross sectional area of bed
heat capacity of wall
density of wall













grids number in axial direction























cu ft/cu tt real
Ibs/cu ft real
ft real











nonedimension i n t
cu ft/min real
R real











nonedimension i n t
Ib mole i/Ib real
mole
C-19




























boundary condition for L1 to L6
under relaxation coeff




heat transfer coefficient fluid-particle
fluid axial conductivity
particle conductivity






boundary condition of molar concentration








































C this is the main roufin, the initial vah_.s of matix C and parameters fire
C called by '_rI'IZAL_Z" subroutine, the main routine thin calls the WUNCT2_Z"
C subroutine to solve the discretized partial di_mtial equations (jxie's).
C afterconvorgance,theroutinecallsthe"DIFFEQI" subroutine,which is
C the maine routine for solving the momentum and the pressure equations,












COMM ON/PROP_D_Z/DELZ 1,DELT 1,DELT.DEL_U_F 1.Z,END.NC,II.L_K_F
COMMON/INDIC/I,l.l.22,3.L4,LS,I.,6.TIME, PERERR,MT
COMMON/BOUN_CON/BC LI.BC_L2,BC_L3.BC_LA,BC L5,BC_L_,BC_C(4),TO
COMM ON/PRO IND/H'EST2JTE3T 1
COMM ON/NUM OF_ITR/ITCNT1
COMMON/INDIC1/IND(4)
WRITE(*.*)'DESIGNATE A DATE FOR THE INPUT/OI.YTPUT _'
WRITE(*.*)'FORMAT 00.,00-00 WITH DOUBLE QUOTES'
READ*,DATE
OtTFF/I..E = DATE//'.OUT'
VISFT__ = DATE H '.VIS'
OPEN (50,FILE=OUTFIL_ STATUS='N'EW',RECL=32766 )
OPEN (66,FILE=VIS RLE, STATUS='NEW',RECI.,=32766)
C lOUT designates the 5 grid locations to be ]xinu:d/p|oned
C LABEL designates the 4 labels for printec_loued data
C DATA IOUT, r2.15.30,45,61/
C DATA LABEL,rppH20'.'pp N2'.'pp N2','gas T/




C Write header data to ACSrl f'de
WRI'rE(50A7 )( 0.,ABEL(J)JOUT(I),I= 1_ ).J= L4)
CJK ICOT=I not nsed again!
"r"nME_
NLOOPS = END/DELT1










C Begin l_g through each time step;
C Call main routine for calculation of state conditions at cm'rem lime s_'p
DO 301 LL=I.NLOOPS
ITRAT=0
c call diffeq subroutine co cornpu_ the presst_e and the velocity
121 IF(ITRAT.GT.5)C,O TO 201

























































































C Add time s_'p (converted fTom dimle,ss to minutes)
303 T_TIME = T_TIME+DELT*Z/U_F!*6G.
TIME=T_TIMFJ60.
1TESTI=0



























C ISAMP is the sampling frequency, where "I0" plots every 1Othtime step data
ISAMP=IO
_(T_TIME.LT.30) ISAMP=I




























44 r-ORMAT( IX J,4 (AS ,','),E15.3 )
45 FORMAT(1X,20(4(EIS.5,',')J))

































COMMON/PRIME/GNI RA.RAV,EPS EX.EPSIN,ALF,RHOS,ALPHA 1
C WRIFE(,.-)"S_ FILE CONTAINING INPUT SET A"
INFII2.A= DATE//'_A/)AT
OPEN (UNIT=40,FILrr_INFILEA.STATUS='OLD')






REAIXUNIT=40/MT=" )END.DELT I.NLDELZ I.TO.G_F.T_O.NC/NERT.P_TOT.
• BC_C(1).BC_C(R).BC_C(3).BC_C(4).Z.D_E.D_LRO_WA.EPSEX.
• AINT,CON_$,CP_S,H_FW,H OW,RO S,M_W( 1).M_W(2),M_WO ),M_W(4),
• HEAT( 1),HEAT(2).HEAT(3 ),HEAT(4),K_F( 1),K F(2 ),K_F(3 ),K_F(4 ),





















































c L.I is rile gu u_np, L2 is d_esolid mnp. L3 is d_ wall mnp. LA_ _e


















































































c _is subrou_e is being called by maine routine to compute the vm'iable in
c C man-ix, m flus routine _t velocity profile is being deum_ahned,the
c c.¢mductivity, diffusivity,pososity ....... m-ebeing c.alculau_d in this
c routine by calling the approperia_ submudn¢, the routine otxained the






RE.AL'8 M AVE,M W(4).KGAS.K_FP(4,301).CI(14,-,_I),
• p I ( 14,301),REY_P(30 I),KEH:,D_L(4),H(4),YO(4),SS(4)
DIMENSION (_2(4),C2(I 4_01),PE_N_M(4),RATE_C2(301)
COMMON/PR OLD_Z/RO P(30 I_CP_P(301),CON_FPP(301),
• CON_LPP(30 I),D LPP(4.30 I),I-I_FP(301),H_TrP(301),HJ_(30 I),
• H_OWPP(301 ),H FWPP(301),(_4,30 I),VISC P(301 ),RATE C I (30 I)
COMMON/BND/A(14,14),B(14,14),C(14,301).D(14,29),X(14,14),
• Y(14,14),G( 14),N,NLITPRT.ITCNT, F( 14),P( 14,301)
COMMON/PROP B_Z/D LD_E,S_B ,CON_WA, CON_WI_Q,CON_W'I_K,
• CP_WA, CP_WI_Q,CP_WI_IC RO WA,RO_WI_Q,RO_WI_K,X_WA,X_WI_Q,
•X WI_ICD LMLD_LMA,H_FW,H_OW
CO._ ON/PROP..$ ..ZICP_S ,RO_S,AINT,R_P,D P,CON S,G_F, HEAT(4).M_W
COMM ON/PROP_D_Z/DELZ i ,DELTI ,DELT, DELZ,U_FI ,Z,END,NC,ILLLK_F
COMMON]IN'DIC/LI,LZ,I.3.L4,1.5,Ld,TIME,PE_
COMMON/INDICI/IND(4)
COMM ON/PRO INDIrIT.STI,rrE_ 1




















RO F=C(LSj1 )I(C(L1 j1)*R)
YTOT=0.














c e._tcil_m the viscomty
VLSC_PO D=ViS ('rF,MP). 60
c c_culme reynold'snumber
REY=RE(GN,TEMP)
c calculste the heat capacity of the fluid flow
CP_PO D-CPGAS (TEMP,YO)
c e._l_ thefilm coeff_ent between the pmicle md fluid
H_FP(JI)=HFII_(M_AVE,TEMP,REY.CP_P(J I))*60.
c cktme theunit on presstre
PP=C(L.Sj 1)'760J14.7"/
c calculam the axial effective conductivity
CON_LPP(JI )=EFFK(GN,TEMP,CP_P(JI ),RO F, PP,YO)" 60.
























c compute the C array for :he F_-stgrid
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
c comput_ molar conc_ngl_ion of each co_
DO 85 MI=I,NC





F(M 1)=I.0D0/PE_N_M(M 1)/DELZ**2*(BC_C(M1)-2*C(M 1.J)+
C(M1J+I))-I.0D0/U_F1/DELZ*(C(MIj)-BC_C(M 1))*C(L4J)-




c compute emotmt adsorbed on the pellet
DO 70 MI=I,NC
FI=K_F(M1)*AIN'_Z/U_F1





¢ comlmm m_l amount _lra>rbod








C THE LAST ROW
C
c compute the C array for the last grid
ELSE IF(J .EQ. NJ) THEN
DO 125 MI=IjNC
PEN_M (M I )=U_F 1*Z/D L(M I )
125 CONTINUE
C_TOT=O
ccomputethe mol_ concea'm'aionof eau_ c,omponcnt
DO 130 MI=I.NC-I
F2=AL_K_F(M 1)*AINT*Z/U F 1
F(M 1)=I.0DO/PE N_M(M 1)/DEI.I-*2*(2*C(M1J-1)-2*C(M1J))-
1.0DO/U_F1/DELT*(C(M 1j)-C0vi 1j- 1))*C(L4j)-F2*(Q(MIj)-
C(NC+M I J))-(C(M 1J)-P(M 1j))/DELT
C_TOT=C_TOT+C(M LJ)
130 CONTINUE
F(NC),=(C(L5 j)-C_TOT*C(L1 j)* R)/(C(L1,J)*R)-C(NC,J)
c comput= the amount Msorbed on the bed
DO 110 MI=I,NC
F1 =K_F0VI1)*AIN_Z/U_F1





c comput= to_ mnount adsorbed on the particle
FLLrX0=AIN_K_F(M I)*(Q(MIj)-C(NC+M 1J))
FLUX2=FLUX2÷FLUX0









C comptmuion of C amy for interior grids
FA._E
DO 165 MI=I,NC
PE_N M(M1 )=U FI'Z/D L(M1 )
165 CONTINUE
C_TOT=0.
c c_e_mm _he moiffir _
DO 170 MI=I,NC-I
F2_ALFIK_F(M 1_'AIM_7-__F 1





F(NC)=(CO_5 ,j')-C_TOT*C(LI ,J')*R)/(C(LI,.I) *R)-C(NC,J')








c ccmlmme real inmost adsorbed
FLUX0fA/NT'K_F(M I)*(Q(MIJ)-C(NC+MI.J'))
FLUX_FI.,UX2+_..,UX0













c Peeler nund3er for the solid
PE..N_S=U_F1 =RO_S*CP_S*7.,/CON_S
c Peeler number for fl_ehe._
PE_N_HfU_FI *RO_F'CP_F'ZJCON_L
c these are coeff_.iem the _r, cretized PDE's










• -F4*(C( 1j')-C(3 j))-(C( 1,J-)-P(1J))/DELT









C THE LAST ROW
C
ELSE IFO _Q_J)THEN
c ccnnpute the g_ u_npentmre
F( I )= 1.0DO/PE N_H/DELZ*'2*(C( 1J- I )-2.'C(1J')+
C(I j-1))-I.0DO/(DELZ*U FI)'(C(I J)-C(I J-1))'C(IAJ)-
• F3 • (C(1j)-C(2j))-F4"(C( i J')-C(3 j))-(C( ZJ)-P(1J))/
DELT
c compute the solid unnper_ure
F(2)= 1.0D0/PE N_S/DEI/"2*(C(Z J- 1 )-2"C(2j)+C(2J- I))+
FS- (C( 1J)-C(2j))-F6*RATE C20)-(C(2J)-P(2J))/DELT





C THE INTERIOR ROW
C
c compute g_ unnper_m_
F(1)=I.0DO/PE_N_H/DFI.Z*_'(C(Z J-1)-2*C(IJ)+C(Ij+I))-
i .0D0/(DKLZ*U FI)- (C( Ij)-C(Ij- I)_'C(IA,])-F3 *
• (C( IJ)-C(2,/))-F4, (C( Ij-)-CO J))-(C( 1j-)-P(I J))/DELT












c this subroutine is being c.dled by rn_me routine to compute the reticle in
c C m_'ix, in this routine fi._t velocity profile i¢ being demrmined, the
c conductivity, diffusivity.pososity ....... ire being c,_lcalme, d in
c routine by ca.Umg the g_ez'igte sz_broufiae, the routine obtLine_ the






RF..AL'8 M_AVE_M W(4 )XGAS ,K_FP(4,301),CI(14.301),
• P1 (14,301)_REY_P(301)_(EFF.D_L(4)_I(4),YO(4_SS(4)
DIMENSION Q2t4).c2(14,301),PE N_M(4)
COMMON/PR_OLD Z/RO P(301 _CP_P(301 ),CON_FPP(301 ),





• CP_WA, CP_WI_Q,CP W'I_K, RO_WA.RO_WI_Q,RO_WI_K,X_WA,X_WI_Q,
• X_WI_K,D_LMI, D_LMA,H_FW,H_OW
COMMON/PROP_S..Z/C'P $,RO_$,AINT,R P,D P,CON_$,G_F, HEAT(4),M_W

















c calculate the _ for the heax _rmsfe_, inside and ou_de
A C=2*D I/(('D I÷D_E)*X_W)
A_INS=2*D E/((D_I÷D_E)*X_W)
RO F.=CfL.5,1)/(CfL 1,1)" R)




RO_FffiC(LSj 1)/(C0..1J 1)* R)
YTOT=0.


















c cal_late the heat capacity of the fluid flow
CP_P(JI)=_'PGASCrEMP,YO)
c cadcul_e the film coeff_ciembetwe_ thepmiclemd fluid
H_FP(Ji)=HFILM(M_AVE,TEMP,REY,CP_P( JI))*60.
c ch,m_ theunit on prumme
PP=C(L5j1)=760J14.77
c ca3cu]methemd-I effective conductivity
CON LPP(J1 ),=EFFK(GN,TEMP,CP P(J1),RO F,PP,YO)*60.
c calcul_.e axial mass¢i_pq_m for eachcomponem
DO II=I,NC


















c P_let number for the solid
PE N_S=U_FI "RO_S*CP_S*ZICON_S
c Peclet number for the he,a_
PE N H=U_F1 *RO F'CP F'Z/CON L
¢ the._ are coefl3cient the Discret.ized PDE's
F3=ALF*H FS *Z*AINT/(RO F*CP_I_U_F1)













c compu,- the C ,,-ray for the first grid
m(_.F,Q. 1)'tHEN
c compute molar concentr_ion of each component
DO 85 MI=I,NC
PE_N_MOM I)=U_FI *Z/D L(M I )




F2=ALF*K_F(M I)*AINT*ZAJ F 1















c comput, total heat of ad.u_tion
FLUX I=FLUX i +HEATOVII)*(K_F(M 1)" (Q(M i j_-C(NC÷I_, l,J)))
c computetotal emotmt adr,orbed




AL 1= 1 ,/DELT+2./PE_N_H/DELZ" *2+C 0..,4,J)/DEL7./U_F 1+F3+F4
F(L1)=-C(L1,J)+I dAL1 *(1.0D0/PE N_H/DELZ**2*(BC_LI+C_I d+l ))-
1.0D0/(DELZ*U_F1 )*(-BC_L1 *C(I.AJ-))-F3 *(-C0..,2J))-F4* (-C(L3,J))+
• P(L1,J)/DELT)
c compute solid temperatyre
F(L2)=-C(12,J_DEL.T* (! .0D0/PE_N_S/DELZ**2" _C_L1-2*C(I.2j)+
D-13
C(I.2,_ 1)_F5 ,(C(L1 j')..C(L2_)-F6*FLUX 1_Pg.22)
c compute wall mmper_a'e




C THE LAST ROW
C
c compute the C m"ray for the last






c compute the molar concen_aion of each componem
DO 130 MI=I.NC-I
F2=AL_ K_F(M 1_'AIN'_7_.,flJ_F 1
F(M1)B-C(M 1J_I.DO_i(M 1_'(1.0DO_E_N_M(M1)/DELZ**2*
(C(MIJ-1)+C(M IJ-1))-I.0D0/U_FI/I)ELZ'(-C(M IJ- I)=














c compumtotal hut of_)rption
FLUX I=FLUX I+HEAT(M 1)*(K_F(M 1)'(Q(M I,.r)-cflNC+M IJ)))






F(L1)=,-C(L1,J)+I JALI*(1.0D0/PE_N_H/DELZ°*2 ')(C(LIJ- 1)+
C(LIJ-I))-1.0DO/(DELZ*U FI)*(-C(L1J-!)*C(L4J))-




















c compute the molar concmuraLion
DO 170 MI=loNC-1
F2=ALF*K F(M I y'AINT*Z/U F1
F(M 1)=-C(M 1J)+l .D0/H (M 1)'( 1.0D0/PE N M(M 1)/DELZ**2"
(C(M1j-1)-+C(M1j_I))-I.0D0/U_F1/DELZ*(-C(M1j-1)"
C(IA,J))-F2* (Q(M 1,J)-C(NC+M 1j)_P(M 1j)/DELT)
C_TOT=C TOT+C(M Z33
170 CONTINUE
F(NC)-(C(L5 J)-C_TOT*C(LIJ)* R )/(C(LL3)* R )-C(NC,_)
c compum the raount zdsorbed on
DO 150 MI=I,NC
F 1=K_F(M 1)*AINT*ZAJ F1
A2=I/DELT+F1





c compute mud heat of _._rption
FLUXI=FLUX I+HEAT(M 1)'CK_F(M 1)'(Q(M !,_-C(NC+M l,J)))
c compute mill amount adsorbed
FLUX2=FLUX2+AIN'I _KF(M 1)*(Q(M 1,J')-C(NC+M 1.J))
180 CONTINUE
RATE_CI(.D=FLUX2
c compute gu _urre
ALl = 1JDELT+2,/PE_N_H/DELZ* *2+C(L&J-)/DELZ,/U_F1 +F3+F4
F(L1)=-C(L1J)+I,/ALI*(1.0D0/PE_N_H/DELZ"2* (C(LI,J- 1)+




C(I2j)+C(L2j+ 1))+FS. (C(L1,/)-C(I_J))-F6*FLUX 1_P(L2j)
c compute wall temper_%a'e








C TI-HS SUBROUTINE IS BEING CALLED BY DIFFEQI WHICH IS ALSO BEING CALLED BY
C SUBROUTINE FUNCT2_Z TO COMPUTE THE VELOCITY AND THE PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED.









• CON_LPP(3OI),D_LPP(4,30 I),H_FP(30I),H_TTP(30 I),H..I]P(301),
• H_OWPP(301),H_FWPP(301),Q(4,30 I),VISC PO01),RATE_CI(301)
COMM ON/BOUN_CON/B C_LLB C_L2_BC_L3 .BC_L4_BC_L5/3C_L6_B C_C(4 )




DATA L1 ,IA,L5,L6,RI,CONV/4.1.2.3 .555.0.51.714752314/
DATA FAC,C,C,M_AVF22.78450526316,416975040.0,28.0/
D-15
C MASS TRANSFER FROM THE BULK OF GAS SRTEAM TO THE SURFACE OF ABSORBENT
C
C ESTABLISHED COEFFICIENT MATRIX
C
C THE FIRST ROW
C
















c compum lhe velocity for the lust grid
Ffl.,4 )=FAC'* (C(L3,J)-BC_I.,5 =CONV)/DELZ 1+ 1JGC*fRO F*M AVE*C(LAJ)*
• (C(LA,J)-BC L4)/DELZl+ 150*(1-EPSEX)**2*VISC_l_C(LA.J)/
•D_P/D_P/EPSEX/EPSEX+I.75*(I-EPSEX)*RO_F*M_AVE*C(L4,J)* "2/
• D_P/EPSEX+RO_I_M_AVE*(C(L4 j)-P(L4J))/DELT1)
c compute the prmure without the heat effcx_
FfL5 )=(C(LS.J)-P(LSj))/DELT1-D_L AVE/DELZI**2*(BC_L5*CONV-
• 2-C(L5 j)+C(l.,Sj+ 1))+C(L4,.D*fC(I._,,D-BC_L5 *CONV)/DELZI+
• CfL5.,D*(C(L4..D-BC_L4)/DELZ1 +R I*C(LI,,D*ALF*RATE_C




• P(L1 j))/DELT1-D L AVE/DELZI**2*(C(L1 j+I)-2*C(L1J)+BC_L1).+
• C(L4,J)*(C(L1J+I)-BC L1)/(2*DFJ.,Z1))+R I*C(L1J)*AL.F*RATE_C
C
C,




• (C(L4J)-C(L4j-1))/DELZI +150" (1 -EPSEX)**2*VISC_F*Ct1.AJ)/D_P/
• D_P/EPSEX/EPSEX+l.75* (I-EPSEX)*RO_F*M_AVE*C(L4,J)'*2/D_P/
• F.PSEX+RO F*M_AVE* (Ctq..AJ)-p(I,4 j))/DELT1)
cccmlxnethe pressure without the heat effect
F(L5 )_(C(LSJ')-P(L5 ,J))/DELTI -D_L_AVE/DELZI **2*(C0._J-1 )-
• 2*C(LSjy_(LSJ- I))+C(L5J)*(C(L5J)-CfL5j-I))/DELZI+
• C(L5 j)*(C(L4,J)-C(L4J- I ))/DELZI+RI*C(LI J)*AL_RATE_C
ccmputetheImmme withtheheateffect
F(L6 )=(C(L6J)-P(L&J))/DELT1-D_L_AVFJDELZI =*2*(C(L6J-1)-
• 2*C(L6j)+C(L&L 1))+C(L4j)*(C(L6J)-C(L6j- ;))/DELZI+
• C(L6,J)*(Ca_j)-C(L4j- 1))/DF.LZI-C(L6j)/C(LIJ_((C(LI,J)-
• P(LI ,J))/DELTI-D_L_AVFJDELZI**2*(C(LI J-I)-2*C(LI,J)-_(LI j-l)_








F0-A)=FAC*(C(L_ J)-C(L5 j-1))/DELZ1 +1 ./GC*(RO F*M AVE*C(L4J)*
• (C(L4j)-C(L43-1))/DELZ1+150*(1-EPSEX)**2*VISC_F*C(L4J)/D_p/
• D_P/EPSEX/EPSEX+1.75*(1-EPSEX)*RO_F*M_AVE*C(L4J)*°2/D_p/
• EPSEX+RO_F* M AVE* (CCt.,4j)-P(I.A j))/DELT1)
c compute pressure without the effect
F(L.5_=(C(I,,5,J) -P(LS,J) )/DELT 1-D L AVF_./DELZ1"*2*(C(LSJ- 1)-
• 2"C(L5 j)+C(LS,J+ I))+C(IA J)*(C(LS,I)-C(LSj- I))/DELZ 1+
• C(I..5,])'(C(L4j)-C(1Aj- I))/DELZI+R I'C(LIj)'ALF*RA'rE C
c compute the ixe,,sm_ with he.at effec_
F(I.,6 )=(C(IMi,_)-P(Lf,J))/DELT I-D_L_AVE4DELZI**2*(C(Lfj- I)-
• 2*C(L6_(I._L3-+ I))+CO.,4J)*(C(L6_G.,6J-I))K)ELZI+
• C(L6j)'(C0._J)-C(LAJ-I))/DELZI-C(I._5j)/C(LIj)*((C(L1,3)-
• P(LIJ-))fl)ELTI-D_L_AVE/DHLZI'_,(C(LI j÷l)-2*C(Ll_(LI j-I)).+






SUBROUTINE DIFFEQ0(C l,P I,N] I.N I,IND I)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-ILO-Z)
C_BBemelIa_m_mav_emmB_wsms_me_see_sas_mmseaoeoeeee_s_m__gg_ _
C GENERALIZED CALLING PROGRAM ]:OR BAND(J) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICALLY
C










WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)

























LIST OF IMPORTANT VARIA_LF__:
A A coefficient described m Newman. Appendix C
AA first, AA is F(WORKC*CU). Lauer AA is the
value of the derivative df/dc used in Newton's
method




COLD value of C fi'om previous iter_c:_
CU 2.0 - CD
D D ¢o¢ff',cicmde.scn_ inNewrmm. AppendixC
ERR convergence crimrion
F value of function f(C), c.alculat_ in FUNCT
G r,'cidual of f(C) calculamd with updamd C val_
I index used for eqmg.ion number
]'rCNT index for it_alion number
ITPRT flag used for dem'mming whcrhe_int_m,nediaze
c_lcul_ons are output; for rrPRT=O,only











































O,L SJ.N_'d.LVJ, S NOISN'd_TIfl _ NI I0I _ _DNYI-ID '(T'd_S"dG _rv $.LNIOd 2IGON D
_'tlOIq dI "$NOI,LVCtb_t -IO _ISP/t'IS _ SI N _r'_HA_ 'I+N_ O,L (I dO NOISN_INI(I 3
GIqOZ)"AS_ 21DNVHD (INY '.I.N'VA_13OA _l_Iwqt3N _I_A_J, VHA_ OJ. SNOISN_IN'I(I _LL NI D
9 _ 3DNVHD "$NOI.LVCI_3_"_O_I_IW_II'IN_ 3SV"_IDNI OJ, _IBV'd.IS'_(I SI .LI D
dI :$.LNIOd _(ION I0I tiNY SNOLLVfl_)'_ 9 _lO_IJ,_S N'_8 HAVII SNOISN_INI(I 3
D
3 _ "umut'_*Nm p_ mI_A X X D
swqunm IlStUS_ _.upl_o_,o_ o'tp_,sn .ucq.z.z.z.z.z.z.z._._NLL _)
s.mqumu IISUn q_ _m._.o_ p!o_s m promuo.umuo h'HINI,L Z)
O S.ugs_po _ _sn _nl_ _ _Ln.S D
D jo wqsA_Ams D_'.'._VS D
s_.ocI _lx)u Jo_:w_.mu L_I 0
(_iq_^ jo "ou) suo.mml:_jo .mqumu _I 3
s_.rm_:_p _u_umu jo _ _oj (I D
o'tuonsi_m) _ou ._g.ms _,.UT,.U.m_ca _ lql,q D
_ArmAc_p I'zo,u_umuwsln_ D
ca promsapou q_no.n_ _u_zo_ m promx-_pm ],q D
.mqumu _cu mj _ I 3
10 CONTINUE
CC LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT C_TIONS













C THIS ISTHE PLACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM ISSET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CAI._ULATED
C (INRELATION TO _.
C
IF (J.EQ.1) THEN


























































































C CONVERGENCE CRT]'ERION CHECKED, IF ANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE
C FOR ANY VARIABLE IS GREATER THAN THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION. A NEW



















SUBROUTINE DIFFEQ(C 1,P1.NJ 1,N 1.IND 1,1TCNT0)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
Ct som_maeasssms_eisammmsosmeaslloso saosieolooesaossooses_so_stmsgeaawm_e
C GENERALIZED C_G PROGRAM FOR BAND(J) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICAJ.,LY
Cmsoosmsasasees_ssomsasosost ssam_sssm_ewoasssmeBsseosims_o_
C










WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)
FUNCT (TO OBTAIN VALUE FOR FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN VALUE
FOR A VARIABLE)
C
C LIST OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES:
C
C A A coefficient described in Newman. Appendix C
C AA fn'sL,AA is F(WORKC*CU). _ AA is the
C value of the derivative df/dc used in Newton's
C meahod
C B B coefficient desc_bed in Newman. Appendix C
C C vsriabte.s to be solved for
C CD mulfiplic_on factor used in obtaining
C numerical deriwfives
C COLD value of C from previous i_rmJon
C CU 2.0 -CD
C D D coefficient descn'bed in Newmm, Appendix C
C ERR convergence criterion
C F value offunctionf(C),c_lcul_ued in FUNCT
C G residual of f(C) calculated with ulxi_md C value
C I ind=xusedforequation number
C ITCNT indexforiterationnumber
C rrPRT flag used for deu_mining whath_ intermediate
C c_-'ula6on_ ire output; for rrPRT=0,only
C converged results are output; for
C lTPRT=laesults of each iterationire printed.
C J index for node number
C K index for equauon number
C M indexusedinworkingthrough nodes used to
C calculate num_c_l derivatives
C MM used to determine mining node (inrelationto
C J) for estimation ofnumericalderivatives
C N number of equations (no. of variables)
C NJ number of node points
C SAVEC raved vduo ofC
C SUM intcrmatizt_ value used in calculatingG
C TINIER criterion used to avoid working with small numbers
C TINY criterionusedto avoid workingwizhsmallnumbers
C TNIEST criterion used to avoid wor_g with small numix:rs
C WORKC savedvalueofC;modifiedwhen C lessthanTinier
C X X value described in Newman, Appendix C
C Y Y value described in Newman. Appendix C
D-21
C
C DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 101 NODE POINTS; IF
C IT IS DESIRABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT. AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 2N+1, WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IF MORE























































C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT C_TIONS














C THIS IS THE PLACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM IS SET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CALCULATED






































































































C BAND CAll/d3 TO SOLVE THE BLOCK TRJDIAGONAL MATRIX
C
C
C CONVERGENCE CRITERION CHECKED. IF ANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE
C FOR ANY VARIABLE IS GREATER THAN THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION. A NEW

















































CALL MATINV2(N,2*N+ I,DETERM )





































































































15 FF = B(IjCOL)
DO 16 J:I,N
16 B6J) = B(LD -FF*B(JCOLJ)
DO 17 K=I,M









c this subroutine compute the amomt of adsorbed gas in equilibrium with gas
c molar density, for single comlxmet uses Langmuir-f_edrich isotherm, the
c computaion of _lulibruim for multi component uses the Idead Solution Theory
c (IST). since the equations ire none l/near and implicit.a numeriacl method
c wasusedto compute the _}sorbed cqulibruim mnounl,themethod is by Fory_,











































































ELSE IF(NC.EQ2 .AND. PP(1).EQ.0)'rm_




























































113 X=ZEROIN(FCN I .AX,BX,TOL)
















































c subroutine to f'md the rootofequationby bisectme_od
REAL FUNCTION ZEROIN(_CN1,AX,BX,TOL)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
RF..AL'$ AX,BX, FCN LTOL






















40 TOLI=Z'EPS*ABS(B _-.5 "TOL
XM=-_'(C-B)
IF(ABS0_M)J2.TOL1)OO TO 9O
IFCr'B.EQ.0.0) GO TO 9O
cis_n_
IF(ABS(E).LE.TOLI)GO TO 70
IF(ABS(FA)_..ABS('F'=B)) C-O TO 70

















c is interpolation _.,ceptable
]F((2.0*P).GE.(3.*XM*Q-ABSiTOLI*03)) GO TO 70




























c comlmmion of equlilmmn for multi componemt uses the Ideal Solution Theory
c (IST). since the equations _e none linear taxi impliciLa tmmeriacl method






















¢ no mole frafio_ return
Z=l.0E-32







c set lhe mestmu as • func6on of temperature
n:(DCD(D.EQ.1)THEN
c 13x by 1.grace
c point_1567.1205874+9.00256903* t-.0172347*t*t+1.100806e-5*t*t*t
c fftd_p(nl).gt.poim .or. t.gt.627)thea




c 13x by l_f..graee
C v(nl)ffi2332228/44f100




c frora Fire daut 5A
c if(pp(nl).ILI.0) then
C b(Nl )=2_37022397e-6*t** (-3)*exp(14907.6535/1.987/t)
C v(N 1)ffi16.6/,t4/100
c po(N1)=.80






C 5A BY GRACE, BY L_F
c V(NI)_IT.0/100/_t
c B(N 1)_2__ 1477E-4*T** (-.5)*EXP( 102.57.166145/1.987/T)
c PO(N I)_3.83lM50111E-4*T*= I.188379596
C 5A BY GRACE, BY L
C V(N 1)_(-4.27886889+.087218022"T-9.1010715804E-5 *T*T)/_A/100
C B(NI)_9.2533309123E-5 *T**(-.5)*EXP(10719.0/1.987_T)
C PO(NI)_I.






































































































c calcul_ _e _ by _ iso_
DO I=I.NC
n_(pp(D.a-r.o)Ttm_







































c call newton me_od w the rout to IST equa_e_
IF(X J..E. 1.0E-17) GO TO 80
CALL NEWTN0:CN.FDER.X.XTOL.FFO_)























c c_cul_.e theamotmt in equilibruim with the gu ph_e for eachcomponenl
DO I=I,NC




























































































































RF.AL FUNCTION KGAS (TF.JVIP)
C TI-HS FUNCTION CALCULA'rE.S THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CARRIER GAS ASSUMING












C TNIS FUNCTION CAI.EULATES THE PARICLE REYNOLDS NUMBER ASSUMINC THAT
















C THIS FUNCTION C_TES THE VISCOSITY OF CARRIER GAS AS A LINEAR FUNCTION















C THIS FUNCTION CAI21A_TES THE MOLAR DENSITY OF AN IDEAL GAS IN
C LBMOLES/CV FS.






CTHIS FUNCTION CAI2VLATES TNE EFFECTIVE AXIAL DIFFUSIVITIES IN A PACXED BED
C USING THE EDWARDS AND RICHARDSON CORROLATION. (Fr*Fr/MIN)
IMPLICIT R£AL,8(A-I£O-Z)













C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE EFFECITqE AXIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A















C Tills FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DIMENSTONLESS PARAMETER OF THE EDWARDS AND























THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE MOLECULAR DIFFUSION CO_FFICIKNTS BY CORRBCTINO
FOR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (FF*FT/MIN).
IMPLICIT KEAL*8(A-H,O-Z)




















































C THIS FUNCTION _TF._ THE FLUID FILM HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT










C FUNCTION DHCARtTEMP, P)
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCUI.,ATF_ ]IF,AT OF ADSORPTION OF CARRIER GAS ONTO THE
C ACTIVATED CARBON TIMES THE TEMPERATURE DERIVATrVE OF THE SOLTD PHASE










































C THIS FUNCTION CALEUL.ATES CURRENT INLET TEMPERATURE



























C _ is the _ l_uti_ the initial vaJucs of ma_.ixS _nd parameters are
C called by "]NrrlAL_Z" subroutine, the main mumn_ then eaflls the "FUNCTI"
C subroutine to solve the disc_tiz_ pm-tial diffential e.qmuions (pd_'s).
C dtcrconvcrgmlcc,therouRnecallsthe"DIFFEQI" subroutine,whichis






































































































































































c c,all DIFFEQ1 to solve hhevelocity andthe pressure eq_
CALL DIFFEQI (CI,P1,3,NJI.,5)















¢ increase the time step after some in_ial time steps, since the equations
c are more $_|e
IF(LL.EQ .2.5)DELT=DELT*2
C IF(LL.F.Q.50)DELT=DELT'2


























c the average concenu_on is being c_3uu_d by numeri_ imegration for




c theava'$eis_ at5 pointsm theaxialdirection,KK isthegridpoint















Y2(K3)=S (KI ,KK,K3)*S(LI,KK,K3)*_55 .*RPI(K3)
ENDDO





CALL SIMPS CY3.NH,DELR0(NJR ),RF.SULT2)
PART2=RESULT2*2



























WR/T_6.40)'*--* TIME ffi'.P_TIM_'LOOPS = ',LLI,' "'*'
WR1TE(6,43)PPCO2 ',(C_AVF.,( 1,IOUT('I)).Iffi 1,5 )
WR1TE(6.44)'PPN2 ',(C_AVE(ZIOUT(I)).Iffi 1,5)





WRITE(60.45 )P_TIME.((C_AVE_IOUT(J)) Jffi 1,.5),Iffi1.2).
& (QP(L1JOUTCI). 1).If 1.5)
WR/TE(70,45)P_TIME.((QP(J,IOUT(I). 1 ),If 1.5 )._ 1,2).










40 FORMAT('1X,A 12.G 10.2.32X.AS,I4.A.5,/)




45 FORMAT( 1X, 16(_ 15.5,','))
46 FORMAT(1X. 17CE15 3,',3)

































C SEJ..ECT _ CONTAINING INPUT SET A
INFIL.EA = DATE//-A.DAT'
OPEN (UNIT=40.FILF..=INFII2.A,STATUS=X3LD')





• P..TOT, P_C(I ),P_C(2),P_CO),P_ C(4),Z__F.,D_LRO_WA,EPS KK,
. AINT,CP_S,RO_S,M_W( I ),M_W(2)M_WO),M_W(4),HEAT( ILHEAT(2),
• HF.AT(3 )MEAT(4),K_F( I),K_F(2),K_F(3 ),K_F(4),ERROR0,ERROR 1
REAIXUNIT =41w-MT=* )S_ B,CP_W A,RA, RA V,RHOS,ALP HAI ,R_ P.D_P ,R,PI,
• UINSMWAI£,.NC.T FO.GC,CON S1.NP,FF.LEN.VOID_B JND(1),IND(2),
• n_'DO).INI)(4).rDES1J3AT
c the numberof componmt
NJI=NJ
NCI=NC
c number of equatiom
N=NC=2+3
c numb_ of IF_
NJ2=NJR
¢ nmnber of grids in radial dixectiom, variable gxids were used for efftcincy
Al=21
A2=104




















































































































































SUBROUTINE VEL_POR (JJ.NJ..OR_ 1.IVEL_ 1)
IMPLICIT REAJ_*8(A-H.O-Z)






COMMON/NEW_GRID/DELR0( 101 ).ALFI(101),NGR 1,NGR2









ca number tomake the divi_on ofgridscorrectly
IF(IVEL_IJ_Q.0)THEN
KI=2
c there is a tomperamre difference between the gas and solid phases
EC=I_OIDB-I.
DP=R P*2.
c grid manber for velocity dieu-ibufion
NPI=I25
TR=D I/DP
c grid fraction for almost-constant velocitysection in the radial direction
FRACl=.93
c grid fraction for vm'iable velocity section in the radial direction
FRAC2=.07
c number of grids in the bulk section
KI=2I





c sum computing the velocity profile
c guess the velocity at the center of the column
U_GUESS=I.0
133 IF(U_GUF_S.EQ. 1.0)THEN











c at wall no-slip flow, therefore velocity is zero
U(JJ,NP)=O.











c "DI'FI_I" is the main routine to compute the vdocity proFde
CALL DIFFF.QI(U.AI. I,NP2_)
c ifconvergedgoout





c the velodty obm/n_ is • inuinisic velocity mul_plying by porosity
c _ves s_page velocity, he_ c(l,II) is may of vuriable velocity which
















































































































c C mau'ix, in this routine first velocity profile is beingd_mmtmed, _e
c conduct/vi_ _,diffusivity,pososity ....... are being calculated in Lhis
E-II
c routine by c,aliing the _vroperi_ subroutine, the routine obc,_ned the





REAL*8 K_F(4),K_FO(4).MOL(4),M AVE,M_W(4),NU_NP.NU NW,KGAS,
• K_FP(4,201.201),BC_I (4),D_L(4).Q2(4),MW,AI (14,20 I).











COMMON/PR OLDeN_Z(201,10 I),CON R(201,101),CON S(201,101),
• H_W(20LIOD,CP_P(20LI01).H_FPf201,_01),Q(4.20LI01),
• VISC_Pf20 L ]01),D_LPP(4,201),RATE_Cl f20LIOD











COMM ONNRIMFJON2,RA,RAV,EPSEX,RHOS,TAMB ,ALPHA I,UINS,HWALL,L_.N
DATA EMIS,R 1 ,/ONCEjONCE,ICOUNTjCOND 1,1COM/.9,555.,0.0,0,1,1 /









c Imindic,st,ionnumber for type ofgas to compute the gas conduclivity,






























































































c thism:tion e_ue _e cmdu_ivi_ ofsas _i mlid in axial _1
cradial ditecti, ms
CALL PHI_CONIXIGAS ,TEMP, CON_S 1,EPS ( 1),PHI,PHIW)
CAIL CONDU(MN,IGAS,PHI,D_P, CON_S 1,RR0(I6),UI (1,I6),REY,
TEMP.EPS(16)JIPS(1).EIq:_CON_RI,CON_RLEFF_CON_Z1,
CON_Z1 ,CON_P1,NJR,NGR 1,NGR2A6)








c cempumion for menber of mmponem
DO Mlffil,NC
















CALL HEAT WALL(IGAS ,PHIW,D_P,CON_S LRR0(I6),U 1(1,I6),




































c set the parameters to new vm'iables
J--J'3




















c this is the boundry, fl_e tim $_ids in axial direcdon
mO.EQA)THEN
RATE_C=O




RATE_CI O J1 )=RATE C*( I -EPS(J I ))
RATE_H=0
c comlmm the ts_ heat of adsorption
C HEAT(2)=-(411.93585 -57a702.733"C(3 Jl )/RO S+3971P-592.258"
c coj D'*2/RO_S/RO_S)'*4
DO MI=I,NC









A2=I d(2* D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2+S(L4 Jj I)/DELZ-_4* D_RF(M I)/
DR(JI)/DR(JI)+1JDEL'r)
p1 =D_L0d 1)/DELZ**2*(BC_I (M 1)+S(M 1J+lj1))
P2=-S(LA.JJ1)/(DELZ)*(-BCI(M1))
P3=-ALF1 (ll)*AINT*K F(M 1)* (Q(M 1jj 1)-C(M 1+NCj 1))



















A2=IJ(2*D_LG41 )/DEL.Z**2+S(IMjJ1)/DELZ+2*D RF(M 1)/




P4_D RF(M 1)*RP(J1)*(C(M 1dl- 1)-C(M 1jI-1))/(2*DR(J1))
PS=2*D_RF(M1)*(C(M 1JI-1))/DR(J1)/DR(J1)
P6_P(M 1J1)/DELT





c cc_np fire molar adsorption
DO MI=I.NC
A2=IJ(K_F(M 1yA1]_+I./DELT)




c thesame com_c_ asaboveexceptitisnow forthegridsfromthecenter
c totheporewh_e theve.locicystartochane
n:OLNE.m)Tm_
c comp molardensity of eachcomponem
TOT C=0.
DO MI=I,NC-1
A2=l J(2*D_L(M 1)/DEL.Z**2+S(LAjJ1)/DELZ+2*D_RF(M I)/DR(J 1)
/DROD+I./DELT)
PI =D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2*(BC_I(M1 _S(MIj+Ij1))
P2=-S(L4JjI)/(DEI2)*(-BC_I (MI))
P3=-ALFI(J1)*AINT*K_F(M1)*(Q(MIJJ1)-CfMI+NCj1))
P4.=D RF(M 1)*RP(J 1 )*(C0vi 1J 1+1 )-C(M 1d 1- 1))/(2* DR(J1 ))
PS=D_RFOM I)*(C(M IJI+I)+C(M Idl-l))/
DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P6=-(-P(MI JI))/DELT





c compute molar adsorption
DO MI _I.NC




c the same computation as above except it is now for the grids from the point









P2=-S(L4,JJI )/(DELZ)*(-BC I (M I ))
P3=-ALFI (JI)*AINT*K_F(M 1)*(Q(MIJJI)-C(M 1+NCJI))
P4=D RF(M I)*RP(JI)*(F21 (JI)*C(MI jI+I)-F01 (J I)*
C(MIJ I-I))/(DR(] I))
PS=2"D_RF(MI)*(F22(JI)*C(M I,JI+I)+F02(JI)_C(M 1J I- I))
/DR(J1)/DR(J1)
P6=-(-P(MIj1))/DELT





¢ compute molar adsorpoon
DO MI=I,NC
A2= 1JCK_F(M 1)'AINT+ 1./DELT)



























c this section compute the ,, manSx at outflow boundry at the ceter of bed
IF(JI.EQ.I) THEN
TOT_C=0.




P I=DL(M I)/DELZ" *2* (2"S (M 1,J-1J I ))
p2=-S(1Aj,J1)/(DELZ)*(-S(M 1j-I,Jl))
P3=-ALF 101 )*AINT*K_F(MI )*(Q(MIJJI ).C(M I+NCjI ))
P_t=4*D RF(M l )*(C(M I J l +I ))/DR(JI )/DR(JI )
PS=-(-P(MIjI))/DELT
F(MI )=-C(M IjI )+A2*(P I+P2+P3+P4+PS)














c ce_pam molar d_miv/
DO MI=I,NC- 1

























A2_ 1J('2*D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2+S(IAjjI}/DELZ+2eD RF(IVl1)/
DR(JI)/DR(JI)+I./DEL'r)













A2= 1J(i_F(M 1)*A.11_÷I JDELT)
F(M I+NC)=-C(MI+NCJ 1)+.42*(K_F(M 1)*AINT* (Q(M 1j jl))+
P(MI+NCJI)/DELT)
ENDDO





A2=I J(2*D_L(M1)/DELZ**2+S(IAJJI)/DELZ+FI 101)*D_RF(M 1)*




P3=-AIJ: I (Jl)'AINPK F(M I )* (Q(M I Jj I)-C(M i +NCj I ))
P4=D IL=(M I )*RP(J 1)* (I=21 (J 1)*C (M I j I ÷ 1)-F01 (J I)*
C(MIjI-I))/(DR(JI))
PS=2*D RF(MI)'Cr'22(J I _'C(M I,JI÷I)+F02(JIy'C(M 1Jl- I))
/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P6=-(-P(MI j I))/DELT
F(M I)--C(M 1jl _A2=(P 1+P2+P3+P4+PS+P6)
TOT C=TOT_C+C(M 1,Jl )
ENDDO
F(NC_(S(LSJj I)-TOT C*RI *S(LIjjI))/RI/S(LI JJl)-
• C0_CJl)
c cccaput¢ mol_" _on
DO M1 =I,NC
A2=IJ(K_F(M I)*AINT+IJDELT)








c this section comput_ the s matrix for grids inside of the cohmm
C
ELSE
c comp total molar KIsotpfion
RATE_C=0
DO M1=I.NC
RATE_C=RATE C+K F(M 1)*AIN'T* (Q(M IJj 1)-C(M 1+NCJ 1))
ENDDO






RATE_H=RATE H+HEAT(M I )* K_ F(M I )*AIN'T* (Q(M i JJ I )-
C(MI+NCjI))
ENDDO
RATE H1 (J jl )=RATE_H
c this scion copra s for the grids st the c,eme_ of bed
n:(JlI_.l) THEN
TOT C=O.
c comp molar density
DO MI=I.NC-I
A2=I J(2"D_L(M I)/DELZ* "2+SCLAJjI)/DELZ+4*D_KF(M I )/
DR(JI )/DR(JI )+I JDELT)
PI =D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2*(S(M 1j-IjI)+S(MI j+IJl))
P2=-S(LAjJI)/(DELZ)*(-S(MI j-I jl))
P3=-ALPI (JI)*AINT'K F(MI)*(Q(MIJj1)-C(M I÷NCjI))
p4=4*D RF(M I)*(C(M 1jI+I))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
PS=-(-P(MI JI))/DEI,T
F(M I)=-CCM I.JI)+A2*(PI+P2+P3+P4+PS)




c comp molar adsorption
DO MI=I,NC
A2=IJ(K_F(M 1)*AINT+I./DELT)









A2=IJ(2*D L(M1 )/DELZ=*2+S(LAj31 )/DELZ÷2*D_RF(M 1)/DR(J1 )
/DR(J1)+I./DELT)
Pl =D_LArM1)/DELZ**2*(S(M 1j-1J 1)+S(M 1j÷lj 1))
_0.Ajj1)/(DELZ)'(-S0Vll j-1,J1))
F_-ALF1 (J1)*_K_F0vI1)*(Q(M1 jJ1)-C(M I+NCj1))
P4-D_RF(M1)*RP(J1)*(C(IVI1JI-1)-C(M1jI-1))/(2*DRO1))
P5=2"D_RF(M1 )*(C(M1 jI-1))/DR(J 1)/DR(J1)
P6=-(-P(M1j1))/DELT








F(MI÷NC)=-C(MI+NCj1)+A2"(K_F(M ! _'AINT*(Q(M 1J.J1)_
P(MI+NCJ1)/DELT)
t_'D DO




c c_np the molar density
DO MI=I.NC-I
A2= I JC2*D_I._M 1)/DELZ" "2+S (L4 jJ I)/DELZ+2. *D_RF(M 1)/
DR(JI)/DR(JI_XJDSLT)
Pl =D_L(MI)/DELZ"2*(S(MI J-I jI)+S(MIj+IJI))
F2=-S(L4JJI)/(DELZ)*(-$(M 1J- 1Jl))
P3=-AI._I(J1)'AINT*K_F(MI)*(Q(M1 jjI)-C(M I+NC,J1))
P4=D_RF(M I)'RPUI)'(C(M LJI+I)-C(MIJI- I))/(2*DR(JI))
PS=D_RF(M I)*(C(M 1JI+I)_C(M IjI-I))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P6=-(-P(MIJI))/DELT
F(M I )_C(M ij1 _A2* (P I+P2+P3÷P_v+PS+P6)
TOT_C=TOT C+C(M Ijl)
ENDDO
F-'(NC)=(S(I.5jJI)-TOT C*RI*S(LIjj I ))/R I/S(LIJjI)-
• c(NcjI)
c ccznp the molar _on
IX) MI=I_NC











Pl =D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2*(S(M 1j+l J1)+S(M 1J-1J1))
P2=-S(L4j,J1)/(DEI.Z)*(-S(M 1J-1,Jl))
P3_AIJ:I (J1)*AINT*K_F(M1)*(Q(M1Jj I)-C(M I+NCJ1))
P4=D R]:(M 1)*RP(J1)*(F21 (J1)*C(M 1,JI+I)-F01 (J 1)*
C(M1jI-1))/(DR(J1))







F(NC)=(S(1.,5 JJ 1)-TOT_C*RI ,S(L1JJ1))IRII$(L1JJ1 )-
• C(NCj1)

























c c¢_npummm of gas
IFfl_SOL_FLO .F.,Qa)THEN
A2= 1J(2*CON_L/DEI.Z* *2+RO_F*CP_F*(S O..AJJ1)/DF2..Z+
1JDELT)-_ *CON_RF/DR(J 1)/DR(J1 ))
P1=CON_I.dDEL.Z**2*(BC_L1 +S (L1J+l J 1))
P2=-RO F* CP_F* S(L4jj 1)/(DELZ)*(-BC_L1)
P3=-(1-EPS(J1))/EPS(J1)*H_FS*AINT*(C(1j1)'C(2j1))




F(1 )=42(1,J1 _A2*(P I+P2+P3÷P_-PS+P6)
ccomputationofsolid unnpea'an_
A2= i Jf2*CON_PIDEI.Z**2-KRO_S*CP._S)/DELT+
4*CON P/DR01 )/DR(JI ))
PI=AINT*H FS*(C(I jI)-C(2j1))
P2=-RATE_HI(JJ1)
Ir3=CON_P* (S(I.2j+I JI)+S(L2j+I dl ))/DEI2JDELZ
P4=4*CON P*(C(2JI +I ))/DR(J I )/DR(JI )
PS=-RO S*CP S*(-P(2JI ))/DELT
F(2)=-C(2dl )+A2*(P 1+P2+P3 +P_c-P5 )




EPS(J1 )*CON RF/DR(J 1 )/DR(J 1)_:
PI=EPS(J1)*CON L/DELZ'*2*(BC LI+S(L1J+IJ1))
P2=-F.PS(J 1)*RO_F*CP_F*S (L4,J,J1)/(DF2._)* (-BC_L1)
P3=-(1-EPS(J1))*RATE_HI(Jj1)









c _e slmrmotznmput_art as above except it is now for the grid at the wm11
ELSE IF(J].EQAI/R)TI-mN
c comp of gts phase ternpet_e
]Ra..SOL FLO .EQA)'rtm_
A2=I J(2*CON_IJDF.L.Z**2+RO_F*CP_F*S(LAjj1)/DELZ÷
(RO_F'CP F)/DELT+2*CON_RF/DR(J 1)/DR(J 1))






C( 1J 1)))/(2" DR(J I))
P6=CON RF*(2*C( 1ji - 1)+2*H_FW*DR(JI )/CON RF*(C(3.JI )-
C(IjI)))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
FI=-RO F*CP F'(-P(1jI))/DELT
F( 1),=-C( IJl ),-A2 • (P 1+P2+P3+Pa+P_P6-¢-FT)









F(2)=-C(2,J1 )+A2 • (P 1+P2+P3÷P,_-PS+P6)














F'/=-(F.PS(JI )*RO_I_CP_r-+( I -EP$(JI ))*RO_$*CP_$)*
(-P(Ij1))/DELT
F(I )=..C(1j1 )+A2 *(P I+F2÷P3+P4+PS+P6+F7)
F(2)=0.
l_¢D IF
FO )=-CO,.] 1)+DF.,LT]RO_WA/CP WA*(A_C*I-I_FW*(C( i J l )-
COJI))-A_INS*H_OW*(COJI)-TO))-(-P(3jI))
ELSE
c u) the Immt where the velocity sum to change
IF(JI.NE.m)THEN
c compute gas mmpemnn_




P2=-RO F*CP_F*S(L4Jj1 )/(DELZ)*(-BC L1)
E-22
P3=-(1-EPSOI))/EPSfJ1)*H_FS o_(C(1J1)-C(2.,J1))





F( 1)=-C(1,J1)+A2 *(P 1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7)
c compute solid temperature
A2,=I J(2*CON_PIDELZ*'2+RO_ S*CP_SIDELT+2*CON_PI
DRO1)IDR(J1))
P1--AINT* H FS*(C(1J 1)-C(2,J 1))
P2=-RATE_HI Ojl)
P3=CON_P* (5(L2j+I J I)+$(I.,2j+I J 1))/DEI.Z/D_LZ
P,t=CONP*RPOI)*(C(2"11+I)-C(2,JI-I))/(2*DR(JI))
P3=CON P* (C(2J 1+ I )+C(2j I- 1))/DR(J I )/DR(J I )
P6=-RO_S*CP..S*(-P(2jI))/DELT
F(2)=-C(ZJI)+-42.*(PI+P2+P3÷P4÷PS+P6)
c compute effective temperature
ELSE
A2= 1J(EPS(J1 )* f2*CON_L/DELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F*S (L4jJ 1)/
DELZ)+(EPS(J1 )*RO_F*CP F+( 1 -EPS(J1))*RO_S *CP_S)/DELT+2*
EPS(J1 )*CON RF/DR(J 1)/DR(J I))
PI=EPS(J1 )*CON L/DELZ**2*(BC LI+S(L1,J+I,J1 ))











c the same computation as above except it is now for the grids from the point














p6=2*CON_RF* (F22(J 1)*C(1J I+I)+F02(J I)*C( l,J I- 1))I
DR(JI)/DR(JI)
PT=-RO F* CPF* (-P( 1J 1))/DE.LT
F(1)=-C(1J1)+A2*(PI+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7)
c compute the solid mmpenttme
A2=l J(2*CON_P/DELZ**2+RO_S*CP_S/DELT+CON_P*RP(J1)*












c compute the effective temperature






































P6_-RO F*CP F*(-P(I jI))/DELT
F(I )=-C( IJl _-A2* (P I+P2+P3÷P4+P5+P6 )
c compum thesolidunnperau_











DELZ)+(EPSU1)*RO_I_CP F+( 1-EPSU1))*RO_$ *CP_S)/DELT÷
4*EPS(J1)*CON_RF/DR(J1)/DRU1))
PI=EPS(JI)*CON_L/DELZ**2"(2*S(LIJ-IJ 1))



















P3=-(I-EPSU I))/EP$(JI)*H_FS *AINT*(C(I j I)-C(2jI))
P4=-RO F*CP F*C(I jI)'(S(LA,J- IjI)-S(L4,J- i Jl))/
(2*DELZ)
PS=CON_RF*RP(J 1)*(2.*H_FW*DR(JI)/CON RF* (C(3j1)-
C(IJI)))/(2*DRUI))















c compute dfeczive um_eral_e
A2= 1JCEPSO1)" (2*CON_L/DF.J..Z*" 2+RO_P'CP_P S(L4jj1)/





P4= -EPS(J I )"RO P'CP F'C( I J I)* (S(L4J- Ijl )-
S(L4j-IJI))/(2*DELZ)
PS=EPS(J1 )*CON RF*RPU1 )*(2.*H FW*DR(JI )/CON RF*(C(3jI )-
C(1J1)))/(2*DR(JI))




F( I )_.C( IJl )+A2* (P I+P2+P3+P4+PS-_P6+F7 )
F(2)=0.
ENDIF
c compute the wall _Trperearre
FO_.C(3j1 )+DELT/RO_WA/CP WA*(A_C" H_FW*(C(1 j1 )-
C(3J1))-A_INS*H_OW*(COJ1)-TO))-(-P(3J!))
ELSE
























P_-RO_S *CP_S *(-P('2j 1))IDRLT
Ff2)--C(2.JI_A2*(PI÷P2÷P3+P4+PS+P6)
ELSE




Pl -EPS(JI )*CON I.JDELZ=*2*(2*S(L1J- I J1))
F2f-EI'S(J 1)*RO_I_CP_F*Stl,4jj1)/(D_Z)*(-S(L1 j- 1j1 ))
P3_ 1-EPS(J1))*RATE HI(Jj1)














1./DELT)+CON RF*RP(J1 )*FI 1 (J1)/DR(J1 )+2*CON RF*
]:12(J1)/DR(J1)/DR(J1))










F(1),=.C( LJ1 ).¢.A2*(P 1+P2+P3+P4+PS+P6+F7)
c computethemlid mmlm'a_e
A2ffilJ(2*CON_P/DELZ**2+RO_S*CP S/DELT+CON_P*RP(J i )*
1:11(J1)/DR(JI )+2*CON P'F12(J1 )/DR(J1 )/DR(J 1))
PlffiAINT*H FS*(C(1j1)-C(2j1))
P2ffi-RATE_H1 (JJ1)










A2=l J(EPS(J 1)*(2*CON_L/DELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F*S(L_.1J 1)/





P3=-( 1-EPS(J1 ))*RATE H 1(Jj I )
p4=-EPS(JI)*RO_I_CP_F*C(Ij I)*(S(L4j-IjI) -
S0.Aj-I j1))/(2*DEI_)





















(RO_F* CP F)/DELT.,'.a*CON RF/DR(J1 )/DR(J 1))
PI=CON_L/DELZ**2* (S(LI j- I,JI)+S(LI J+Idl))
P2=-RO_F*CP_F*S(L4jjI)/(DELZ)*(-S(LI J-I J1))
p3=-(I-EPS(J I))/EPS(J1)*H_FS*A/NT*(C(I J I)-C(2jI))










P3=CON_P*(S(I2j- I Jl)+S (L2,J+IjI))/DEL2/DELZ
P4=4-CON_P*(C(2,JI+I))]DR(J 1)/DR(JI)
PS=-RO_S*CP_S • (-P(2,J I ))/DELT
F(2)=-C(2.JI)+A2"(PI+P2+P3+P4+PS)
ELSE
c comp effective temperance
A2=IJ(EPS(J I)* (2*CON_L/DEt-7=*2+RO_F*CP_F*S(L4Jj1)/
DELZ)+(EPS(JI)*RO I_CP r,_(l .EPS(JI))*RO S*CP..S)/DELT+
4*EPS(J1Y)CON RF/DRfJI )/DR(JI ))
PI=EPSGI)*CON_L/DELZ*'2*(S(LIJ-IjI)+S(L1,J+I,JI))
P2=-EPS(J i )*RO F*CP F*S (LA,J,J I )/(DELZ)* (-S(LI j- I j 1))
P3=-(1-EPS(J1))*RATE_HI(Jj1)
p4-=-EPS(J1_'RO_F*CP_F*C(I J1)* (S(L4J÷I J1)-
E-27
S(l_j-I jI))/(2"DELZ)
PS_*EPS (J I)'CON RF'(C(I J 1÷I))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)





c comps for lhe grd at wall
ELSE IF(JI.EQ_JR)




PI=CON_IJDELZS'2"($(LI j- IJI)+$(LI J÷ljl))
F2=.RO_I_O_I_S(L4jJI)I(DELZ)*(-S(L1J-IJ1))
P3,_I -EPS(JI))/EPS(J1)*H_FS*AINT'(C(I J I)-C(7.J I))
P4=-RO I_CP_F,C(IjI)-($(L4j+I j1) -
S(L4jJI))I(DELZ)
PS=CON RF, RP(JIF,(_.*HFW*DR(JI)_-"ON RF'(C(3JI)-
C(1jI)))/(2"DR(JI))
_N RI_(2"C( 1,J1-1).+2*H FW*DR(J1 )/CON R._(C(3,J1 )
-C(IjI)))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
F7=-RO I_CP_F'(-P( I J 1))/DELT
F(1 _-C(IjI )+A2"(P I+P2+P3+P4+PS-vP6+P7 )
c computemlid lenrperam_





P_t=CON P'RP(J I )*(C(2,J I-I )-C(2j l- I ))](2*DR(JI ))





A2-1J(EPS(J1 )* (2"CON_I3DEI_**2÷RO_F*_2P_F*S(L4,J,J1 )/
DELZ)+(EPS(J1).RO_F*CP F+( 1-EPS(J 1))*RO_S*CP_S)/DFJ.,T+
EPS(J1)*2*CON_RF]DR(J1)/DR(J1))
PI=EPS(J1)*CON__DELZ"2"(S(L1./-1j1)+S(L1,J-+131))
P2=-EPS(J1 y'RO_P"CP_P"S (1A,Jj1)/(DELZ). (-S(LIJ- 1J1 ))
P'_-.(1-EPS(J1))*RATE_HI(JJ1)
P4=-EPSOI)'RO_I_CP_F'C( 1j I)*(S(L4j+I jl) -
S(L4jJI))/(DI_.Z)
PS=EPS(JI )*CON_RI_RP(J1 )*(2.'H_FW'DR(JI )/CON RF'(C(3j1 )-
C(IjI)))/(2"DR(JI))
P_EPS(J1 )*CON_P_'* f2"C(1 j1-1 )+2*H_FW'DR(J1 )/CON_P,J_
(C(3j1)-C(Ij1)))/DR(J1)/DR(J1)





c compute wsll um_-raom=
FO)=-C(3JI )+DELT/RO_WA/CP WA'(A_C'H_FW*(C(1 jl )-
• C(3j I))-A_INS *H_OW,(C(3 J I)-TO))-(-P(3jI))
c _ sectioncomputess for grids of constant size
ELSE
n=(JIJ_=.m)TH_N






(RO_I _ CP F)/DELT+2 * CON_RF/DRO 1)/DR (J1))
P]--CON_L._)ELZ**2* (S (L1 J- 1J1)+S(L1 j÷l Jl))
P'2_-RO i_ CP_F* S(L4jj 1)/(DELZ_' (-S (L1 j- 1j 1))
F3=-(I-EPS(J1))/EPS (J1)*H FS*AINT*(C(I J1)-C(2J 1))
P4=.RO_F*CP_F*C(1JI)*(S(IM,J+Ij1)-
S(L4J-1J1))/(2*DELZ)
PS=CON_R_RP(J 1)*(C(1J I+I)-C(1j 1-1))/(2*DR(J1))








P3=CON_P" (S( 1.2,d- 1d 1)-t-S(L2,J+ 1d 1))/DEI.2dDELZ









PI =EPS(JI )*CON_L/DEI2-*2*(S(LIJ-I jl )+S(LI,J+I,JI ))
P2=-EPS(JI )*RO I_CP_F*S(LA,J,JI )/(DELZ)*(-S(LI j- 1dl ))
P3=-(1-EPS(JI))*RATE HI(Jj1)
P4=-EPS(J1 )* RO_F*CP F'C( I j I)*(S(L4J+I Jl )-
S(L4J-IjI))/(2*DELZ)
P5=EPS(JI),CON_RF*RP(JI)*(C(I,JI+I)-C(I.JI-I))/(2*DR(J1))
P6=EPS(JI)*CON RF*(C(1JI+ I)+C(I jI-I))/DR(J I)/DR(JI)
P7=.4'EPS(J1)*RO_F*CP_F-c-(I-EPS(JI))*RO_S*CP_=)*
(-P(1J1))/DELT
F( 1)=-C( 1j1 ).+A2*(P 1+P2+P3+P_c-PS-c-P6+P7 )
F(2),=0.
ENDIF
c th_ ection oompmes s for vt.-itle grid size
ELSE
c compum gas unnperam_
n=(I_SOL_FLO.EQA)THEN
A2= 1J(2*CON_LIDELZ**2 +R O_F*CP_F*(S(L4 J j1)/DELZ +
1JDELT)+CON_RF*RP(J1)*F11 (J1)/DR(J1)+2*CON_RF*
F12(J1)/DR(J1)/DR(J1))
P] =CON_L/DELZ**2,(S(LI J+l JI)+S(LIJ- IJl))
P2=-RO F*CP_F* S(L4jjI)/(DELZ)*(-S(LI j-1j1))
P3=-(I-EPS(J I))/EPS(JI)*H_FS*A/NT*(C(IjI)-C(2J1))
Pa=-RO_F*CP_I_C(I d 1)* (S(LAj+Ij1)-
S(L4.j-I d I))/(2*DELZ)
PS=CON RF*RP(JI )*(F21 (Jl)*C( 1,JI+I )-F01 (Jl)*
C(1JI-I))/(DR(JI))
P6=2*CON_RF*(F22(J I )*C( I Jl+l )+F02(JI)*C( 1J1- I ))/
DR(J I)/DR(J I)
PT=-RO F*CP_F*(-P( Ij I))/DELT
F(l )=-C( 1,Jl )+A2*(P I ÷P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+PT)
c comlmm mlld temperature
A2= 1d(2*CON_P/DF.22dDELZ+CON_P* RP(J1 )*F11 (J1)/DR(J1 )+
2*CON_P* F12(JI)/DR(J 1)/DR(J 1)-,-RO S *CP_S/DF.J_T)
PI=AINT*H_F5*(C(I JI)-C(2JI))
P2=-RATE HI(JJI)
P3=CON P/DE_ELZ* (S (L2j- IJl )+S(L2J+I jl ))
p4=CON P* RP(JI)*(F21(J 1)*C(2,J1+I)-
F01 (J1)"C(2j1-1))/(DR(J 1))
E-29
PS=2=CON_PQ (F22.(J 1)*C(2J I* I)+F02(J I )




c compute effective m_cnuure
A2=IJ(EPS(JI)*(2*CON_L/DELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F*S(L4jJI)/
DELZ)+(EPS(JI )*RO_F=CP_F+( 1-EPS(JI ))*RO S*CP..S)/DELT+
EPS(Jl)'CON RF=(RP(JI)*FI I (J I)/DR(JI)+2*FI2(JI)/
DR(JI)/DR(JI)))
PI=EPSOI)*CON L/DELZ*'2*(S(LIj+I JI)+S(LIJ- l,Jl))
P2=-EPS(JI)=RO_F*CP_F=S(LAjJI)/(DELZ)'(-S(LIJ- IJ I))
P3=-(I-EPS(JI))*RATE_HI(JjI)
P4=-EPS(JI)=RO_F=CP F=C(IjI)*(S(L4J+I Jl) -
S(L4J-IjI))/(2*DELZ)




















REAL*8 K F(4).K FO(4).MOL(4).M_AVE.M_W(4)3qU_NPJqU_NW.KGAS.
• K_FP(4.201.201kBC I(4).D_L(4).Q2(4).MWj_ 1(14.201).
. C1( 14,7.01,101),D_RF(4).U(14,201 ),E.PS( 1000),E(30),AKT(30_
• C2(14,201,101),F01 (101),F11 (101),F21 (101),F02(101),
• FI2(101)_22(101).RP(101),DR(101),RR0(101),D_LPoR(4_01,101),
• D_LP_Z(4.201,101 _UI(101.201 _YO(4),SS(4)
COMMON/UG/U GUESS.EPS
COMMON/OLD/AA(14).SUM(I4).COLD(14.201.101)





COMMON/PR_OLD_N_Z(201,10! ).CON R(201,101),CON_S(201,101 ),
• H_W(201.101).CP_Pf20t .t0I).H_FP(201.t01).Q(4.20t .101).
• VISC_P(201.101),D_LPP(4.201).RATE_CI(201.] 01)
COMM ON/PROP_WAIJCP_WA, RO_WA.ERROR0,ERROR I
COMMON/PROP_B..Z/REC,VOID_B 3)_I,D_E,S B2d, F,OC2_M_W
COMMON/PROP_D _Z/DELZJ)ELT,TIME,D ELR 1,DF.LR2jZ.TF ,NCJSDRJ_
COMMON/PROP..S_Z/CP_S ,RO_S ,AINT, R_P,D_P,CON_S I ,HEAT(4)
COMMON/INIT..Z/RO_FO.U_FO.U..F 1.CP_FO.T_FO.TO.C.FO(4 ).K F.P_C(4)






COMMON/PRIME/GN_RA, RAV.EPS EX,RHOS,TAMB J_LPHA I,UINS,HW_
E-30
DATA EMIS.RI.IONCE.JONCE,ICOUNT.ICOND I/.9,555..0.0,0.I/





































c this section calculates the coefficients to the discretized PDE's
c

















































RO_F-=SU.5.ISJ6)/(C(L1 .I6)* R 1)
IF(RO F.L£.0)RO_F.=P TOT/(C(L1J6)*R1 )
GN2=GN
GN=S(L4 _ ,16)*SO F/60. *VOID_B
IF(GN.EQ.0)GN=GN2
c caicuiam Reynolds number
REY=RE,(GN,_)




c calc heat rnmfer ooeff
H_lq_.5 j6)=HFII_(MW,TEMP,REY, CP_p(I5 j6))'60.
itutl 1=0
_(rlV.ST11.EQ.0) MNffi2
c this u_tion compute the conductivity of gas andmlid in axial lurid
cradial directions
CALL PHI_COND(IGAS,TEMP,CON_S1,EPS(1),Pi-II,PH1W)
CALL CONDU(MNjGAS,PHLD_P,CON_S 1,RR0(16),U I(1,I6),REY.
TEMP,EPS (I6),EPS ( 1),EFF CON R 1,CON_R 1,EFF_CON..Z 1.
CON..Z1,CON_Pl.NJR.NGR 1.NGR2,I6)








c ccmpumi_ for number of componem
DO MI=I,NC
¢ r._Ic am mokcul_ diffmivity of eac c,ompon_ in the mixture
DIF=DIFF(M 1,TEMP.S(LS,B,16),YO)*60
c c_c Scluni_ number
SC_N=VISC_P(I5 J6)/DIF/RO F/M_AVE
c c.alcaxial diffusion




C D LP RfM 1,15j6)=EFF_DIFF R
C D LP_Z(M 125 .I6)=EFF_DIFF_Z
D_LP_Z(M 1,E j6)=CON ZCI5.I6)/RO_F/CP_P(IS,I6)
ENDDO




CALL HEAT_WAIAJIGAS ,PHIW.D_P,CON_S 1,RRO('I6),U 1(1.I6),












CALL CONDUCI(EMIS, CON_S I,D P.D_LGA.VAV,TAV,RO.CP,AVIS.






















c set the parameters to new variables
J=J'J
H_FW=H_W(LNJR)


























c call _ isotherm to compute the equilibruim oonc_atien
CALL IST_Z(I,C(L2j 1),SS,Q2)




c this is the boundry, the first grids in axial direcdon
n=(J.F.qJ)THEN
RATE C.O






c compum themud heatof adsorption
C HEAT(2)_-(411.93585-57470.2733"C(3 j1 )/RO_S+3971259.2258"
C COjI)-*2/RO S/RO_S)'44
DO MI=I.NC
RATE_ H=RATE_H÷HEAT(M 1)'K_ F(MI )*AINT*(Q(MIjjI )-
C(M_+NCJI))
ENDDO
c this"if" calculamsthe finer,grid in radial dix_fion, e_r of the bed
IF(JX.EQ.I)
TOT_C=0.




P I=D_L(M1)/DELZ,'2" (BC_ I(M1)+ S(M1J+ I .J1))







r-KNC),.(S(LSjJ1 )-TOT_C'R1 -S(L1jj1))/R1/S(L1Jj1 )-
C(NCJ1)
¢ computation of molaradsorptionfor each
DO MI=I.NC
A2=1J(K_F(M ] yA/NT+I JDELT)
F(M1 +NC)-.-C(MI+NCJ 1)+A2*(K_F(M 1)*AINT'(Q(M 1JJ1))+
P(MI+NC,JI)/DELT)
ENDDO
c ccmput.tion of gas mmpm-mme
n=(LSOL_FLO .EQ._











F(L1 )=-C(LI ,Jl _-A2*(PI +P2+P'3+P4+PS+P6 )







PS=-RO_S *CP S* (-P(L2J I))/DELT
F(L.2),=-Cg..2,J1_A2*(PI +P2+P'3+P_h-PS)
c computation of effective mmperamre
ELSE
A2= 1./(EPSOI )* (2*CON L/DELZ'*2+RO_F*CP_F*S (L4JjI)/
DELZ)+(EPS(J1)*RO F*CP F+(I -EPSO1))*RO S*CP_S)/DELT÷
4"EPS(JI)*CON_RF/DR(|I)/DROI))






P6=-(EPS(JI)*RO F*CP F_I.EPSO1))*RO S*CP S) *
(-P(LIJI))/DELT
F(LI )=-C(LI ,Jl )+A2* (PI+P2+P3+P*+PS+P6)
FfLa)=C(L2JD-BC_L_
ENDIF
c the sl_ne computation as above except it is now for the grid at the wall
ELSE IFOI.EQ-NJR)THEN
TOT C=0.







P,L_D_RF(M I)('RPOI)'fC(M I j1- I)-C(MI,JI-I))/(2*DR(JI))
PS=2*D_RF(M IY'(C(M 1jl -I))/DRO I)/DR01)
P6=P(M I,JI)/DELT
F(MI )=-C(M 1jl )+A2*(PI +P2+P3+P4+PS+P6)
TOT_C=T__C+C(M I,J1)
ENDDO
F(NC)=($(I.SjjI )-TOT C*RI *$(LIjjI))/R I/S(LIjjI )-
C0qCjI)
c comp the molar adsorption
IX) MI=12qC
A2=l J(K_F0d ! _AINT+IJDELT)
F(MI+NC)--C(MI+NCJ 1)+A2*(K_F(M 1)*AINT*(Q(MIJJ1)_




A2=l .](2 *CON_L/DELZ" *2+R O_F*CP_F*S 0.AJJI )/DELZ+
(ROF*CP_F)/DELT+2*CON_RF/DR01)K)R01))
Pl =CON_L/DELZ**2* (BC_LI +S fLl J+l .I I))
Pq_=-ROF*CPF*S(1AJj1)/(DELZ)*(-BCL1)
P3=4 I-EPS(JI ))/EPS (JI)*H_FS'AINT* (C(LIjI)-C(ID.jI))
P4=-RO_F*CP_F* C(LIj 1)*(S(L4j+IJ i _-
S(IMjjI ))/(DELZ)
PS---CON RF*RP(JI )*(Z*H_FW*DR01 )/CON RF*(C(L3jI )-
CCLIJI)))/(2*DROI))











P4fCON_P*R P01P'(C(L2JI-1 )-C(L2j1-1 ))/(2*DR(J1 ))
PS-CON_I_(2"C(L2.JI-1)yDR(J 1)/DRfJ1)




A2= I,/_PS(JI )*(2*CON_L,/DELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F*S(L4JJI )/
DELZ)+(EPS(JI )*RO F*CP F,+(1-EPS(J 1))*RO_S *CP $)/DELT+2.*
EPS(JIyICON_RF/DR(JI )/DR(J1))
PI=EPS(JI )*CON IJDELZ*t2*(BC_LI+S(LIj+IjI ))




PS=EPS(J1 )*CON RF*RP(J1 )*(2.*H_FW*DR(J1 )/CON RF*








F(I.3 )ffi--C(L3j I )+DELTIRO_WA/CP_WA *(A C*H_FW* (C(LI j I )-
C(L3jI ))-A INS*H OW*(C(L3j I ).TO))-(-P(L3jI ))
ELSE
c the stone mmpumim_ as above except it is now for the grids Hum the center
c Iothepontwhae the velocity sum m ch_
IF(I1.NEJR)THI_
TOT_C-H).




PI=D_L(M I)/DELZ*'2*(BC_I (M1)+S(MI J+Ijl))
P2=-S(L4jjI)/(DELZ)*(-BC_I (MI))
P3=-ALFI (Jl _'AINT*K_F(M I)* (Q(M idJ I)-C(M I+NCJI))



















(RO_F* CP_F)/DELT+2" CON_RF/DR (J 1)JDR01))
P 1--CON_L,_ELZ'*2" CBC_L1 ÷S(L 1j-_ 1j 1))
P2=-RO_F" CP..F'S(1.AjJ 1)/(DELZ)*(-BC_L1 )
P3=-(I-EPS(J1))/EPS(J1)'H_FS*AINT'(C(L1j1)-C(L2J1))
P4=-RO F'CP_F*C(L 1j 1)* (S (I.A,J+I j 1)-
S(L4JjI))I(DELZ)
P5=CON_RF*RP(J 1)-(C(L1 j 1÷ 1)-CCL1,J1-1))/(2*DR(J 1))
P6=CON_RF*(C(L1j14-1)+C(L1,Jl-1))/DR(J1)/DR(JI)
PT=-RO_P*CP_P*(-P(L1j 1))/DELl"
F('L1 )=-C(L1 ,J1 _A2* (P I+P2+P3+PdwePS+P6+P'7 )
c compute solid mmperan_
A2=I./(2*CON_P/DELZO*2+(RO S*CP S)/DELT+
2* CON P/DR(J 1)/DR(J 1))
PI=AINT*H FS*(C(L1J I)-C(L2j1))
P2=-RATE_H
P'3=CON_P" (S(LDj÷ 1,J1)+S (L2j+Ij1))/DELT-JDE, LZ
P4=CON P* RP(J 1)* (C(L2JI+ 1)-C(L2J1-1))/(2*DR(J1))
PS=CON P* (C(L2j 1+ 1)-t-C(L2,JI-1))/DR(J 1)/DR(J1)
P6=-RO_S *CP..S* (-P(L2J 1))/DELT
F(L2)=-C(L2,JIN-A2*(P1 +P2+P3+P,_rPS+P6)
c compute effective temperature
ELSE
A2= ld(EPS(J 1)*(2*CON_L,tDELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F "S(LA,JJ1)/
DELZ)+(EPS(J1 )*RO_F*CP_F+( 1-EPS(J 1))*RO S *CP_S)/DELT+2*
EPS(J 1)'CON_RF/DR(J 1)/DR(J 1))
PI =EPS(J1 )*CON_L/DEfT" *2*(BC L1 +SCL1,J÷ 1,J1 ))
P2=-EPS(J1 )*RO F*CP F*S(LA,J,J1 )/(DEL,Z)*(-BC_L1 )
P3=-(1-EPS(J 1))* RATE_H










c the same computation as above except it is now for the grids from the point
c where the velocity starts w change w the wall
FA._E
TOT_C=O.
c compute molar density of each component
DO MI=I,NC-I
A2=l J(2*D_L(M1)/DELZ**2+S(I.A,J,J1)/DEI-7.+F1 I(J1)*D_RF(M 1)*
RP(J1)/DR(J1)+2*D_RF(lvI1)*F12(J I)/DR(J I)/DR(J1)-t-I./DELT)
Pl =D_L(M 1)/DELZ*'2* (S(M 1J+l j 1)+BC_I (M 1))
P2=-S(L,4,1JI)I(DELZ)*(-BC_I (M 1))
P3=-ALF1 (J1)*AINT*K F(M 1)* (Q(M i Jj 1)-C(M I+NCj1 ))
P4=D RF(M 1)*RP(J1 ).(F21 (J1)*C(M 1j 1+1 )-F01 (J 1)*
C(MIjI-I))I(DR(J1))




TOT C=TOT C+C(M 1.J1)
ENDDO
F(NC _=(S(LSjj1)-TOT_C*R I*S(L1JJ1))/RI/S(L1jJ 1)-
• c_cj])
c compute molar adsorption
DO MI=I,NC
A2= 1JCK_F(M 1)*AINT_I./DELT)




c computethe gas temperature
IF(]_$OL_FLO .EQ.1)THEN
A2_ 1J(2"CON_IJDE£,Z'-2+RO_F*CP_P(S(I.A Jj 1FDELZ+
1JDELT)+CON_RF*RP(J1)*Fll(/1)/DR(J1)-+2*CON_RF*F12(J1)/
DRO1)/DR(J1))
P1-,CON'_L/DELZ**2* (S(L1 J÷ 1j 1_BC_L1 )
P2_-RO_PCP_PS(L4j,J 1)/(DELZ)*(-BC_LI)
P3_-(1 -EPS(J1))/EPS(J1)*H_FS *AINT* (C(L1J 1)-CCL2jI))







F(L1 )--C(L1 dl _A2* (P1÷P2+P3+P4+PS+P(H-PT)
c cmnpmethemlid temperance
A2_ I J(2* CON_P/DFA.Z. "2-_,O S* CPS )/DF,._T+
CON'_P'*RP(J 1)*F11 (J 1)/DR(J 1)+2 *CON_P* F 12(J 1)/DR(J1 )/DR (JI))
PI=AINT*H_FS*(CCL1 j1)-Ct12J 1))
P2_-RATE_H
P3=CON_P/DF.LZ/DELZ* (S(L2j+ 1J 1)+S(L2j+I Jl ))
PA=CON_P*RP(J1)*(F21 (J1)*C(L.2JI+I)-F01 (J1)*
C(].2.J 1- 1))/(DR(J 1))





c compute the effective umlperat_e































RATE_C=KATE C+K_F(M I)*A/N'F=(Q(M IJJ I)-C(MI+NC,J1))
ENDDO
c computethe_otxlheatofadsorption
RATE_C1 (JJ1)=RATE C* (1-EPS(J1))
RATE H=0
C HEAT(2)=-(411.93585-57470.2733*C(3j1)/RO_S+3971259.2258"
c c f3j D='2/RO_S/RO_S )*a4
DO MI=IJqC
RATE_H=ILATE_H+HEATfM 1)*K_F0vl 1)*AINT* (Q(M1JJ1)-
C(M 1+NC.J 1))
ENDDO
c this section compute the s nuurix at outflow botmdry it the ceter of bed
n=OLEO.D THE_
TOT_C--0.




P1=D_L(M 1)/DELZ-"2*(_S(M 1,J- 1j1))
P2=.-S(LAJj1)/(DELZ)*(-S(M1 j-1J1))
P'3._ALFI(J1)*AIM_K F(M 1)* (Q(M 1Jj 1)-C(M I+NCj1))










F(M I+NC_=-C(M I+NCjI_-A2*(K_F(M I)*AINT*(Q(M I,LJI))+
P(MI+NCJ1)/DELT)
ENDDO
c eornput_ the gas umapmamrc
IF(I_SOL_FLO .F.Q.I)THEN
A2=I J(2*CON LIDELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F*S(L4jjI)/DEI_+
(RO F*CP_F)/DELT-_*CON_RF/DR(J I )/DR(JI ))
PI=CON_L/DELZ*=2*(2*S(LI J-IJ I))
P2=-RO F*CP F*S(L4JjI)/(DELZ)*(-S(LI j- I J I))
P3=-(I-EPS(J I))/EPS(JI)*H FS*AINT*(C(LIJ I)-C(12jI))
P,_--RO_F*CP_F* CCLIJ I )*(S(I.A.J- ij I)-
S(L4j-IjI))/(2*DELZ)
P5_*CON RF*(C(LI Jl +I))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P6=-RO F*CP_F* (-PCLI J I ))/DELT
F(L1 )=-C(LI,JI_A2* (PI+P2+P3+P4+PS+P6)
c compute the solid temperam_




_ON P*(S(12J-I Jl )+SO.2J- IJI))/D ELZ/DF..LZ




c compute theeffective t=nperature
A2= 1J(EPSfJ 1)* (2" CON_LtDELZ **2+RO F*CP...P S0.,4dJ 1)/
DEI.Z)+(EPS(J1 )*RO_F*CP_F,_I -EPS(J1 ))*RO S*CP._S)/DELT+
EPSfJ1 )*4*CON RF/DRfJ1 )/DR(J1 ))
PI=EPS(J1 )'CON_L,rDELZ**2*(2*S (L1 J- 1J1 ))
P2=-EPS(J I )*RO_F* CP_F'*S(I.AJ,J1 )/(DELZ)*(-SCLI j- 1Jl))
P3=-(I -EPS(J1))*RATE H
P4=-EPS(J I )*RO F*CP_F*C(LI j 1)*(S0-_,J-1jI)-
E-39
S(L4j-1 j1))/(_DELZ)
PS,=4*EPS(J 1_'CON RF*(C(L121 +1))/DRO1 )/DRO 1)
P6==-(F.PS(J I )*RO_F= CP_F+(I -EPSU1))*RO_S*CP_S)*
(-P(LIJI))/DELT
F(L1 _-C(L1J I _A2*(P1 +P2+P3÷P4+PS+P6)
F(L2)=C(L2jI)-BC LI
ENDIF
c this _ is for r at e_. wall
ELSE n_(n,EQ.N_) THEN
TOT_C_.
c compare molar de_cy
DO MI=I,NC-1
A2= IJ(2* D_LOd I )/DELZ**2+S (L4 jJ I )/DF,,LZ+2*D_RF(M I)/ ,
DROI)/DROI)+I./DELT)
PI=D_L(M I)/Dk'I_-**2*(2*S(M I j- 131 ))
_,=-S(L4JjI)/(DELZ)*(-S(M i j- I jl ))
P3_ALFI (JI)*AINT*K_F(MI).(Q(MI JJI)-COdI+NCJ1))
P4=D_RF(M I)*RPO1)-(C(M IjI-1)-C(M I JI-I))/(2*DRO I))
PS=2*D_RF(MI)*(C(MIjI-I))/DROI)/DROI)
Pf_-P(MIjI))/DELT






















_N_RI_(2*C(LIjI -I )+2*H FW*DR(JI )/CON RF*(C(I.3 jI)-
C(LIjI)))/DR(JI )/DR(JI )
PT=-RO_F*CPF.(-PCLIjI))/DELT









P_-RO_S*CP_S * (-P(L2J I))/DELT
F(L2)=-C(L2J1 )+A2*(PI ÷P2+P3÷P4+PS÷P6)
ELSE
c compute dfec_ive temperance
A2=1J(EPSO 1)'(2"CON_L/DELZ"2+RO_F'CP_F'S(LAJJ I )/








P5=EPS(J1 )*CON_RF*RPU1 )*(2.*H FW*DR(J1 )/CON R.F*
(C(L3jI)-C(L1j1)))/(2*DR(J1))
















A2= 1J(2"D_L(MI)/DELZ"2+S (I.Addl)/DEI._+2*D_RF(M I)/
DR(J1)/DR(JI)+I./DELT)
P1=D_L(M I)/DELZ"2* (2*S(M 1j- 1J I))
P2=-SO..AJjI)/fDELZ)'(-S(M i j- iJl))




F(M I )--COO I J 1_A2- (P 1+P2+F3+P4+PS+P6)
TOT_C=TOT_C+C(MI,J I )
END DC
F(NC)=(S(LSjjI)-TO'r_C*RI*S(LI Jj 1))IRI/S(LIJj I)-
CfNCj_"
c compute mol_ adsorption
DO MI=I,NC
A2= I J(K_F(M I )*AINT÷I./DELT)
















F(LI )=-C(LI JI)+A2* (PI +P2+P3+P4+PS+P6+F7)













A2= IJ(EP$(J1)*(2*CON_L/DELZ=*2÷RO F*CP_F*S(L4jJl )/
DELZ)+(EPS(JI )*RO_F*CP_F-+( I -EPS (J 1 ))*RO S*CP_S )/DELT+2 *
EPS(J 1) *CON RF/DR (J 1 )/DR (J I ))
PI=EPS(JI )*CON L/DFA.Z**2*(2*S(LIj-IjI))









F(LI )_(LI jl )_A2- (PI +P2+P3+P4+PS+P6+F7)
F(L2)._(12jI)-BC_LI
I_D IF
c ".irisection mmpule $ for variable grid size
ELSE
TOT_C=O.
c compum the molar density
DO MI=I.NC-1




P3_ALFI(JI )*AINT*K_FOA I)* (Q(MI j.JI)-C0vi I+NCj1))
P4=D_RF0vl 1)*RP(JI)'(F21(JI)*C(MIjI+I)-F01(JI)*
C0vlIjI-I))/(DR(JI))
PS=2"D_RF(M I)*(F22(J I)*C(M IjI+I)+FO2(J1)*C(M Ij I -I))
•. /DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P6=-(-P(MI jI))/DELT





c compute molar adun-/xion
DO MI=I.NC
A2=IJ(K_F(M I)*AINT+I JDELT)
F(M 1÷NC)=-C(MI +NCj I)+A2*(K_F(M I)*AINT*(Q(M I Jjl))+
P(M I+NCjI )/DF.J.T)
ENDDO
c commie the t_ mmpenmue
IF(I_SOL_FLO_Q. I )TH_
A2= 1J(2*CON_L/DEI.Z. "2÷RO_F*CP l_(S (L4JJ 1)/D_Z+
1JDELT)+CON RP*RP(J1 )*F11 (J1)/DR(J1)+2*CON Rl_
F12(JI)/DR(J1)/DR(J1))
PI=CON_IJDELZ*'2-(2.S(L1J-1 j 1))
P2=-RO_F*CP_F'SCt.4Jj I)/(DFA.Z).(-S(LIj-I Jl ))
P3-._-m_S(Jl))/F.PS(JI).H_F$.ABrr*(C(LIJ_)-C(t2jI))



































P6=2*EPS(J I )*CON RF*(F22(J1 )*C(LI.JI+I )+I=02(J1)*
C(LI JI-I))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P7=.(EPS(JI )*RO F*CP F+(I -EPS(JI))*RO_S*CP_S)*
(-P(LIjI))/DELT














RATE_C=RATE_C+K_F(M I)*AINT* (Q(M 1Jj I )-C(M I+NCjI))
ENDDO
c compu,_ _otal heat of adsorption
RATE CI (JjI)=RATE_C*(I -EPS(JI ))
RATE_H=0
C HEAT(2),=-(411.93585 -57470.2733*C(321)/RO_S+3971259 2.258"
C Cf3J I)**2/RO_S/RO_S)*44
DO MI=I.NC
RATE_H=RATE_H+HEATfM I )*K F(MI )'AIN_(Q(MI jjl )-
C(MI+NCjI))
ENDDO
clhissection copra s for lhe grids _ thecamt_ofbed
IF(J1.EQ.1) THEN
TOT_C.-_.




PI =D_L(M I)/DELZ'*2*(S(M I j-i jI)+S(MIj+I jl))
P2=-S(L4.J,J 1)/fDELZ)*(-S(M 1J-1,J1))
_=-AI..FI(JI)'AIN_K F(M I)*(Q(M1 Jj1)-C(M 1-t.-NC.J1))
E-43
p4=4*D_RF(M I)*(C(M iJ I+I))/DR(JI)/DR(J I)
PS=-(-P(M 1JI))/DELT





c comp molar adsorption
DO MI..1.NC
A2=l J(K_F(M 1_'AINT, 1JDELT)
F(M I÷NC)--C(MI+NCJ1 _A2*(K F(M 1_'AINT*(O(M 1j J1 ))+
P(MI+NCjI)/DELT)
ENDDO
c comp gu umrpezamre
n=(LSOL_H.OY.O. DTHEN
A2ffiIJ(2 *CON_IJDFJ..Z* *2+RO_F*CP_F*SCLAJJI )/DFA.Z+



















c comp effective temlx.mmre




P2=-EPS(J I )*RO_F*CP_F*S(L,4,LJ 1)/(DEL.Z)*(-S(LIj- 1j1))
P3=-(1-EPS(J I))*RATE_H
P#,=-EPS(J 1)*RO F*CP_F'*C(L1 J1 )*(S(L4J+I J1)-
S(L4j- 1J I))/(2" DEJ..Z)
PS_t*EPS(J1 y*CON_RW'(C(L1JI+I))/DR(J1)/DR(|I)





c c_rtp s for the g_t tt wtll
ELSE IF(J1.EQ,NJR) THEN
TOT_C._.
c c_np molar density
DO MI,.I.NC-1









F(M 1)=-C0vl 1,J IB-A2=(PI+P2+P3*P4+PS+P6)




¢ comp mole_ edsorpdon
DO MI=I,NC
A2=I./(K_F0Vl I)'AIN'T+IJDELT)
F(MI+NC)=-C(M 1+NCj I_A2*(K_F(M I)*AINT*(Q(M I,J,JI)_-
P(MI÷NCJI )/DELT)
ENDDO
c camp gas tm_/_tme
n:(LSOL FLO.EQ. 1)Titan
A2=I J(2*CON IJDEI_* *2÷RO_F*CP_F*S(I.AJJ I)/DELZ+
(RO_F*CP_F)/DELT+2*CON_RF/DR(/I)/DR(JI))
P1 =CON_L/DELZ**2*(S(LIj- I jl )+SCLIj÷IjI))
P2=-RO_F* CP_F* S(L4 jj I)/(DELZ)*(-S(LIj-I J I))
P3=-(I-EPS(JI))/EPS(J1)*H_FS*AINT*(C(Lldl)-C(I.2,JI))
P_t=-RO_I_CP F*CCLIjI )=fS(L4,J+I ,Jl )-
S0.AjjI))/(DELZ)
PS=CON RF*RP(J I )*(2.*H FW*DR(JI )/CON RF*(Cp_3JI )-
C(LIjI)))/(2*DR(JI))
P6=CON RF*(2*C(LIjI -I )+2*H_FW*DR(JI )/CON_RF*(C(L3 j1 )
-C(LIjI)))/DR(JI)/DR(JI)
P'7=-RO_F*CP F*(- P(L1 j I ))/DELT
F(LI)=-C(LI,JI)+A2*(PI ÷P2+F3+P4+P5+P6+PT)
c compum solid tm_)cratm'e




P3=CON_P* (S( _I.2J- I J I )+S (L2,J+ I j I ))/DELT_JDELZ
P4=CON_P*RP(JI)*(C(L2j 1-1)-CfL2J I- I))I(2*DR(JI))
P_-CON_I_ (2,C(I.2jI- I ))/DR(JI)/DR(J I)
P6_-RO_S*CP So(-P(12j I))/DELT
F(L2_=-C(L2d 1_-A2" (P 1+I>2+P3÷P4+P5 +P6)
ELSE
c compute effective umT/_mure
A2= 1J(EPS(J I)*(2*CON_I./DELZ**2+RO_F*CP F*S(L4JJI)/





P4=-EPS(JI )* RO F*CP_F*C(LI JI)*(S(L4j+I jI)-
S(L4jJ I))/(DELZ)
P5_EPS(JI )*CON RF*RP(J I )*(2.*H FW*DR(JI )/CON_RF*
(C(L3jI)-C(LI,JI)))/(2*DR(JI))
P6_EPS(J1 )*CON R._-CCL1 j 1-1 ).+2*H_FW*DR(J1 )/CON_RF*
(C(L3j1)-C(L1,J1)))/DR(J 1)/DR(J1)
PT=-(EPS(J1)*RO F*CP_F-+(1-EPS(J 1))*RO S*CP_S)*
(-P(L1j1))/DELT
F(L1)=-C(L1 Jl _A2*(PI +P2+P3+P_P5+P6+PT)
F(L2)=C(I..2j 1)-BC_L 1
ENDIF
c comput, wall terrrpera._e
F(I..3)=-C(L3,J1 )+DELT/RO_WA/CP_WA *(A_C*H FW* (C(L1 j1 )-
C(L3j1))-A_INS*H_OW*(C(L3 j1)-TO))-(-P(L3 J1))











P3=-ALFI (Jly'AINT*K_F(MI)*(Q(MI JjI)-CfM I+NCJI))
P4=D RF(M I)'RP(JI).(C(Ml,Jl+I).C(MIJl-I))/(2*DR01 ))
PS=D_RF(M !)*(C(MIjI+I)+C(Mijl-l))/DRO!)/DRO!)
P6=-(-P(MIjI))/DELT





c comp the molar ad_pdon
DO MI,,I.NC
A2=IJ(K_FfMI)*AINT+I JDELT)
F(M 1+NC),=.C(M 1+NCj I)+A2=(K F(M I)*AIICP(Q(M IjJl))+
P(M I+NCj I)/DELT)
I_DDO
c comp gas mmpera_e
IF(I_SOL_FLD.EQ.1)THEN
















P3=CON P ( S(L2j -1J 1)+$ (I..2j+ 1j 1))/DELZJDEI.Z
P4--CON P*RPO1)* ( C(L2j 1+ 1)-C(L2J 1- 1))/(2* DR(J 1))
















V7=-(EPS(J1)'RO_F*CP_F_ 1-EPS(J 1))*RO_S • CP_S )*
(-P(L1j1))/DELT
F(L1 )=-C(L1 j1 _A2*(P!+P2+P3+P4,,_PS+P6+V7)
F(L2)=C(L.2jI)-BC_LI
END]]=




¢ _p molar density
DO MI=I.NC-1
A2=I.I(2*D LfM1)/DELZ'*2+S(L4jJ1)/DELZ÷FI I(J1)*D_RF(M1)*
RP(J1)/DR(J 1}+2* DRF(M 1)*F 1201 )/DR(J 1)/DR(J 1)+I./DELT)
Pl =D_L(M 1)/DELZ**2*(S(M 1j÷l j1)+S(M l.J- 1j 1))
_fL4.Jj1)/fDELZ)*(-S(M1j-1,J1))
P3=-ALF1 (Jl YDAINT*K_FfM 1)*(Q(M 1jjI)-C(M I+NCj1))
Pzk_D RFfM 1)*RP(J1)*(F21 (J1)*C(M1 j1 ÷I)-F01 (J1)*
C(M1jI-1))I(DRO1))
P5=2*D_RF(M1 y*fF22(JI )*CfM 1,Jl+l )+F02(JI )*C(M 1J 1-1 ))
/DRO1)]DR(J1)
P6=-(-P(M1 j1))/DELT
F(M I)=-C(M 1jI)+A2" (P I+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6)
TOT_C=TOT_C+CfM 1,Jl)
-END DO
FfNC_.(S fL5 JJI)-TOT_C*RI *S(LIjj I))/R IIS (L iJjl)-
• CfNCJI)
c comp molto" Idsorpdon
DO MI=I,NC
A2= 1J(K_F(M ! )SAINT+I dDELT)
F(M 1÷NC)=-C(MI +NCJ 1_-A2S(K_FOH I)*AINT* (Q(MI jjl)_-
P(M I+NCj 1)/DELl')
ENDDO
c compute gas temperature
n:fl_SOL FLO.EQ.1)THEN
A2= I./(2*CON_L/DELZ'*2+RO_F*CP F*(S(L4J J1)/DFA.Z÷
1JDELT).+CON_RF*RP(J 1)*F11 (J I)/DR(J 1)+2*CON_RF*
F12(J1)/DR(J1)/DR(J1))
PI=CON_IJDEL.Z=*2*(S(L1,J+Ij1)+S(L1.J-1J1))
P2=-RO_F*C'P_F*S0.._ jj I)/(DELZ)* (-S (LIj- 1J 1))
P3=--(I-EPS(J 1))/EPS(J1)*H_FS*AIN_(C(L1.J1)-C(L2.J1))
P,t=-RO_F*CP_F*C(LIj I )*(S(L4,J+IJI )-
S(L4J-IjI))I(2*DELZ)
PS=CON RF*RP(J I )*(F21 (J 1)*C(LIjI +I )-F01 (Jl)*
C(LIjI-I))/(DR01))
P6_2*CON RF*(F22(J I)*CCLI jI+I)+F02(JI)*C(LIjI- I))/
DR(JI)/DR(JI)
PT=-RO F*CP_F* (-P(LIj I))/DELT
F(L1 )=-C(L1 J1 )_A2* (P1 +I>2+P3+P4+PS÷P6-_P7 )
c compute solid_'rpeTam_
A2= 1J(2*CON_P/DEI._ELZ+CON_P*RP(J1)*F11 (J1)/DR(J1)-*-
2*CON P'*'F 1201 )/DR (J 1 )/DR (J 1 )+RO_S *CP_S/DE, LT)
PI=A]NT*H_F$*(C(LIjI)-C(12jI))
P'2=-RATE_H
P3=CON_P/DELZ/DELZ* (S (12j- 1,J1 )+S(12j+iJl ))
P4=CON_P*RP(J 1)* (F21 (J 1)*C O,..2,J1+1 )-
F01(J1)*C(L2JI-1))/(DR(J1))
PS=2*CON_l_(F22(J1)*C(L2,Jl+l)+F02(J1)
*C(L2d 1-1 ))/DR(J1 )]DR(J1 )
P6=-RO_S*CPS* (-P(L2j I))/DELT
Fg.,2)=-C(L2j1 _A2* (PI -vP2÷P3+P4,+P5-+P6)
ELSE
c compme effective m_aerturre
A2= 1JCEPS(J I)*(2*CON_I._ELZ**2+RO_F*CP_F* SCt.4 jj I)/
DELZ)+(EPS(JI )*RO F*CP F_I -EPS(J 1))*RO S*CP S)/DELT÷
EPS(J I )*CON RF*(RP(JI )*FI I (Jl)/DR(J I }4-2*FI2(J I )/DR(J I )
/DR(JI)))
PI=EPS(J1 )*CON_I.JDELZ'*2*(S ('L1J+l J1)+S('LIj- 1.J1))




p5=Eps(JI)*CON_RF* RP(J I)*(F21(J I)*C(LIJ I+I)-F01 (J I)*
E-47
C(L1jI-1))/(DRU1))














c this subroutine _ntlmm the amotmt of adsorbed gm in _uililxium with gas
c molar density, for sin_ ccxnpomt uses _-_drich isotherm, tim
c ¢mmlmmio_a of _luh'lmm for mull ¢mmlxmem uses tim Ideal Solution Thmry
c (IS'F). since the equations _e none linear and impli_t,a rmm_l method
c wasused to compu_ the _soflaed equlibraim _'notmL theme_od is by Forythe.
c Compmer Methods for M_hem_c_ Compau_ion. it is an tUect methodwith
c quadnac coeverge_.ce.
C




























c set the comumt m a function of mmptn'aa_e
IFOND(D_a_.DTm_N
C V(N1 )=(81.2983138-.21118560043"T+ 1.587732293D-4*TCI)/4'4/100
V0_l)..v7.o/_noo
C B('N1)=686_.9000131 *EXP(-.019625791466"T)





























































c if the l._grnuir method is asked for then remmexl
IFfMErHOD._-QA)TH_
ENDIF

































113 X=ZEROIN(FCN I ,AX,BX,TOL)
c rout was fo_l
DO I= I ,NC
PP(I)=I.0E-32
ENDIF













































c subroutine w f'md the root of equaLionby bisect melhod


















































c is interpolation acceptable























c dm secoM nmho¢ dds method is f_mr but the ini_l guess must bene_
c dmroot of timequssion.
c
c _ m_ compum Theamountof adsorbed gas m _uililmum wilhgas
c mol_ density, for single ccmponet uses Lm_nuir-b_kich imdumm, the
cc_nlmmdcn of_lUh_ formulticcmrlxmemuses_ Ida/SolutionTheory
c (IS'Y). since the a:lmuiom re none _ and implicir.a numeris_lmethod
c was used _ocomptm_ the adsorbed equlihmim amoum, the meJh_ is Newton,
c
c B.V,PO mntys m_ sinle equlihrum consumt
SUBROUTINE IST_Z0VfETHOD,T,SS,Q1)
IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H,O-Z)
















c no mole h'afio_t_n,u.n
Z=l.0E-32







c set the constant as a function of temperature
n:(m'D(t).EQ. _)_
c 13x by 1, gza=
c point=-1567.17235874+9.00256903*t-.0172347*t*t+l.100806e-5*t*t*t
c if(vp(nl).gt-poim .or. tgt.627)then
c V (N 1)=(81.2983138-.21118560043 *T+ 1,587732293D,-4*T*T)/a,,4/100
c B(N1)=6864.9000131 * F..XP(-.01962.5791466*q')
c po(nl)=l.0
c else
c 13x by l_f.,grace
c v(nl _23.3Z228/44/100






C b('N 1)=2.37022397e-6*t** (-.5)*exp(14907.6535/1.987/t)
C v(Nl)= 16.6/aAf100
C pofN1)=.80






C 5A BY GRACE, BY L_F
c V(N1)_17.0/100/_t4
c B(N 1)_2._1477E-4*T** (-.5)*EXP(10257.166145/1.987f1")
c PO(N I"m3.830450111F_*T** 1.188379596
C 5A BY GRACE, BY L
C V(N 1,_-4.27886889+.087218022"T-9.10 I0715804F,-5*T*T)/_/100
C B(N I)=9.2533309123E-5*T**(-.5)*EXP(10719.0/1.987/T)
c po_1)=i.
C 5A BY GRACE; BY L F BETWEEN 0-75 C












c h2o on 5a by grace L1
IF(IND(2).EQ.1)THEN

























































ELS_ n=_C.EQ.2 .AND. PP(])._.0)Ttn_
Q1(2)=V(2)'B(2)*PP(2)** PO(2)/(I+B C2)*PP(2_'*PO(2))
QI(1),,0







































c if tim Langnmir method is asked foR, then mama. If not use it as first guess



























c call newton method to the rout to IST equation
IF(X .I.E. 1.0E-17) GO TO 80
CALL NEWI'N(FCN,FDEILX,XTOLFI_LNI.JM,I)













































































c thisubmuRnc findstheroutt_anonlinearequ_on usingthcNewton
cmethod



































































REAL FUNCTION KGAS (TEMP)












C TNIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE PARICLE REYNOLDS NUMBER ASSUMINC THAT
C THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF TNE GAS IS EQUAL TO THAT OF CARRIER GAS.
IMPLICTT REAL*8(A-tLO-Z)
REAL*8 LENJVlW
COMMON/PRIMFJGNZRA.RAV .EPSE3CRHOS,TAMB ALPHA1,UINS J_VALL LEN
C COMMON/PRIME/GN2J_A, RAV ,EPSIDLEPSINALF,RttOS J_-PHA 1
COMMON/GAS/INERT_COMP
DATA IFLAG/O/











C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE VISCOSITY OF CARRIER GAS AS A FUNCTION
C OF TEMPERATURE (I.3/MIN/PT).
COMMON/GAS/INERT,NCOMP
IF (_.RT._.I) THEN



















C THIS FUNCTION CALCVLATES TNE EFFECTIVE AXIAL DIFFUSIVrrI_ IN A PACXED BED
C USING THE EDWARDS AND RICHARDSON CORROLATION. (FT*FT/MIN)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 LAMBDA I,LAMBDA2,LEN,YO(4)
COMMON/PRIME/GN2.RA.RAV,EPSEX, RHOS.TAMB,ALPHA 1.UINS.HWALL, LEN











C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE EFFECTIVE AXIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A















C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DIMENSTONq.,ESS PARAMETER OF THE EDWARDS AND


















C TI-HS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BY CORRECTING
C FOP, PRE.SSb-RE AND T-r..MPEKATURE (FT*FT/MIN).
E-59
IMPLICIT REAJ.*8(A-H.O-Z)


















































C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE FLUID FILM HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT























C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATE THE CONDUCTIVTY OF FLUID IN AXIAL AND RADIAL
C DIRECTION.
SUBROLrIXNE CONDUC 1(EN"__.AKS ,D_P.D_LGA, VAV,TAV,RO.CP.AVIS,
















BC_. 16* (D PIeD_I))** (-3.12.)












VW=(AO+A2*CRW**(BO+I .))-A3 *(RW** (BO+2.)))/(4.*D)
C










































I]:(ABS((I-II-H)/H).LE.0.01) GO TO 60
H=HI
ENDDO
































• EPS _INF.EFF CON_IL CON_R.EFF_CON_Z, CON_Z, CON_S,NIR,NGR 1.NGR2.NN)
IMPLICIT KEAL*8(A-H,O-Z)

























CON_01 =A/FBET] "PR_N*I_E N/'£PS
EFF_CON_I----CON_0+CON_01
EFF_CON R=EFF CON_I "CON_F
CON_R=EFF_CON_R-CON_F'CON_0














EFF_ CON_ l =CON_ 02+CON .03
EFF_CON_R=EFF_CON_I "CON_F
CON_R=EFF_CON_R-CON_F'CON_02







C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTE THE DIFFUSIVITY IN AXIAL AND RADIAL DIRECTION FOR
C TWO DIM
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPI/I_ THE DIFFUSI3FITYIN AXIAL AND IL_DIAJuDIRECTION FOR
C TWO DIM
C








DI_01 =ALF_BE'rl *SC N*I__N/EPS
EF'F_DI__ 1=DIFF 0÷DIFF_01
_'F DI_ R=EFF_DII_ I*DIFi:_F














EFF DIVF_R=EFF DII_ I*DIFF_F




C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTE THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE GAS AND WALL
C
SUBROUTINE HEAT_WALL(IGAS,PHIW.D P,CON P,RILU0,RE_D,TEM,
• EPS__W)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-I'LO-Z)























CON (_EPS+( 1-EPS )/(PH1W+2. *CON F/CON_P/3. )
CON01=ALFBETI*PR_N*RED
EFF_CON_I =CON_O+CON_01













REAL=8 XI(I I),YI(I I)_,2(1 I),Y2(I I)_X3(I I),Y3(I I).XINT
DATA X1/20000,4000.,1000.200.80.,8..6,.2,.07,.02,.01 /
DATA Y1/.04,.05 ,.06,.08, .1.2, .41 ,.8.2..6.. 12./
DATA X2/20000.,400 _200.,40.8_2..8,_.08,.04,.01/

























_CXlfl_LTXMAXl .AND. rI_T1.EQ.0) THEN




IF(X2(1).LTXMAXI .AND. I'ITST2_Q.0) THEN




IF,W,.3(1).LT.XMAXI .AND. ITE.ST3.EQ.0) THEN
















C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE POROUSITY VARIATION
C
SUB ROUTINE COEF2(Y 1.V OID_B ,D_P,C 1 .POR )
IMPLICIT REAL°8(A-H,O-Z)
C2_.0






C Sl= -.I 6329931237"Y*F.,PI/( 1-EPI)
C B=3




C Slffi -A0_2492808* Y*EPI/(I-EPI)
CB=6










C THIS SUBROUTINE IS BEING CALLED BY DIFFEQI WHICH IS ALSO BEING CALLED BY
C SUBROUTINE FUNCT TO COMPUTE THE VELO$'_ AND THE PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED.









COMMON/PR OLD Z]CON Z(2OI,I O1),CON_ R(2OI,I O1),CON_$(201,101),
• H_W(201,101),CP_P(201,101).H_FP(201,101),Q(4,_I,101),
• VL__P(201,101 ),D_LPP(4,201),RATE_C1 (201,101)
COMMON,_IISC_Z,_G_F,PLP_TOT.BC_L1.BC_I..2,BC_I.3 .I3C_L4,BC_L-.C,BC_ 1
COMM ON/PRIMFJGN2.RA,RAV,F./_EX, RI-IOS,TAMB,ALPRA I
























c equation for velocity
F(L4)=FAC*(C(L5 j-)-BC_L5 )CONV)/DELZ+ i JGC* (RO_F*M_AVE*C(L4,J)*
• (C(I.AJ)-BC_I.A)ff)ELZ+150" (I -EPSEX)*'2* VISC F'C(L4J)/
• D_P/D_P]EPS EX/EPS EX+I.75 *(I-EPS EX)*RO_F'M_AVE=C(I-,4,J)= *2/
• D PN./'SEX÷RO_F*M AVE* (C0._j)-P(L4 j))]DELT)
c equation for pressuae not coz_idering lhe pressure drop due to temperature
c ctumge,dymm_icpressure
F(LS)=(C_,J)-P(I_ _)/DELT-D_L AVE/DELZ**2* (BC_L5*CONV -














F(L4)=FAC*(C(L5 J)-C(L5 J- I))/DELZ+I./GC*(RO F*M AVE*C(L4,.D*
. (C(I.A J)-C(L4j- I))/DELZ+I50"(I-EPS EX )" "2"VISC F*C(L4j)/D_P/
. D_P]EPSEX/EPSEX÷1.75* (I-EPSEX)*RO F,M AVE*C(IAj)**2JD_P/
• EPSEX+RO_I_M_AVE*(C(L4 j)-P(L4 J))/DELT)
c equa_on for presstae not considerin the pressure drop due m _n'rper_u_e
c ctumge., dynamic pressure
F(L_ )=(C(I-5.;)-P(I..5 ,_))/DELT-D_L AVF./DELZ**2*(C(LI3- I )-
• 2"CO_.5,.D_(LSJ- 1))+C(1.5 j)* (C(L5 J)-C(L5 J-I))/DELZ+
• C(L5,/)*(C(L4 J)-C(L4 J- I))/DELZ+R I*C(L1,J)*AI_ RATE_C
c mud pressur
FCL6)=(C(L6,J)-P(I_,J))/DELT-D_L AVF.,/DELZ**2* (C(L&J- 1)-
• 2"Cfl.,6 j )+C(L6J- I))+C(L4 J)* (C(L6 J)-C(L6J- I))/DEI/+
• C(L6,J)-(C(IAj)-C(IAj-I))/DELZ-C(L6J)/C(LI,/)'((C(LIj)-
• P(LIJ))/DELT-D_L_AVE/DELZ'-2*(C(LI j-I)-2"C(LIJ)+C(LIj-1)}+













F(L5)=(C(L5J)-P(L5 .Y))/DELT-D L AVF,/DELZ**2*(C(LS,L 1)-















¢ this mbmmim is being called by diffeq 1 which is also being called by
c funct submmine, it mmpum the velocity profile _n the radial direction












COMMON/MISC 7_2R.G_F.PI.P T(_.BC_L1 .BC_L2.BC_L3.BC LA.BC LS.BC_I
C
IF(J_.I .AND. M1.F.Q.0) THEN
c radial frac_on of mnsumt velocity
FRACI=.93
c radial friction of vmable velocity
FRAC2= .O7




FAC= (I-VOID B)/VOID B"12.247449
c dimemionleuradial
DELR11= FRACI*D_I/2/D_P*FACI(KI-I)
DELR22_ FRAC2* D I/2/D_P*FAC/(K2)
EC=I./VOID_B-1.
EC=I.4
c compu,- the porosity vm-i_ion
DOI=I, NP-1
R= (DELR22*(K2)+DELR11*(KI-D)
IF(I .GT. K1) THEN
R= D_*(NP-I)
ENDIF
CALL COEFI(POR, VOID_B, R, F,C)
EPS(D-,POR
c compt_ C E1 K comt, r,t in M_ eqmaion































c compute the velocity equation for the center grid
IF(J.EQ.I)THEN
F( 1)=U GUESS=C( 1,J)
C
C















Pl =I.-C_K ll/C_KI(/)*C(1 J)
P2=-C_K2(J)/C_K22*REC*C(1,J)*C(1.1)
P3=RP_fF21*C(1J+I)-F1 I'C(1J)-F0_*C(1.J- 1))/fDELR)








C This subroutine is the main routine for Newman method for solutio of PDEs.
C
CssalassDm, sssaooo_ms_oomasmssasesasase_ssmasssssmD_ssalsmss_ _$_m_°_
C GENERALIZED CALLING PROGRAM FOR BAND(]) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICALLY
C




C WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
C BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)
C FUNCT (TO OBTAIN VALUE FOR FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN VALUE
C FOR A VARIABLE)
C
C







































A A ooefficient described in Newrn_-t. Appendix C
AA fa's:. AA is F(WORKC'CU). _ AA is the
value of the dm'iva_ive df/dc used m Newton's
method
B B ooelF,eizntdescribedinNewman. Appm,dixC
C vm'i_bl_tobesolvedfor
C'D mub.iplicaxion factor used in obuLining
xmmm-ical derivatives
COLD value of C f_om previous iu_Lion
CU 2.O - CO
D D coefl'_.ci_atdescribed inNewman. AFl_adixC
FJLR canvea'geace criumon
F value of fun_on f(C_ e.alm_iamdin FUNCT
G residual of f(C) calcula_ with _ C value
I index used for equation numbez
1TC3qT index for ix_m_an numbez
1TPRT flag used for _ wheLh_ im_rmediJu_
cak'ulatimxs are outpu_ for ITPRT=0,onlF
convezgmd results m'eoutput; for
ITPRT=I .results of each itenuion are printed.
I index for node nmnber
K index for a_ua_ion numbeT
M index used in working through nodm used to
cslculm_numerical clex'iv_ves
MM used _ deumnme suu'tingnode ('mrel_on m
I) for e.mmmxianof numerical deriv_ve.s
N number of oqu_o_ (no. of vm'iabie.s)
NJ numbe_ of node points
SAVEC saved v_lue of C
SUM _ value used in c,alcnflming G
TINIER oriun'ion used 1o avoid working with small numbers
TINY crixm'ionused to avoid working with small numbers
_ used m avoidv_rking with mall numbers
WORKC saved valueof C; modir_l wb,m C Mas 9urnT'm_
X X value de,scmbed in.Newman, Appendix C
Y Y value descn*bed m Newman. Appm_I/x C
C
C DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 101 NODE POINTS; IF
C 1T IS DESIRABLE TO IN_E THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C INTHE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT, AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 2N+I, WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IF MORE
C NODE POINTS ARE DESIRED, CHANGE THE I01IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENTS TO

























































C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS















C THIS ISTHE PLACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM ISSET



















C DERIVATIVES _TED FOR SMALL VALUES OF C (LESS THAN TINY)
C
IF(ABStWORKC).LT.TINY) THEN































































C VALUF_ FOR A.B,D,XAND Y GIVEN. SUM ISALSO INCREMENTED
C
DO I=I,N




















BAND CALLED TO SOLVE THE BLOCK TRIDLAGONAL MATRIX
CAI/, BAND20)
ENDDO
CONVERGENCE CRITERION CHECKED. IFANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE

























C Thissubrou_neisthemmn roudneforNewman me,.hodfor._lutioofPDE's.
C
_mams_sasismBssma _msmsmmseots_twsas_m_ssmQ_i_m_m_mm_m_m_mmm_mmm
C GENERALIZED CALLING PROGRAM FOR BA]qD(J)TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL











WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)









































LIST OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES:
A A _ describedinNewman, Appe_lixC
AA tim,AA isF(WORKC*CU). LaterAA isthe
valueofthederivativedf/dcusedinN_'s
method
B B meff_-iem described in Newman. Appendix C
C variables m be solved for
CD multiplication faelor used in obtaining
numericad dmvatives
COLD value of C from previous imrttion
CU 2.0- CD
D D mefftcient _ in Newnu_ Appendix C
ERR convergence _riterion
F vaJueof fur_tion f(C), c_d_alated in FUNCT
G residmd of f(C) eai_dated with updated C value
I index used for equation number
ITCNT index for im'afion number
ITPRT flag used for _ whethez intermediate
caku]a_ons are ouqxo.; for ITPRT=O,o_y
mnverged results are output; for
ITPRT=lamultt of each itermio_ are printed.
J index for node num_
K index for eqmuion rannber
M index used in working through nodes used to
calc_ue nmnerie_ derivatives
MM used to deumnine starting node (inmhuion to
J) for eatimat/on of numerical derivatives
N numberof equati_ (no.ofvariables)
NJ ram_ber of node points
SAVEC saved value of C
SUM inumnediate vadue used in c.admlmix_ G
TINIER _rimrion used m avoid working with small numbers
TINY _itmon used m avoid working with mmdl numl:_rs
TNIF.XF crite_on used m avoid working with mudl humbert
WORKC utved value of C; modified when C less th_ Tini_
X X value de.,cn'bed in Newnm-t. Appendix C
Y Y value _scn'bed in Newman. Appendix C
CmOOowooooq_loo_eolomoooooooo oooo oow ooo_oqp_ooooooooo oo_ooo_oooooooooo_oomo
C
C DD.{_S_O_S HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND ]0] NODE POIN1_;
C IT IS DES]]_._BL£ TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT. AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 7.N+I.WHERE N ISTHE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IFMORE
C NODE POINTS ARE DESIRED. CHANGE THE I01INTHE DIMENSION STATEMENTS TO














DATA TINY,TINIER,TNIEST,ERR/I.0D-I 0,1.0D- I5,1.0D- 15,1.0D=4/
DATA CU,CD/I.0001,9999/







































C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT CAJ.,CUI.ATION$









C 'tHiS IS THE PLACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM IS SET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CALCULATED












































































C CONVERGENCE CRITERION CHECKED. IF ANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE
C FOR ANY VARIABLE IS GREATER THAN THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION. A NEW












































































































































































15 FF = B(1jCOL)
DO J=I,N
B(I..D = B(IJ) -FF*B(JCOL,J)
ENDDO
DO K=I,M






















C THIS SUBROUTIN_ COMPUTE THE MATRIX FOR FINDING THE COEFFICIENTS OF A
C CUBIC SPLINE THROUGH A SET OF DATA. THE SYSTEM THEN ISSOLVED THE




CX.Y ARRAY OF X AND Y VALUF_ TO BE FrFFED
C S ARRAY OF SECOND D_ VALUSES ATTHE POINTS
C N NUMBER OF POINTS
C IEND TYPE OF END CONDITION TO BE USED
XEND=I, LINEAR ENDS, S(1)=S(N)=0.
IEND=2, PARABOLIC ENDS, S(I)=S(2).,, S(N)_(N-I)
IEND=3, CUBIC ENDS, SG_S(N) ARE IDCrlV_LATED





RE.M.*g X(N'),Y(N),S(101 ),F( 101,4),A(100),B(100),C(100),D(100),
1 DX 1,DY 1,DX0.,DY2,DXN 1,DXN2
INTEGER N,IEND,NM 1.NM2.I2































































































C FIND THE INTEGRATION
C














PART2aB (I)/3" (X(I÷ 1)-X(I))**3
PART3=C(I)/2*(X(I+I)-X(I))* "2






























THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS SIMPSOICS RULE INTEGRATION
OF A FUNCTION DEFINED BY A TABLE OF EQUISPACED VALUES.
PARAMETERS ARE:
F -ARRAY OF VALUES OF THE FUNCTION
N -NUMER OF PONTS
H -THE UNIFORM SPACING BETWEEN X VALLr_
RESULT -_TE OF THE INTEGRAL
REAL*8 F(N),I_RESULT
INTEGERN2,_..NHJ_F.I_IN_END



































C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES CURREaWT INLET TEMPERATURE

















































DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 201 NODE POINTS; IF
IT IS DESIRABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT, AND CHANGE THE SECOND
DIMENSION OF D TO 2N+l, WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IF MORE
NODE POINTS ARE DESIRED, CHANGE THE 201 IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENTS TO
WHATEVER YOU WANT.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 PL( 11.201 ),QP(I 4,201LPL_TIME,T_TIME
COMMON/BND/A(14.14),B(I 4.14),C(14,201),D(14,29),X(14,14),
• Y(I4,14).0(14),N,NJ,ITPRT,ITCNT,F(I4),P(14`20I),Z,U_FI
COMM ON/PROP_D_ZQDELZ 1,DELT 1,DELT,DEI2_C.II.LL.,1TE_ 1,K_F
COMM ONffNDI C/L 1,I3..L3,LA,L.5 ,L6
COMMON/PR OLD Z.tVISC_P(20 1),RO_P(201 ),CP_P(201 ),CON_FPP(201),
• CON_LPP(20 I),DLPP(4`20I).H_FP(20I),H_TTP(201),H_IIP(201),
• H_OWPP(20 I),H_FWPP(201),Q(4`201 ),RATE_C I (201 ),AMOL_W(201)
COMM ON/Q_SOURCF.2DELI=I
COMM ON/B C_PRF_2BC_L_ $,TIME
DATA DELH0/270,0/
OPEN (50.HLE='ASCII.DAT',STATUS='NEW'.REC'_32766 )
OPEN (66,FR..F,='CON CO2. DAT',STATUS =1NEW')
OPEN (88.HLE_'CON_H20.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
OPEN (99,FILE.='rE.M.DAT'.STATUS='NEW')
C WRITE HEADER DATA TO ACSII FILE
WP,.ITE(50,42)













































































42 FORMAT( 1X.TIME.ppCO2@ 1.pI_O2@ 2.ppCO2@3.pl_O2C_.ppC_5'.
& ',ppu20@ 1,ppI-12c_ 2.ppI-I20@3,ppH20@4,ppH20@5',
& ',TSu@LT Su@2,T Sa_3,T _u@4,T su@5',
& '.T bed@IX bed_2.T bed@3.T bedC_.T bed@5'.
& '.Twall_ i .TwtlI@2.TwalI_3.TwtlI@4.TwtU_ 5')
43 FORMAT(1X.26(E15.5.'.3)














• Y(14,14),G( 14),N,N'J/TPRT,1TCNT,F(14),P(I 4D.01 ),Z, U_ F1
COMMON/PROP_B_Z/D_LD_E,S_B ,CON_WA, CON W'I Q,CON WI_K,















DATA Z.D_LD_E.S_B ,CON_WA, CON %%q_Q.CON_WI_ K,CP_WA,
• CP_WI_Q, CP_W]_K, RO_WA, RO WI_Q,R O_W'I_K,X_WA,X_WI_Q,X_WI_K
• /1.4,0.5412D0,0.5620DO,0.46D0,32.875D0,
• .29D0,. 19DO,. 10984.SDO,.21 DO,.21Do,a89.0D02.5D0,16.0D0,
• 5.41666667D-3,4.1666667D-2,2.083333D-2/
DATA PT,RA,RA V,EPS E.X, EPSIN,RHOS ,ALPHA 1
. /7902.014,4.724.41E-3,4.724.41 E-3,.373,.317,43.,575 d





























































































• CON LPP(201 ),I) LPP(4.201 ),H_FP(201 ).H TFP(201 ),H I]P(201).
• H OWPP(201),H_FWPP(201),Q(4,201),RATE C1(201),AMOL_W(201),
• D_LAV(201)
COMMON/BND/A(14,14)_B(14.]4),C(14,201 ).D(14.29),X(I 4,14).
• y( 14,14).G(14),N.NJ,ITPRT.1TCNT, F(14).P(14.201).Z.U_FI
COMM ON/PROP_B_Z/D_LD_E,S_B,CON_WA, CON_WI_Q, CON_WI_K,C P..WA,

















C MASS TRANSFER FROM THE BULK OF GAS SRTEAM TO THE SURFACE OF ABSORBENT
C















































































F6"AINT'_(RO_S *CP_S *U_F1 )
FT=Z*H_FW*A_C/U_FI/RO_WA_'P_WA
FS=Z* H_OW*A_INSfU_F1]RO_WA/CP WA





















F(MD=(-D_LtM D/DELZ-_,(C(M Ij+I)-mC(M iJ)+C0Vllj+n>+
C(L4J'5/(2.0*DELZ)*(C(MIj+1 )-COd1J+1))+I.0/DELT=(C(MIj')-





F(L1)= 1.0DO/PE N_H/DF.J.Z" "2*(C(LI J+I)-2-C(LIj')+C(LIJ+I))-
• 1.0DOI(DELZ*U_FI)*(C(LI J)-C(LI J))*C(L4 J)-F3-(C(L_ J)-
F-6
C(I.2j))-F4*(C(L1 j)-C(L3 j))-(C(L1.J)-P(L1.J))/DELT
F(I.2)=1.0D0/PE_N S/DEI..Z**2" (C(L2.J+ 1)-2*C(L2d)+C(LZ.J÷I))+
FS*(C(L1.J)-C(L2.J))-F6*FLUX 1+DELH'F9-(C(L2J)-
P(L2.J))/DELT
F(L3)=FV *(C(L1J)-C(L3 J'))-FS'(C(L3 J)-TO)-(C(L3 d)-
• P(L3.J))/DELT
F(LA)=(C(LS,J+I )=C(LSJ))/DEIZl ÷i ./OC*(RO F*M AVE"C(T,4j)"
• (C(I.,4J)-CH._,.D)/DELZI +150" (I-EPS EX)'*2* VlSC_F'C(L, tj)/D_P/
• D_p/EPSEX/EPSEX.I.75* (I-EPSEX)* RO_F* M_AVE*C(L4.J)* *2/D_PI
• EPSEX+RO_F*M_AVE('(C(L4J)-P(L4,J))/DELTI)








• C THE I..AST ROW
C
ELSE n:(J .EQ. N_) THEN
DO 90MI--I.NC
F1=K_F(MI)*AJ]qT*Z_,tUFI











F(M1)_-(-D_L(M 1)/DEI2*"2"(C(M 1.J-1)-2*C0dl J)+C(M 1.J-l))+
C(L4d)/(2.0*DELZ)*(C(M1,J-1)-C(M1 j-1)_I.0/DELT*(C(M I,I)-













F,,L_,'B C_L_-CQ.£.J))/DELZ I-,-idG C" (RO_F*M_AVE'C (L4 J) '
• (C(IMj)-C(I_J-1))/DELZI+ISO* (1-EPSEX)*'2"VISC_F*C(L4d)/D_P/
• D p/EPSEX/EPSEX+l.75*(1-EPSEX)*RO_F*M_AVE*C(L4,J)**2/D_P/
• EPS EX÷RO_F*M AVE" (CC_4,J'rP(-LA,J))/DELT 1)
F-7
F(I.5 )=(C(L.5J)-P(L_..D )/DELT 1-D_L_AVK/DELZ! ""2-(BC L5-


















FLUX I-FLUXI÷HKAT(M 1)*(K_F(M1)*(Q(MI j)-C(NC+M 1.J)))






C(L4j)/(2.0"DELZ)'(C(M I j+ I)-C(M IJ-1))+I .0/DELT'(C(MI j)-














F(L4)=(C(I.,SJ.+I )-C(L&.D)/DELZ1 +IdC,C* (RO_F'M_AVE *C(L4..D*
• (C(L4..I).C(L4j- 1 ))/DB/.Z 1+ 150"( 1-BPSKX)* "2"VISC_F'C(L4d)/D_P/
• D_P/EPSEX/BPSEX+l.75*( 1-F,PSEX)*RO_F"M_AVE*C(LAJ)"2/D_P/
• EPSEX,RO_P,M_AVE*(C(L4 j).P(L4J))/DELT1)
F(12 )..(C(12j)-P(L5 J))/DF, LTI -D_L_AVF./DF/.Zl "'2.(C(LSJ+I )-
• 2"C(_ ,I)+C(12 j- I))+C(L4,.I)- (CtI.5 j+l)-C(12 J))/DI_LZI+
• C02,,D*(C0_,4,D.CCutj- D)/DFiZ_ -C(L52yC(LI J)*((C(Li J)-
• P(LI J))/DELTI -D_L_AVE/DELZI .-2, (C(LI j-I)-2"C(LI J)+C(LI J+1 ))+







_SDSm Sm_ _Bam JSOm mmsem_t_#,mmms ma a_w _Bm mame sas_mQee_mm_ Bmm_ I mmellmm_aB_8_
C GENER_AI/ZED CALLING PROGRAM FOR BANIXJ) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICALLY
Slmllqtll swisItelImmtslemmsmlmmemts_ mmmsssasa s_Smmmlise_m_m_m m__
C










WRTOUT ('FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)










































A A _oefficientdescribedinNewman. Appendix C
AA fwst. AA is F(WORKC*CU). I.am"AA is the
value of the d_ivative dr/tic used in Newton's
method
B B coefficientcMsc'r_bedinNewnum. A_endix C
C vari'ables to be solved for
CD multiplication factor used in obtaining
manerical derivatives
COLD value of C from previous iteration
CU 2.0 - CD
D D coefficient ¢kscribed in Newman, Appendix C
ERR convergence criterion
F value offunctionf(C), calcuiated in FUNCT
G residual of f(C) calculatedwith updated C value
I index used for equation number
rTCNT index for im-arion numbe_
1TPRT flag used for de.retraining whether intermediate
c,al_ttions _'e OUtlmt;forITPRT=0,only
converged results are output; for
ITPRT=l,results of each iteration &e prmmd.
J index for node nmnber
K index for equation number
M index used m workin.-, through nodesusedto
calculatenumerical derivatives
MM usedtodeterminestartingode (inmitt/on to
J) for estirp_on of numeric.a] derivatives
N number ofequations(no.ofvariables)
NJ numberofnodepoints
SAVEC raved value of C
SUM inmrmediate value used in calcula_g G
TINIER criterion used to avoid working with small numbers
TINY criumon used to avoid working with small mmtbeas
TNIEST criterion used to _oid working with mmll numbers
WORKC raved value of C; modified when C less that Tinier
X X value de.scn_oedin Newman. Appendix C
Y Y value de.scribed in Newman, Appendix C
C
C DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 10I NODE POINTS; IF
C IT IS DESIRABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT, AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 2N÷l, WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IF MORE


























C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS









C THJS IS THE PI.ACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM IS SET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE _TED



















































































CONVERGENCE CRITERION CHECKED. IF ANY VALUE OF R.ELATIVE CONVERGENCE

























COMMON/BOUN CON/B C_L I.BC_L2_ C_L3 .BCj.A.BC_L5 .BC_L6_ C_C(4)
COMMONIPRIME_N2,RA,RAV,EPS EX, EPSIN,ALF.RHOS,ALPHA1






C MASS TRANSFER FROM THE BULK OF GAS SRTEAM TO THE SURFACE OF ABSORBENT
C
C _TABLISI-IED COEFFICII_T MATRIX
C












• (C(LIJ+I)-2,C(LIj)-_(LIJ+I))+C(L4j)*(C(LI J+I)-C(LI J+l))/







F(I,5 )=(CfLSd)-P(L,5 d))/DELT1 -D_L_AVE/DELZ1 "'2"(CO.,f J-1 )-
• 2"C0.,5 d)+BC_L5 *CONV)-C_K* (BC_L5 *CONV..CfI.,5 ..I))_2/DEL2-1/DELZ1 -
• C_K" C(L.5d)* (CfLS,.I- 1)-2*C(LSd)+BC_L.5*CONV)/DEI.Z1/DFa..Z1-
• C(1..5j_fL1j)'((C(LLI)-P(LLJ))/DEL,T1 -D_L_AVE/DELZ1 "'2"
• (C(L1 j-1)-2*C(Lld)+C(L1j- 1))+C(L4..I)'(C(L1 J-l)-




F0.A)=(BC_L5 *CONV -C02 ,.I))/DF,I,Z1 +( 150* (1-F,,PSEX)**2*V_C_F*
• C('L,4,.I)/D_P/D_P/EPSEX_PS KK/O_/'2.7 g45 )
ELSE
FfL.5 ).=(CfL5..D-PfLS,.,D)/DELT1 -D_L_AVFdDELZl "'2" (C0..,5J+ 1)-
• 2-C fL5d).,,.C(LS..I- 1))-C_K*(C(L5j+I)-C(LSd))*'2/DEI_I/DFa..Z1-
• C_K*C0.Sd)* (CfLS.J+D-2*C0.,Sd)+CfL5 J- D)/DFa..Z1/DEI21-
• C0,,5d)/C(L1 j)*((C(L1 d)-P(L1..D)/DELT1-D_L_AVE./DELZI "'2"
• (C(L1.J+I)-2*C(L1.J)._(L1J-1))+C(LA.J)*(C(L1.J+I)-
• Cfl..,l J- 1))/(2*DELZ1))+R 1. C(L1 ..I)*ALF* RATE_C
F-12
F_(C(I_j÷I )-C(I_,J))/DEI._I +(150"O -F_SF-X)"2"VlSC_F •





SUBROUTINE DIFFEQ 1(CI,P1,NJ1,N 1)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
CtmSsssllljswllsm _mattleswDamsssstIBoataasammassossalssmttmssmt SllSlWSSOSSeS
C GENERALIZED CAU/NG PROGRAM FOR BAND(/) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICALLY
C










WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TR/DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)








































LIST OF IMPORTANT VARIABL2.S:
A A oaefficient described in Newnu_ Appendix C
AA first. AA is F(WORKC'CU). Later AA is the
vtlue of the derivative dr/de used m Newton's
method
B B coefficient described in Newnu_ Appemhx C
C variables to be solved for
CD multiplication factor used in obtaining
tmmm-ical derivatives
COLD value of C from previous itera6on
CU 2.0 - CD
D D coefficient desoribed in Newmm. Appcmdix C
ERR convergence criterion
F v_lu. of hmcdon gC), cal_ in FUNCT
G residual of f(C) calculated with updated C vtlue
I index used for equation number
rrCNT index for i_arion number
ITPRT flag used for determining whether inm_rnedia_e
calcuiaxiom are outpu_ for rrPRT=O,only
converged results are output; for
FFPRT=I,resuP¢ of each imrttion are printed.
J index for node number
K md.x for tqmuion mnnber
M index used in working through nodes used to
calculate numerical derivatives
MM reed to determine starting node (in relation to
J) for es_ of numerical derivatives
N number of equafiom (no. of variables)
NI number of node points
SAVEC saved value of C
SUM intermediate value used in calculating G
TINIER criterionusedto avoid working with small numbers
TINY criterion used to avoidworkingwithsmall numbers
TNIEST criterionusedto avoid working with smallnumbers
WORKC saved valueof C;modifiedwh_ C lessthenTimer
X X value de.scribed in Newmar. Appenlix C
F-13
C Y Y vLI_ described in Newrmm. Appendix C
Casssm) masBsasBoam_oseoooo(tsmaoDmmmmasamssmeDao_siaoesIDs_lasamm eDIsssa_I
C
C DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 101 NODE POINTS; IF
C 1T IS DESIRABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT. AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 2N+1, WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IF MORE


































C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT CAL_JI_TIONS









C THIS ISTHE PL,ACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CAL,CUI.,ATED.MM ISSET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CAI_TED










































































C CONVERGENCE CRITERION CHECKED. IF ANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE
C FOR ANY VARIABLE IS GREATER _'_{AN THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION, A NEW
F-15



























100 FORMAT(" J CI C2 C3 '













































IXLNPI _IXI.NP I)+A(I,L)*_IJ- I)
DO 12K=I,N








































































15 FF = B(IjCOL)
DO 16 JfI.N
16 B(U) = B(LJ) -FF*BOCOLJ)
DO 17 K=I.M






C TNIS FUNCTION CALLXJLATES THE PARICLE REYNOLDS NUMBER ASSUMINC THAT
C THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF TNE GAS IS EQUAL TO THAT OF CARRIER GAS.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 LEN,MW
















































































































































PART 1=-PPfD/B (I)/V (I)*EXP(PART3)































































REAL FUNCTION KGAS (TEMP)
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE THERMAL CONDU_ OF CARRIER GAS ASSUMING





































C THIS FUNCTION CALCVLATF_ TNE EFFF..L'WIVEAXIAL DIFFUSIVITIES IN A PACXED BED
C USING THE EDWARDS AND RICHARDSON CORROLATION. (FT'*FT/MIN)
IMPLICIT REAL* 8(A-H.O-Z)
REAL'8 L.AMBDA 1,LAMB D_,YO(4)
COMMON/PRIME/GN2.RA.RAV.EPS EX.EP$IN,ALF.RHOS .ALPHA 1










C THIS FUNCTION CAI._UI_TES THE EFFECTIVE AXIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A
















C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DIMENSTONLES$ PARAMETER OF THE EDWARDS AND


















C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BY CORRECTING



























C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE FLUID FILM HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT












C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCITES HEAT OF AD$OILPTION OF CARRIER GAS ONTO THE
C ACTIVATED CARBON TIMES THE TF.J_PEI_A_ DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLID PHASE











































c A BED WITH THREE DIFFERENT MATERIALS. IN THIS CASE, 13X,SILICA GEL, AND 13X
C
C this is the main roumrLthe initial values of m_ix C _nd p_ame, t_s ire
C called by "INITIAL_Z" subroutine, the main routine then calls the "FUNC'r2_z"
C sub.urine to solve the dit,c_Rze.d partial diffential _lmUions (pdc's).
C Liter conv_gmacc,tlmrouRne calls the"DIF_I" wbroutir_,whichis
C the maine routine for solving the momentum _ the pressure equations,
C if it is desire w solve these two equations as the time progresse,,s.C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)









C WRITE HEADER DATA TO ACSII FILE
WRITE(50A2)
C





c sl_rt mm_:nmg thzoughlime
DO 301 LL=I,9000



















c WRH'E(*.*)QP(Z3 ).QP(2,37),QP(2,75 ).QP(2, II2),QP(L 15o)























42 FORMAT( IX.TIM_ppCO2_ 1,ppCO2_2,ppCO2_3 ,_,ppCO2_5',
& ',ppH20@I ,ppH20@2,ppH20@3,ppP,20@4,ppH20@ 5',
& ',T8u@l,T sas@2,T gu@3,T g_4,T gaJ@5',
& ',T bed_1,T bed@2,T bed@3,T bedC_,T bed@5',








C this subrouunc is being c,tlled by maine routine once to gm the imial











































DATA BCC/. 13187.. 13187.2.01.13.3281 /
DATA BC_L1,BC_L2,BC L3,BC LS,BC L_
. /538.,538.,538.,15.47,15.47/




c number of component
NCI=NC














c calculate fluid density
RO_FO=P_TOT/(BC L1*R)




c grid size in dimensionless
DEJ..Z=DELZI_
c lime step in dimemionle_
DELT=U_FI*DELT1/Z
c L1 is the gas temp, L2IS the solidtemp. L3 is thewtll temp, l.Ais the











































c this_l_ou_ isbeingcall_lby maineroutineIocomputethevmable in
c C mwxim m thisToutinefirstvelocityprofileisl_ingde_l. the
c c_ctivity, di_ivity.lx_omy......._ l_g calcul_ in
c rouRne by calling the _m'operi,u_ subroudne, the routine obu,ined the





REAL'8 K_Ff4).M AVE,M_W(5 ),KGAS,K_FP(4.20I),CI(14,201),
•pl(14,201).REY_P(201).KEFF_SILKEFF(4),D_L(4),A(4),YO(4),SS(4)
DIMENSION Q2(4),C2(14.201),PE_N_M(4),DWDX(4LDWDT(4)
COMMON/PRIME_I/GN 1,RAI,RAV I,EPSEXi.EPSINI,ALFI,RHOS 1,ALPHA I 1
COMMON/PRIME_2/GN2J_2.RAV2.EPSEX2.EPSIN_RHOSZALPHA12
COMMON/PROP_S_Z_I/CP_S 1,RO_S I,AINT1,R_PI,D_PI,CON_S I,
• G_F1.HEATI (4),M_W











































c calculate the surface area for the heat transfer
ERROR=I.0E-3




RO F=C(L.5,1 )I(C(LI, I )*P.)
G_F=G_F1
GN=G F*RO_F/S B/60
c compute parameters for all the grids
DO 199 J--1jNJ























RO_F=C(L5 J-)/(C(L l J')* R )
.'YTOT=C.






¢ cctlcul_ the tverage molecular weight
DO II=I,NC











c calculate heat cap_-'ity
CP P(J_CPGAS(TEMP.YO)




c calculate the thermal dispersion
CON_LPP(/)_EFFK(GN.TEMP.CP_P(J).RO_F.PP, YO)* 60.
c calculate mass diffusivity
DO II=I,NC







c heat urmmfercoeff'tciembetweenthefluid and _ wall
H_FW,,,4.0




DO 220 II=l.II OLD
csetthemostrecentmmputed C arraytoC2 arrayforcheckof conversion
20 DO 30 llffil.N
DO 30 I2_ I,NJ
C'_l.I2)-Cfll.12)
3O CON'I'INL_
34 DO 190 J=I,NJ
c sincethereIrediffermsizesofgridsatthebotmdriesoftwo adjsent
c materials, the equations mustrevised.
1TEMPI






































































c _ fluid parameters







c peclet number for solid
PE N_S=U_FI *RO_S*CP_S*Z/CON S
c peclet number for haet in gas
PE_N_H=U_FI*RO_F*CP_F*Z/CON_L
c coefficinet h_PDE's after rnai_gthemdimmsionless
F3--ALF*H_FS*Z*AINT/(RO_F*CP F*U F1)
F4=H_FW*Z'4/(U FI*D_I*EPS EX*RO_F*CP..F)
F5=H FS*AINT*_('U F1 *RO_S*CP_S)
F6=Z/(RO_S*CP_S*U_F_)
F7=Z*H FW*A C/U_F1/RO WA/CP_WA
FS=Z*H OW*A_INS/U_F1/RO_WA/CP WA




c r.etdynamicparameters for each section
IF(LGE2..AYER: ._2CD.LLT.LAYER2)THEN
G-7












































c compum the a,ammt ,zir,orbed in pore of pellet for silica gd
IF(J.OF_LAYERI .AND. I.LE.LAYER2)'rREN
F I = 15 .*K..F(M 1)/R_P/R P*Z/U_F 1
A 1,. 1J(EPS P/DELT÷F 1+RO_S *DWDX (M1)/DE,LT)
C(NC+M 1_0qC+M 1j)+W00*(-C0qC+M 1J')÷A1 *(FI*C(M 1J'_-
(DWDX0vll)*RO_S+EPSP)*P(NC+M1J)/DELT-DWDT(M1)*(C(L1J')-
• P(t.IJ))/DELT))
c computemud heatof _:borpdon
FLUXl =FLUX I+HEAT(M I)'FI*U FIIZ*(C(MLJ).C(NC+MIJ))
c computemud _-noem _borbed
FLUX2=FLUX2+FI *U F I/Z*(C(M I,J)-C(NC+lV[ I ,J))
ELSE
c computethe mnount adsorbed in mlid phase fox 13X
FI =K_F(M 1)* AINT*TJU_FI
A2=I/DF..LT+FI
C(NC+MI J'p,CONC+MI j)+WOO*(-C(NC+MIJ)+I/A2*(I=I*Q(MI J)+
P(NC+M I,/)/DELI'))
c cornpum total heal of adsorption
FLUX I =FLUX l +HEAT(M I )'3.0/R P"K F(M l )*(Q(M I j)-C(NC+M I j))




























c compute Sis tempea'_n'e
ALl =I,/DELT+2JPE_N_H/DELZ**2+C(LA,J-)/DELZ/U_F1 +F3+F4
C(L1J)=C(L1,J_W2* (-C(L1J'_-I ./ALl "(1.0DO/PE_N_H/DELZ*=2 *
('BC_LI+C(LI j+l))- 1.0D0/(DELZ*U_FI)*(-BC_LI*BC_L4)-F3*
• (-C(I.2J))-F4*(.C(L3,J_P(LIJ')/DELT))





C(L3,.D=DELT* (FT" (C(LI ,_D-C(L3.J))-FS*(C(L.3J)-TO))+P(L3 _
C
C
C THE LAST ROW
C compumion ofC _'ay forthelastgrid
C













c compute mrnotmt adsorbed in the pore of pellet, $ilic,al gel
IFO.GE.I.,AYERI .AND. J.LEJ..AYER2)THEN
Fi = 15.*K F(M I)/R_P/R_P*Z/U_FI
A_ =I,/CEPSP/DELT+FI+RO_S*DWDX(M I)/DELT)
C(NC+M I J)=C(NC+M I,.D+W00*(-C(NC+MI,D+AI*(FI*C(MIJ)+














FLUX I=FLUX I+HEAT(M I)*3.0/R_P*K_F(MI)*(Q(MIJ)-C(NC+M IJ))
c cxlnpummud amolmtadsorbed,13X




c compum molar_m_rmion ofeachco_t
DO 125 MI=I.NC
Pl_ N_M (M 1)=U_F 1*Z/D_L(M 1)

















































c compum amount adsorbed in pore of pcUct, silica gel
IFO.GE/,AYER1 .AND. LLE.LAYER2)THEN
FI= 15.*K_F(M 1)/R_P/R_P*7./U F1
A 1= 13(EPS P/DELT÷F t ÷ROS *DWDX (M 1)/DELT)
C(NC÷M 1J)-C(TqC+M 1J}+W00"(-C(NC+M 1,/)+A1 *(FI "C(M1j)+
(DWDX(M 1P'RO_S+EPSP)*P(NC÷M 1J)/DELT-DWDT(M 1)*(C(L1j)-
P(Lld))/DF..LT))
c ex_p_ told he_ of adsorption
FLUX I=FLUX I+HEAT(M 1)*FI *U FI/Z*(C(M i ,J)-C(NC+M i J))
c ¢mrnlmt_ toal amount Kisorbed
FLUX2=FLUX2+FI*U_FIiZ*(C0d Ij)-C(NC+M l,J))




C('NC÷M 1J)=C(NC+M 1J)+W00*(-C(NC+M 1,J)*I/A2*(FI'Q(M ! J3+
P(NC+M 1j)/DELT))
c compte real heat of tdsorption
FLUX 1,=FLUX 1+HEAT(M 1)"3.0/R_P*K_F(M 1)*(Q(M! J)-C(NC+M 1.J))
c compum toal amount adsorbed








PE N_M(M I)=U_F1 *Z/D_L(M I)















c corn1:mmmolar cotmen_aLion of g_
ENDIF
C(M 1J-)_(M1J)+W 11*(-C(M1J)+l .D0/A(M 1)* (2.0D0/PE N M(M 1)/




AL ] = 1dDFA.,T+2dPE_N H]DEI2* *2*D 12+C(IAj)/DELTJU_FI*D11 *0+
F3+F4
c gas t_n!_taxunr¢





























c mollr _ in the g_ phase
C(M1J)ffiC(M 1J)+W 1I*(-C(M 1J)+I.D0/A(M1)*(1.0D0/PE_N_M(M 1)/
DFA,Z*"2*(C(M1J-1 )+C(M 1,J+l ))- 1.0DOAI_F 1/DEJ..Z*(-C(M 1J-1 )*
C(LAj- 1))-PART1 ÷P(M 1J)/DELT))
171 CONTINI_
c gu Unnlmr_e
ALI = IJDELT+2JPE_N_H/DFJ.Z='2+C(IA J)/DFJ.,TJU_F I +F3+F_
C(LI J)=C(L1,J)+W2. (-C(I.,1j)+ l JALI*( 1.0D0/PE_N_H/DELZ*"2"
(C(LIJ-I)+C(LIj+l))-I.ODOI(DELZ'U_FI)*(-O(LIj-I)*C(l_J-I))-
• F_o(-C(L2J))-F_'(-C0.3 j)_P(L_ J)/DELT))
c _lid _e
C(L2j)-C(L2j)+W3" (-C(L25)+I:_-,LT* (1.0D0/__N_S/D_-Z°'2















IF(ABS(CCIl.I2)-C2(I1j2))/C(II,I2).GT.F, RROR) OO TO 220
ENI) IF
2OO CONTINUE
IF 0IJ.,T.100)GO TO 220























c this subrou_e compute the equilibruim amom'u _r, orbed in the solid phase
















c this subroutine c,alculam the cL--rivitiveof pre _ation wkh respecL















pO=EXP(CI[rl +C2+C3*TI +C4*TI'-2+CS*T1 t*3+C6*T1 "4+C7"_1))
ELSE































c this mbmtnme mmpute the equilibruim mount _ in the mild plu_














c th/s _abmuane calculatethederivi_ve of IXe _o_ with respect









B(1 )=28.19709466,( 1-tG'SO/9588.8566167)** 1.418802_97)"*
• -331.23533275







































c _'_ subroutine com_. u_ the _ount of _Ir,otbed g_ in _luilibdum with g_
c molar density, for single componet uses _ngmuh'-_edrich isotherm, the
c compumon of e.qulil_uim for mulu component uses the Ideal Solution Theory
c (IST). since the equsuons _e none linear and impliciLa numeriacl method




cB,V,PO srrsys are _inle_[ulilm_nconstant
SUBROLrrIN_ IST_Z 1(MErHOD,T,SS,Q 1)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-It,O-Z)


























c get the constant as a ttmcdon of temperLt_e
H=fm'D(1).EQ.DTHF_














































































































c cLlculate the fraction in the solid phase
PARTI=POtT)*X/V(1)
IF(PARTI.GT.'/3)PARTI =73




c calculate the total _,nount adsorbed
DO I=I.NC
Q1 (T)=V(I)*B(1)*PI(1)** PO(1)/( I+B(1)*PI(I)**PO(1))
TOT_(_TOT_Q_X I (1)/QI(I)
ENDDO





























































40 TOLl _2- *EPS*ABSCB _.5 *TOL
XM= J'(C-B )
IF(ABS(XM).LE.TOLI)GO TO 90
n_(FB.F.Q.0.0) GO TO 9O
cb__
IF(ABS(E).L£.TOLI)GO TO 70
IF(ABS(FA)J..E.ABSCFB)) GO TO 70










































c the second method, this method is faster but the initial guess must be near
c the root of the equation.
C
cthis ubrouRnecompum theamo_mt ofadsorbedgasinequilibriumwithgas
cmolazd_tsity,forsinglecomponetusesLangmui_-f_aLdchis_lm'm,the
c compumioa of equlibruim for multi c.omponcm uses the Ideal Solution Theory
c (IST). since the ¢qmuions are none linear and implicit.a numcriacl menhod
c was used _ compum the adsorbed equtibruim amount the metlx_cl is Newton.
c




























c se_ the consumt as a func6on of t_mperan_e
IF(IND(1).EQ.1)THEN
c 13x by L grace
c point-- 1567.1205874+9.00256903"t-.0172347*t*t-*-l.100806e-5 *t*r*t
c iffj_(nl).gt.poim .or. Lgt.627)then
c V(N 1),=(81.2983138-.21118560043*T+l.Sg7732293D_*T*T)/44/100
c B(N 1)_864.900013 l*EXP(-.019625791466"T)
c po(nl)-l.0
c else






c from Finn dam 5A
c if(,pp(nl).lL1.0) then
C b(N l)=2.3702239'7e-6"'d'* (-.5)*exp(14907.6535/1.987/t)
C v(Nl),,, 16.6/_$/100
c vo(N1)=.80
c Finn by hmgrauir
c else




C 5A BY GRACE, BY L_F
c V(N1)= 17.0/I00/44
c B(N1)=2.341477E_*T**(-.5)*EXP(10257.166145/1.987/T)
c PO(N 1_3.830450111E-4*T** 1.188379596
C 5A BY GRACE, BY L
C V(N 1_(-4.27886889+.087218022"T-9.1010715804E-5_/44/100
C B(N 1)=9.2533309123 E-5*T**(-.5)* EXP(10719.0/1.987/1")
C PO(NI_I.
C 5A BY GRACE; BY L_F BETWEEN 0-75 C
C V(N 1)=(399.3942-1.938428896"T+3._515E-3*T*T-
C 1.8226211899E-6_/_$/100







































C po(nl )_.$219916486-3.3519986e-3*t-t.4.679276479e-6*r* t
C else






























EI.SE IFONC.EQ.2 .AND. PPf2).EQ.0)THEN













else ff(._2).le.0 .and. pp(3).le.0)_--n

















































c call newtonmethod to lhe rout to IST ¢quaficm
IF(X 2.,E. 1.0F,-17)GOTO 80
CALL NEW_(FCN,FDEILX.XTOL,FI_L.NLIM,I)















































































































































REAL FUNCTION KGAS (TEMP)
C TH]S FUNCTION CALCULATES THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CARRIER GAS ASSUMING












C TNIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE PARICLE REYNOLDS NUMBER ASSUMINC THAT
















C THIS FUNCTION C_TES THE VISCOSITY OF CARRIER GAS AS A LINEAR FUNCTION

























C THIS FUNCTION _TES TNE EFFECTIVE AXIAL DIFFUSIVITIES IN A PACXED BED
C USING THE EDWARDS AND RICHARDSON CORROLATION. (FT*Fr/MIN)
IMPLICrr RF..AL*8(A-I-LO-Z)
REAL-8 LAMB DA 1,LAMB DA2,LEN,YO(4)
COMMON/PRIME/GN2,RA,RAV ,EPS EX..F..PSIN.AJ..F,RHOS.ALPHA 1
COMMON/IND1/IND(4)














C THIS FUNCTION CALL'UI_TES THE EFFECTIVE AXIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A
















C THIS FUNCTION CALCI._TES THE DIMENSTONLE.SS PARAMETER OF THE EDWARDS AND





















THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BY CORRECTING




























C THIS FUNCTION CAI.,CUI._TESTHE FLUID FILM HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
C IN BTU_Q FF/MIN/R USING THE CORRELATION OF PETROY AND THODOS.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-FLO-Z)
REAL*8 ID,KGAS,KG,LEN,MW












CTHIS SUBROUTINE C.M.CUL.ATES HEAT OF ADSORPTION OF CARRIER GAS ONTO THE
,7.ACTIVATED CARBON TIMES THE TEMPERATURE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLID PHASE
G-27













































C THIS SUBRO_ IS BEING CALLED BY DIFFEQI WI-IICI-IIS ALSO BEING CALLED BY
C SUBROUTINE FU'NCT2..Z TO COMPUTE THE VELOCITY AND THE PRESSUR_ DROP IN THE BED.

























































c solve the pc_'s for the first grid
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
c velosi_'
F(L4)=FAC*(C(L5 j)-B C_L5 *CONV)/DEI.,Z 1+1 JC, C'(RO_PM_AVE*C(LA,J)*
• (C(L4.J)-BC_LA)/DELZI+ISO*(1-EPSEX)*'2*VISCPC(L4J)/
• D_P/D P/EPSEX/EPS EX+ 1.75*(1-EPSEX)*RO_PM_AVE'C(l.A,J)* "2/
• D_ P/EPSEX÷RO_F*M_AVE* (C(L4 J)-P(L4j))/DELT1)
c mud m-essure witout the heart
F(L5 )=(C(I.,SJ)-P(L5 ,J))/DELTI -D_L AVE/DELZI "'2"(BC_I.,5 "CONV -
• 2"C fL5 jb.a2(L5,J+I))+C(I.AJ)*(C(L5,J)-B C_L5 "CONV)/DELZ I÷
• C fL5,J)*(C(L4,J)-B C LA)/DELZI+R I*C(L I,J)'ALPRATE_C
c total pressure with heat
F(L6 )=(C(L6.J).P(Lf.J))/DELTI -D_L_AVE/DE/-7.1 "'2*(BC L6*CONV-
• 2,CfL6j)+C(L6j+ I))+C(L4J)"(C(L&J)-BC I.,6"CONV)/DELZI +
• C(L6,J)'(CO.Aj)-BC_LA)/DELZ I-C(L6_/C(LI J)* ((C(LI J)-







F(LA)=FAC*(CCL_ J-)=C(U j- I))/DELZI +i JGC*(RO_F*M_AVE*C0=A J)*
• (C(LAj)-C(L4J-!))IDELZI+ISO'(I-EPSEX)*'2"VISC_F'C(L4J)ID_PI
•D_P/EPSEX/E?-;E.X-,-I.75"O-EPSEX)'RO_PMAVE,C(IA.J)'"2/D_P/
• EPSEX+RO_P IvI_AVE" (CfL4 j )-P_,A J-))/DELTI >
c total pressure without heat
F0..5 )=(C(LS,J)-P(L5,J))/DELTI -D_L_AVE/DEI_I ,*2*(C(LSJ-I )-
• 2-C0..5 j)+C(L5 j- 1))-_-C(L5 J)" (C(L5 J)-CQ,..5 J- 1))/DEI.Z 1÷
. C(LS.J)*(C(I.A J)-C0.A J- 1))/DELZ1 +R 1*C(L1J)*ALF* RATE_C
c to_ pressure with he.at
FCt.6 )=(C(L6,J)-P(L6,J))/DELT 1-D_L_AVE/DELZI -,2*(C(L6j-I )-
• 2,C(L6 J)+C(L6 J- I ))+C(LA J)*(C0.,6 J)-C(L6 J- I ))/DFA,Z 1+
• C(L6,_ • (C0.A..r)-C(IA J- I))/DELZI-C(L6 J)/C(LI J)* ( (C(L 1,J)-
• PCLIj))/DELTI-D_L_AVE/DELZI'*2* (C(LIJ-I)-2*C(LI,J)+C(LIJ- I))+


















• C(L6,J)*(CfI.AJ)-CCt.,4J- 1))/DEJ..Z1-C(L_j)/C(LI J)*((C(LI J)-
. PCLI j))/DELTI-D_L_AVFJDELZI • "2" (C(LI J÷I)-2*C(LI J)+C(LI J- I))+








Ct SSDS_BiaaDOIDBDDimSBeSaaamISaOSSmOSBt Beamlgolssismaso_o _0@_
C GENERALIZED CALLING PROGRAM FOR BAND(J) TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS TAKING PARTIAL DERIVATIVES NUMERICALLY
C










WRTOUT (FOR DATA OUTPUT)
BAND (TO SOLVE BANDED TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX)






















LIST OF IMPORTANT VARIA.BLF.,S:
A A coetticient described in Newnm't. Appe_lix C
A.A fnlt. AA i_ F(WORKC"CU). Later AA is the
value of the da'iv_ve df/d_ used in Newton's
meth_
B B aoe_cient _a_:ribed in Newnum. Appendix C
C variab]e_w be mired for
CD multiplication factor used in obtaining
nmnerical derivatives
COLD valueofC f_om_revious iteration
CU 2.0 - CD
D D inefficient described in Newnm-,. Appendix C
ERR convergencecriterion
F value of ruction f(C),calculatedinFUNCT
O residual of f(C) calculamd with updated C value
I index used forequationumber
1TCNT index foriterationnumber
FI'PRT flag used for dem'mming whether mmrmediam
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C calculations are outpu_ for ITPRT=0,only
C converged resuks are ourpu_ for
C ITPRT=l.resuksofeachiteration are printed.
C J index for node number
C K ind=xfor equ_ion number
C M indexusedinworkingthroughnodesusedto
C c.alcuhm_numerical d_'iv_ves
C MM usedtod_mmine startingode(inml_on to
C J) for estimation of numerical dcriv_ve.s
C N numberofequations(no.ofvariables)
C N3' numberof nodepoims
C SAVEC raved vllue of C
C SUM inm'medm_ value usedin calcifingG
C TINIER criml/on used to ,void working with small numbers
C TINY mumon used to avoid working with small numbers
C _ crimrion used m ,voidworkingwilhmudl numbers
C WORKC savedvalueofC;modifiedwhen C lessthinTinier
C X X valuede_scribedinNewman. AppendixC
C Y Y value described inNewman, Aplmmdix C
Cnme_st mmsamnlslJmlsowummslsls_tsms_eas_stmlst_asI__i__m
C
C DIMENSIONS HAVE BEEN SET FOR 6 EQUATIONS AND 101 NODE POINTS; IF
C IT IS DESIRABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, CHANGE THE 6
C IN THE DIMENSIONS TO WHATEVER NUMBER YOU WANT. AND CHANGE THE SECOND
C DIMENSION OF D TO 2N+I.WHERE N ISTHE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS. IFMORE



































C LOOP BEGUN TO MARCH THROUGH EACH NODE POINT. SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS










C THIS IS THE PLACE THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. MM IS SET
C TO INDICATE THE INTERVAL WHERE THE DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CALCULATED

















C DERIVATIVES C_TED FOR SMALL VALUES OF C (LESS THAN TINY)
C
IT (ABS(WORKC).LT.TINY) THEN


























































CONVERGENCE CRITER/ON CHECKED, IF ANY VALUE OF RELATIVE CONVERGENCE




IF(DAB S(C(K,J) ).GT.TNIES'T) THEN














S_ImSt m_IBIS_ m_asswBoe sm_ss_sm _sesasssswalsmasi_asslli_t smsi_alslassa_s
IMPLICIT REAL*g(A-H.O-Z)
COMMON/BND/A(14.13 ).B(l 4.13),C(I 4.201 ).D(14.29),X(14,13),
.Y(I 4,13).G(14).N.NJ,rrPRT,ITCNT,F(I 4)






I00 FORMATC J C1 C2 C3 '
&,'CA CS C6'/)
10! FORMAT( lX.I.3.6(1PE 16.8 ))
RETURN
END





.G( ] 4).N,NLrrPRT,/TCNT.F( ] 4)
I01 FORMATCODETERM--0 AT J='j4)


















































































































7 D(LK) = DfI.K) -FF'D(JCOLK)
ENDIF
18 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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